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Preface 
  
The Bible, by various authors unknown. The Hebrew and Greek Originals are of Qabalistic value. It contains also 

many magical apologues, and recounts many tales of folk-lore and magical rites. 

 

This small and simple quote by Crowley in his ―Curriculum of A.'. A.'.‖ says more than may 

be readily apparent to most Thelemites.  But then again, most Thelemites don‘t really seem 

to even know about Crowley‘s deep knowledge of the Bible.  And without reading both 

John‘s Apocalypse and Liber CDXVIII very carefully, one can‘t easily see how Thelema is 

truly a further development of the New Testament revelation; indeed as Motta says, a 

correction to the distortions that have come through time. 

 

Crowley indeed takes this one step further in his description of that lack of understanding in 

light of the message of John‘s Apocalypse.  He viewed the controversial document, which 

itself, barely made it into the Christian canon, as authentic prophecy; the problem being that 

its interpretation by people at the start of the Piscean Age was too difficult for a document 

that actually addressed the start of the Aquarian Age, which he heralded as the Aeon of 

Horus.  He writes in the Book of Thoth: 

 
The seers in the early days of the Aeon of Osiris foresaw the Manifestation of this coming Aeon in which we now live, and they 
regarded it with intense horror and fear, not understanding the precession of the Aeons, and regarding every change as 
catastrophe. This is the real interpretation of, and the reason for, the diatribes against the Beast and the Scarlet Woman in the 
XIII, XVII and XVIII-th chapters of the Apocalypse… 

 

And so important symbols such as the Beast and the Great Whore have come through 

Christianity in the most negative light.  Yet, two other problems ultimately come to the fore; 

the first being Crowley‘s inconsistency with his assessment of this controversial and single 

piece of Christian prophecy.  In Liber CDXVIII we read: 

 
All I get is that the Apocalypse was the recension of a dozen or so totally disconnected allegories, that were pieced together, and 

ruthlessly planed down to make them into a connected account; and that recension was re-written and edited in the interests of 

Christianity, because people were complaining that Christianity could show no true spiritual knowledge, or any food for the 

best  minds: nothing but miracles, which only deceived the most ignorant, and Theology, which only suited pedants. 

 

The second problem has to do with Crowley claiming to herald the Aeon of Horus and 

addressing it like this is the start of the Aquarian Age; an error echoed or perhaps more fully 

developed by Kenneth Grant.  And though aeons do represent many things, including time, 

certainly a study of Gnosticism, which itself evolved of the Greek Qabalah and 

Pythagoreanism, would show that Aeons symbolize gods as elements of force in the human 

psyche.  In Irenaeus account of the Barbelo Gnostics we read the following: 

 
1. Besides those, however, among these heretics who are Simonians, and of whom we have already spoken, a multitude of 
Gnostics have sprung up, and have been manifested like mushrooms growing out of the ground. I now proceed to describe the 
principal opinions held by them. Some of them, then, set forth a certain Æon who never grows old, and exists in a virgin spirit: 
him they style Barbelos. They declare that somewhere or other there exists a certain father who cannot be named, and that he 
was desirous to reveal himself to this Barbelos. Then this Ennœa went forward, stood before his face, and demanded from him 
Prognosis (prescience). But when Prognosis had, [as was requested,] come forth, these two asked for Aphtharsia (incorruption), 
which also came forth, and after that Zoe Aionios (eternal life). Barbelos, glorying in these, and contemplating their greatness, 
and in conception [thus formed], rejoicing in this greatness, generated light similar to it. They declare that this was the 
beginning both of light and of the generation of all things; and that the Father, beholding this light, anointed it with his own 
benignity, that it might be rendered perfect. Moreover, they maintain that this was Christ, who again, according to them, 
requested that Nous should be given him as an assistant; and Nous came forth accordingly. Besides these, the Father sent forth 



Logos. The conjunctions of Ennœa and Logos, and of Aphtharsia and Christ, will thus be formed; while Zoe Aionios was united 
to Thelema, and Nous to Prognosis. These, then, magnified the great light and Barbelos. 
2. They also affirm that Autogenes was afterwards sent forth from Ennœa and Logos, to be a representation of the great light, 
and that he was greatly honoured, all things being rendered subject unto him. Along with him was sent forth Aletheia, and a 
conjunction was formed between Autogenes and Aletheia. But they declare that from the Light, which is Christ, and from 
Aphtharsia, four luminaries were sent forth to surround Autogenes; and again from Thelema and Zoe Aionios four other 
emissions took place, to wait upon these four luminaries; and these they name Charis (grace), Thelesis (will), Synesis 
(understanding), and Phronesis (prudence). Of these, Charis is connected with the great and first luminary: him they represent 
as Soter (Saviour), and style Armogenes. Thelesis, again, is united to the second luminary, whom they also name Raguel; Synesis 
to the third, whom they call David; and Phronesis to the fourth, whom they name Eleleth. 
3. All these, then, being thus settled, Autogenes moreover produces a perfect and true man, whom they also call Adamas, 
inasmuch as neither has he himself ever been conquered, nor have those from whom he sprang; he also was, along with the 
first light, severed fromArmogenes. Moreover, perfect knowledge was sent forth by Autogenes along with man, and was united 
to him; hence he attained to the knowledge of him that is above all. Invincible power was also conferred on him by the virgin 
spirit; and all things then rested in him, to sing praises to the great Æon. Hence also they declare were manifested the mother, 
the father, the son; while from Anthropos and Gnosis that Tree was produced which they also style Gnosis itself. 
4. Next they maintain, that from the first angel, who stands by the side of Monogenes, the Holy Spirit has been sent forth, 
whom they also term Sophia and Prunicus. He then, perceiving that all the others had consorts, while he himself was destitute 
of one, searched after a being to whom he might be united; and not finding one, he exerted and extended himself to the 
uttermost and looked down into the lower regions, in the expectation of there finding a consort; and still not meeting with one, 
he leaped forth [from his place] in a state of great impatience, [which had come upon him] because he had made his attempt 
without the good-will of his father. Afterwards, under the influence of simplicity and kindness, he produced a work in which 
were to be found ignorance and audacity. This work of his they declare to be Protarchontes, the former of this [lower] creation. 
But they relate that a mighty power carried him away from his mother, and that he settled far away from her in the lower 
regions, and formed thefirmament of heaven, in which also they affirm that he dwells. And in his ignorance he formed those 
powers which are inferior to himself— angels, and firmaments, and all things earthly. They affirm that he, being united to 
Authadia (audacity), produced Kakia (wickedness), Zelos (emulation), Phthonos (envy), Erinnys (fury), and Epithymia (lust). 
When these were generated, the mother Sophia deeply grieved, fled away, departed into the upper regions, and became the 
last of the Ogdoad, reckoning it downwards. On her thus departing, heimagined he was the only being in existence; and on this 
account declared, I am a jealous God, and besides me there is no one. Exodus 20:5; Isaiah 45:5-6 Such are the falsehoods which 
these people invent. 

 

Note in the above that life (Zoe) is united with will (Thelema) and that these are generative 

aeons; even that life is immortal.  These then are able to generate four ―luminaries,‖ which 

seems an allusion to the four Watcher Stars (luminaries) of the Starry Gnosis.  But overall, 

we can clearly see that a human soul (psyche) is being formulated.  The outstanding nature of 

that soul or the major work of that soul at this time is to develop the ‗will‘ of that soul; hence 

the ‗Aeon of Thelema.‘ 

 

Interestingly enough, the Christ is rendered as a generative light that then forms this soul 

from the blessing of the Virgin (incorruptible or not involved in matter) Spirit called 

Barbelos or Ennoia (mind).  Also, this Ennoia sends forth another Aeon, Logos, which then 

suggests a difference from the Christ and the Logos.  From this we can deduce that the light 

and the higher spiritual part of the soul belongs one a higher plane with the Christ.  And on a 

lower, and more material plane, the Logos continues to emit Aeons.  Though the Logos in the 

Gospel of John is equated with the Light as shown here: 

 
John 1:1-18 (New International Version) 

John 1 

The Word Became Flesh  

 
1
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 

2
He was with God in the beginning.  

 
3
Through him all things were made; without him nothing was made that has been made. 

4
In him was life, and that life was the 

light of men. 
5
The light shines in the darkness, but the darkness has not understoodit.  

 
6
There came a man who was sent from God; his name was John. 

7
He came as a witness to testify concerning that light, so that 

through him all men might believe. 
8
He himself was not the light; he came only as a witness to the light. 

9
The true light that 

gives light to every man was coming into the world.  

 

 

 

http://www.astronargon.us/starry.html


 

 

 
10

He was in the world, and though the world was made through him, the world did not recognize him. 
11

He came to that which 

was his own, but his own did not receive him. 
12

Yet to all who received him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the 

right to become children of God— 
13

children born not of natural descent, nor of human decision or a husband's will, but born of 

God.  

 
14

The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have seen his glory, the glory of the One and Only, who came 

from the Father, full of grace and truth.  

 
15

John testifies concerning him. He cries out, saying, "This was he of whom I said, 'He who comes after me has surpassed me 

because he was before me.' " 
16

From the fullness of his grace we have all received one blessing after another. 
17

For the law was 

given through Moses; grace and truth came through Jesus Christ. 
18

No one has ever seen God, but God the One and 

Only,
[e][f]

who is at the Father's side, has made him known. 

 

This then combines the two planes into one; though we should be careful as the Gospel of 

John was written long after the disciple called John had died.  Also, an apocryphon is a 

secret teaching and probably would have only been available to initiates of the Barbelo 

school.  From the Apocryphon of John we also get a mythological rendering of the Barbelo 

cosmogony in greater detail from that preserved by Irenaeus and here presented by Sufis: 

 
The Apocryphon of John 4:1-16 describes through a myth/teaching narrative the Story of the AUTO-GENES/Self Brought Forth 
(Apocyphon of John 4:11,13-16, because G-D's Purpose is expressed through this One whose Light is More Dim for He is 
conceived by Pronoia/Barbelo His Morther who is the Pleroma/Sephorah/Mumkinat and His Fthr, Who as Beyond Being, Pours 
Himself out into H-R as Unmanifested Being, then SH- continued by Pouring Herself as Unmanifested Being into the Logos as 
Manifested or Breathed out Being [Apocryphon of John 4:1-3]). He, the Logos is described as a Mono-genes/the Only Brought 
Fourth (Apocryphon of John 4:3-4). The Logos who is called Christ/Messiah/Mashiah/Anointed One, because he is the One that 
the Fthr, G-D, annointed with H-S Goodness, and It was Transmited to the Logos through H-S Mother, Who is called Barbelo, 
Pronoia, Hagiou Pneumata/Holy Spirit (Apocryphon of John 4:5-6; Apocryphon of John 3:6,8). The Apocryphon of John 4:7-8 
then mentions that Christ, the fruit of Emanation, asks for Nous/Mind for a "companion". The Nous/Mind, then Praises in 
Silence the Pleroma, who is Barbelo, and the Anointed One, Who is the Logos (Apocryphon of John 4:8-9). Thelema/Will is 
Produced by the Higher Logos/Word, who is the Son of the Hagiou Pneumata/Holy Spirit, Who is Barbelo--the Pleroma 
(Apocryphon of John 4:10). Then the Lower Logos/Rhema/World followed after Thelema/Will (Apocryphon of John 4:11). It 
mentions in the Apocryphon of John 4:13 that Hagiou Pneumata/Holy Spirit, Who is here the Male Half, of Androgynous 
Barbelo (Apocryphon of John 3:8), perfects the Manifested Being of Spirit (Manifesting Being) and Unmanifested Being of 
Barbelo, Who is the Pronoia. The Auto-genes then Stands before the Spirit, Who is Manifesting Being, Who Honors Him with 
Loud Praise/Doxa (Apocryphon of John 4:14). The Apocryphon of John 4:15 mentions that Son, who is also called Autogenes 
issued forth from Pronoia/Forethought, Who is Barbelo (Unmanifested Being), and that this Selfsame Autogenes (Manifested 
Being) was placed in charge of everything by the Pneuma/Spirit, Who is Manifesting Being. The Apocryphon of John 4:16 then 
alludes to the Secret of G-D's Inexhaustable Name currently composed of Seventy-two Manifested Huruf with a Seventy-third 
Harf Hidden/Concealed/Burried Deep into the Realms wraiting to be Manifested. http://fam-
faerch.dk/pseudigrapher/gnostic/apocjn.html P.S. The Auto-Genes/ the Self Brought Forth, Who is called the Annointed One, 
the Logos (Manifested Being) of the Pneuma/Spirit (Manifesting Being) creates by a Lesser Logos/Rhema/Speech (see Bereshit 
1:3-27; Genesis 1:3-27). The Auto-Genes, the Annointed Logos appears to be a Group Soul for all the Chosen Ones of G-D 
annoined with H-S Goodness, such as Prophets, Imams, and the Ahl al-Bayt, who are also called the Ahl adh-Dhikr (Surah 
16:43). 

 

In this, the Logos is divided between higher and lower planes, as well as itself being called the 

Christ as in the Gospel.  And indeed in Gnostic cosmogony, it is the Christ that comes from 

the Pleroma to teach humanity of its true divinity; that it has a soul.  This is also the 

essential inner-school or inititiated teaching of the Greek mystery schools as founded by 

Pythagorus and developed by Plato.  And so before we concern ourselves with Gnosticism, 

we really need to understand the teachings of this school system. 

 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John%201:1-18;#fen-NIV-26053e
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John%201:1-18;#fen-NIV-26053f
http://fam-faerch.dk/pseudigrapher/gnostic/apocjn.html
http://fam-faerch.dk/pseudigrapher/gnostic/apocjn.html


 

Returning then to the subject of the Greek Qabalah, it is easy to simply seek after some 

compilation of attributions to add into 777, which Crowley himself was also after.  Crowley 

noted the following Principles of working on the fly leaf of his Greek-English lexicon: 

 
1. Avoid compounds. 
2. Collect prefixes, their numbers to be learnt by heart, so that people can add 'em on for trials and then use dict.  
3. Put genitives, futures etc in sub-line. 
4. Make separate dictionary of roots. 
 
"Could I refer to other numbers of same root: e.g. to Aion put the number of aionios aionobios k.t.l.?" 
 
"I shall make it a rule to take no notice of any Greek Qabalah that is not fortified by exterior circumstances; i.e. of nothing 
purely potential." 
 

But certainly a Qabalah of any worth, must have more depth and breadth to it than simply a 

compendium of numerical correspondences and letter manipulations.  And Crowley himself 

was keenly aware of this as he writes in his autohagiography: 

 

In my spare time I began to make a list of Greek words connected with Magick and similar subjects, arranging them by their 
numerical order. The idea was to construct a dictionary of the Greek Cabbala similar to that of the Hebrew Cabbala on which I 
had been at work since 1899 and ultimately published in The Equinox, vol. I, No. VIII. But the Greek Cabbala presents 
difficulties which do not arise in the case of Hebrew. First, we have no sacred text in Greek save a few imperfect and most 
unsatisfactory gnostic documents2, the hopelessly garbled Apocalypse and a few oddments like the Emerald Table of Hermes, 
the Divine Pymander and the Golden Verses of Pythagoras. Secondly, the various dialects of Greek affect the computations and 
there is no means of choosing between them. Thirdly, the terminations alter the values. It is even difficult to decide whether or 
no to reckon the article. Fourthly, the actual examples of Cabbala existent are shamefully unconscientious, as may be seen by 
reference to Messrs Lea and Bond's brochure. The equate words and phrases quite arbitrarily. If it suits them to count the 
article they count it. 
That this Cabbala exists is nevertheless certain. The correspondences in the Apocalypse in connection with the series 111 to 999 
is undeniably intentional. Nor can it be an accident that Mithras (360) was altered to Meithras (365) to suit the correction of the 
calendar. The matter is of extreme importance; because Aiwass in dictating The Book of the Law  repeatedly makes use of 
correspondences in Greek, such as Thelema, Will, 93 --- Agape, Love, 93. 718 = Stele 666, and so on. He also equates Greek and 
Hebrew words. Thus his own name spelt in Hebrew has the value 93, but in Greek that of 418, thus bringing into relation the 
Word of the Law of the Aeon with the Magical Formula of the Great Work. My preliminary studies, however, tended to 
discourage me, for the fourfold reason above stated; and the proposed dictionary remains uncompleted to this day. 

 

Liber AL vel Legis itself, indirectly validates one specific holy book of the previous 

Astrological Age, the Apocalypse of John.  In his account of the reception of AL, Crowley 

notes that the 57th verse of the second chapter is a direct quote from ‗Revelation.‘  This gives 

us our first opportunity for a direct comparison between the verses of these two books.  In 

AL, we rely on the English Qabalah as for Revelation, we rely on the Greek Qabalah. 
 

AL II.57:  He (6) that (11) is (18) righteous (238; reduces to 13:Unity/Achad; equal to Greek words for Tomb & Theban) shall 
(113) be (305) righteous  (238) still (122); he (6) that (11) is (18) filthy (162) shall (113) be (305) filthy (162) still (122). 
 

The total value of the verse is in the EQ, 1950, which reduces to 15 (Devil Atu) and again to 6 

(2 x 3).  Twice this value is 3900.  And three times this value is 11700, which when subtracing 

the total value of the Greek verse from this, leaves a value of 555.  The two multiplying factors 

(2 and 3) equal 5 when added together.  And the reduced value of this verse (15) is three times 

five. 

The total value of the first part of the verse is 1051, which reduces to 7. 

The total value of the second part of the verse is 899, which reduces to 8 (Cheth; regarding the 

Great Work, Liber LXV:I.21 comes to mind: “O the filthy one! the dog! they cry against thee. 

Because thou art my beloved.”); the total value of the Greek sentence that corresponds to the 

first part of this verse, when reduced. 
 



REV-22:11
He that is unrighteous, let him do unrighteousness still: and he that is filthy, let him be made filthy still: and he that is 

righteous, let him do righteousness still: and he that is holy, let him be made holy still.  
REV-22:11 ὁ (70) ἀδικῶν (885) ἀδικηςάτω (1214) ἔτι (315), καὶ (31) ὁ (70) ῥυπαρὸσ (951) ῥυπαρευθήτω (2203) ἔτι (315), 
καὶ (31) ὁ (70) δίκαιοσ (351) δικαιοςύνην (823) ποιηςάτω (1469) ἔτι (315), καὶ (31) ὁ (70) ἅγιοσ (284) ἁγιαςθήτω (1332) ἔτι 
(315). 
 

The total value of the verse is in the GQ, 11145, which reduces to 12 (Hanged Man Atu) and 

again to 3. 

The total value of the sentence that corresponds to the first sentence of the verse in AL is 2744, 

which reduces to 8.  Add this to the sentence it corresponds to and we get 15; the value of the 

entire verse from AL (reduced). 

The total value of the vere that corresponds to the second part of the verse from AL is 3570, 

which reduces to 15 and corresponds to the whole verse from AL when reduced.  Also the word 

for filthy reduces to 15. 

The four sections to this verse equal: 

Section 1:  2523, reducing to 12 then 3 

Section 2:  3573, reducing to 18 then 9 

Section 3:  3059, reducing to 17 then 8 (Cheth, which might indicate that Righteousness and 

the Great Word are equivalents and that when considering „filthy‟ in the AL veres, each that 

attains to the Great Work  does so according to his or her nature) 

Section 4:  2032, reducing to 7 

The first two sections reduce to 30 (2 x 15) and then 3. 

The second two sections reduce to 24 then 6 (2 x 3) 

 

Overall, factors of two and three as well as the number 15 figure prominently into these two 

verses; especially factors of three.  As well, 555 suggests Geburah, which is as stern as the 

verses themselves.  Yet, what we have here is but a brief start at something that must produce 

yet a lot more depth for the Greek Qabalah to rise to any significance in the Thelemic 

philosophical system. 

 

What we left in the first volume of the present work is the Revelation as well as the Greek text 

of The Gospel of Thomas, which together comprise all that we have of the ancient Greek texts; 

outside the Gospels of the New Testament, which we do not trust.  It remains to be seen that 

these texts become qabalistically analyzed in and of themselves, but also and especially in 

comparison with Liber CDXVIII, which is itself a continuation of the Apocalypse of John.  

With this, there is enough work for generations of study into the articulation of the Thelemic 

Gnosis; something the warrants the efforts of first class scholars in our theological institutions. 

 

AUMGN 
 



 

Introduction 
 

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law. 

 
AL III.47:  "This book shall be translated into all tongues: but always with the original in the writing of the Beast; for in the 
chance shape of the letters and their position to one another: in these are mysteries that no Beast shall divine.  Let him not 
seek to try: but one cometh after him, whence I say not, who shall discover the Key of it all.  Then this line drawn is a key: 
then this circle squared in its failure is a key also.  And Abrahadabra.  It shall be his child & that strangely.  Let him not seek 
after this; for thereby alone can he fall from it." 
 

Squaring the Circle  
 

The dimensions of the Great Pyramid is said to demonstrate the classical squaring of the 

circle, which means the base of the Great Pyramid is a square whose perimeter is exactly 

equal to the perimeter of a given circle, or a square whose area is exactly equal to the area of 

a given circle.  Yet, despite many attempts at solving this mathematical problem to 

exactness, it was proved in the ninteenth century that an exact solution was impossible; 

primarily because of the problem of Pi, which is a transcendental number.  The first part of 

the claim, the perimeter of the square being equal to the perimeter of the circle it is inscribed 

within is examined mathematically: 
 

The perimeter of the base of the Great Pyramid equals the circumference of a circle whose radius 
equal to the height of the pyramid.  
 

If we let the base of the Great pyramid be 2 units in length, then: 

pyramid height =  

So: 

Perimeter of base = 4 x 2 = 8 units  

Then for a circle with radius equal to pyramid height . 

Circumference of circle = 2 7.992 
 

So the perimeter of the square and the circumference of the circle agree to less than 0.1%. 

 

An Approximate Value for in Terms of  

 

Since the circumference of the circle (2 ) nearly equals the perimeter of the square (8) 

2 8 

we can get an approximate value for ,  

4 / = 3.1446 

which agrees with the true value to better than 0.1%. 
 

The second approach to the claim involves the area of the square being equal to the area of 

the circle it is inscribed within is examined mathematically.  The claim here is: 
 

The area of that same circle, with radius equal to the pyramid height equals that of a rectangle 

whose length is twice the pyramid height ( ) and whose width is the width (2) of the pyramid. 
 
 



 

 

Area of rectangle = 2 ( ) ( 2 ) = 5.088 

Area of circle of radius = r 2 ( ) 2 = 5.083 

an agreement withing 0.1% 

 

 

So what key does this present for us?  In both approaches, the ―failure‖ is an inexact number 

of less than 0.1%.  Or we can say that the rounding off of the transcendental number, Pi (p) 

to 3.1446 is a ―key.‖ 
 

The actual value of Pi to the first four decimal places is: 3.1415 and if we subtract this from 

the rounded-off number we get a remainder of .0031, which multiplied by 10 cubed, is 31!  

This is a profound recursion of the ―key of it all.‖  We already know that the secret to 

Thelemic Sexual Magick is contained within Liber C (C=100 or 10 squared) and the compete 

secret of Initiation is revealed to the Dominis Liminus of the A.‘.A.‘. in Liber M (M=1,000 or 

10 cubed). 

In the commentary to AL, Crowley instructs us to look to the original manuscript for an 

understanding of the ―line drawn‖ and the ―circle squared in its failure.‖  Examining this 

page (below), the line asks for its own examination. 

 

 



The line connects the following words, valued by the EQ at a total of 579 (Jehova), which 

reduces to 21 (the Universe Atu) and 3 x 7: 

shape = 107 (slave, are) 

to = 24 (Hod, shame) 

Beast = 321 (beast, rapture) 

try = 194 (ritual, elevenfold, secret) 

say = 102 (Ra, all, apo) 

of  = 29 (Athens, of) 

a = 2 (article of speech; 2nd letter in AL; HH—being the first repeated letter in AL) 

 

579 in the EQ is equivalent to the word ‗Jehova.‘  The Jews have the half and even the 

symbols connected to the values of each word individually strongly alludes to Old Testament 

mythology as affected by Greek (29=Athens) mythology.  We might construct the following 

sentence: To the slave is shame in the ‘rapture’, secretly, Ra is reincarneted (HH; first repeated 

letter) in Athens.   

H is proving the most marvelous of letters.  In a  personal experience that is developing as its 

own key to Thelema and this Greek Qabalah.   A personal Qabalah is all about discovering a 

personal set of symbols that lead to that Aha! experience; sometimes, being profound enough 

to share with others--adding of course to the profundity.  Much of the time, those personal 

symbols don't inspire the same numinous experience in others as they have to do with one's 

personal perspective and not that of others.  For me, this started out years ago, as more the 

personal experience.  But with each new development over time, this is becoming significant 

in its own rite and adding to an overall exegesis of 'New Gnostis.' 

 

In working on the letter/number symbols of the Greek alphabet for the present work, I 

started on Eta; the letter H as it transliterates into English.  And 'H' has been important to 

me since I read my first Tarot spread.1 

 

 

Though we only have ten digits, it seems we must have once had twelve as the words eleven 

and twelve suggest something we‘ve since forgotten.  Eta as the number eight is also eight 

letters distant from Alpha, the Monad.  That‘s because of the obsolete sixth letter; also called 

the ―remarkable letter.‖  With the eight principal Aeons emanating from the Bythos/Sige 

sysygy, this eight, Eta, represents the fullness that is the Pleroma.  Adding all the letters, 

                                                           

1 Personal Note:  I was originally trained in Tarot (1984 ev) by a High Priest in an African VooDoo clan, having 

originally met him in a workshop at Herman Slater's shop, the Magickal Childe.  While in the U.S., he was staying 

in a housing complex over the George Washington Bridge, in Harlem (Uptown Manhattan), very close to where I 

lived.  He originally presented the program with the Rider-Waite deck.  Two years later, I began using the Thoth 

deck by Crowley.  And my first real encounter with this deck was with the Heirophant Atu.  I was moved by a 

profound vision, which was quite confusing (yet exhilarating) for me.  So I contacted my benefactor who saw 

something in this and he immediately invited me to his home to spend a day on this.  He informed me that this vision 

had instilled in me a creative power that was a personal key for me.  And since then, the Hierophant Atu turns up in 

a large percentage of readings I have done for myself.  It figures into my understanding of Liber H (being of course, 

the initial letter of the word, but also, there is an A.'.A.'. instruction that connects this with the Hebrew letter Heh).  

Now this and the letter Heh figure into a part of this solution of the Riddle.  This is a numinous experience for me.  

For more on this, cf. the Theosophical discussion entitled Qabalistic Exegesis in the A.M.H.R. egroup archives. 
 

http://www.amhr.org/Qabalistic%20Exegesis.doc


including the ―remarkable‖ letter, we get thirty, that being the number of Aeons.  Wikipedia 

gives us a bit more detail on this: 
 

In the creation myth which the Gnostic early church father Valentinus taught the emanation of the Ogdoad takes form as follows: 

The ultimate conception of God, named the Ineffable Father and who has existed since before the beginning, is described as 

Depth or Profundity (Bythos). All around him exists a female power that has been named Silence (Sige). These two deities, 

Depth and Silence, become the cause, through a process of emanation, of the other archetypal beings or Aeons. The Aeons are 

always born in male-female pairs (as syzygies), each of which is in itself a divine principle but at the same time represents one 

aspect of the Ineffable Father, whom otherwise could not be described nor comprehended as he is beyond all names. The  

emanation takes place in the following manner: Depth-and-Silence gives birth to Mind-and-Truth (Nous and Aletheia), who gives 

birth to Word-and-Life (Logos and Zoë), who gives birth to Man-and-Church (Anthropos and Ecclesia). These aeonnic pairs 

comprise the Fullness of Godhead (Pleroma), and the first eight Aeons that have been expounded here are the Valentinian 

Ogdoad. 
 

Eta then is a most significant letter and which on a personal note has had great significance 

in the career of yours truly.  For more on this, see The Riddle Solved and Liber 805.  

Certainly it is worth quoting from Liber 805 here and leave the reader to his or her own 

analysis; but note though E or Epsilon is in the Greek alphabet, Eta is also transliterated as 

E. 
 

T=4; the Hebrew letter Tau is 400 and reduces to 4.  The Universe Atu (Tau) is the four worlds of the QBL.  Tau means cross, 

which is 4-armed.  

E=5; This letter transliterates to Aleph in the Hebrew.  Aleph is the first, which follows the last (Tau or T) and which is before 

this letter in this order.  E is energy in scientific formulae and since it has the same value as Heh in Hebrew, we have the H that is 

the first letter of this order.  EQ on this formula:  E (5)=M (6/Beast) * C2 (4900/Babalon) or 29,400 or 15, Devil Atu.  And 

interestingly enough, E=5 in the Greek Qablah as well.  

 

And here again we find the Devil Atu and XV (15) as discussed in the comparison of verses in 

AL the Revelation in the Preface of the present volume.  Adding to this significance, Eta in 

Greek is equivalent to Cheth in Phoenician and hence in the Hebrew Qabalah.  This is the 

Chariot Atu, which is both the Merkabah and the Great Work as Cheth enumerates to 418! 

In Madame Blavatsky‘s Isis Unveiled, Chapter 7 of Volume II, the letter H is also addressed: 
 

In the Ophite gems of King (Gnostics), we find the name of Iao repeated, and often confounded with that of Ievo, while the latter 
simply represents one of the genii antagonistic to Abraxas. In order that these names may not be taken as identical with the name of 
the Jewish Jehovah we will at once explain this word. It seems to us surpassingly strange that so many learned archaeologists 
should have so little insisted that there was more than one Jehovah, and disclaimed that the name originated with Moses. Iao is 
certainly a title of the Supreme Being, and belongs partially to the Ineffable Name; but it neither originated with nor was it the sole 
property of the Jews. Even if it had pleased Moses to bestow the name upon the tutelar "Spirit," the alleged protector and national 
deity of the "Chosen people of Israel," there is yet no possible reason why other nationalities should receive Him as the Highest and 
One-living God. But we deny the assumption altogether. Besides, there is the fact that Yaho or Iao was a "mystery name" from the 

beginning,  and  never came into use before King David. Anterior to his time, few or no proper names were 
compounded with iah or jah. It looks rather as though David, being a sojourner among the Tyrians and Philistines (2 Samuel), 
brought thence the name of Jehovah. He made Zadok high-priest, from whom came the Zadokites or Sadducees. He lived and ruled 

first at Hebron , Habir-on or Kabeir-town, where the rites of the four (mystery-gods) were celebrated. Neither David nor 

Solomon recognized either Moses or the law of Moses. They aspired to build a temple to , like the structures erected by 
Hiram to Hercules and Venus, Adon and Astarte.  
Says Furst: "The very ancient name of God, Yaho, written in the Greek [[Iao]], appears, apart from its derivation, to have been an 
old mystic name of the Supreme deity of the Shemites. (Hence it was told to Moses when initiated at HOR-EB -- the cave, under the 
direction of Jethro, the Kenite or Cainite priest of Midian.) In an old religion of the Chaldeans, whose remains are to be found 
amongst the Neo-platonists, the highest divinity enthroned above the seven heavens, representing the Spiritual Light-Principle 
(nous) [Nous, the designation given by Anaxagoras to the Supreme Deity, was taken from Egypt, where he was styled NOUT.] and 
also conceived as Derniurgus, (By very few though, for the creators of the material universe were always considered as subordinate 

deities to the Most High God.) was called [[Iao]] , who was, like the Hebrew Yaho, mysterious and unmentionable, and 
whose name was communicated to the initiated. The Phoenicians had a Supreme God whose name was trilateral and secret, and 
he was [[Iao]]." 
But while Furst insists that the name has a Semitic origin, there are other scholars who trace it farther than he does, and look back 
beyond the classification of the Caucasians.  
In Sanscrit we have Jah and Jaya, or Jaa and Ja-ga, and this throws light on the origin of the famous festival of the car of Jaga-nath, commonly 
called Jaggernath. Javhe means "he who is," and Dr. Spiegel traces even the Persian name of God, "Ahura," to the root ah, which in Sanscrit is 
pronounced as, to breathe, and asu, became, therefore, in time, synonymous with "Spirit." (Asi means, moreover, "Thou art," in 
Sanscrit, and also "sword," "Asi," without the accent on the first vowel.) Rawlinson strongly supports the opinion of an Aryan or 
Vedic influence on the early Babylonian mythology. We have given, a few pages back, the strongest possible proofs of the identity 
of Vishnu with Dag-on. The same may be adduced for the title of [[Iao]], and its Sanscrit root traced in every country. JU or Jovis is 
the oldest Latin name for God. "As male he is Ju-piter, or Ju, the father, pitar being Sanscrit for father; as feminine, Ju-no or Ju, the 

http://www.astronargon.us/The%20Riddle%20Solved.html
http://www.astronargon.us/Liber%20805.html


comforter --  being the Phoenician word for rest and comfort." Professor Max Muller shows that although "Dyaus," sky, does 
not occur as a masculine in the ordinary Sanscrit, yet it does occur in the Veda, "and thus bears witness to the early Aryan worship 
of Dyaus, the Greek Zeus" (The Veda).  
To grasp the real and primitive sense of the term [[IAO]], and the reason of its becoming the designation for the most mysterious of all deities, we 

must search for its origin in the figurative phraseology of all the primitive people. We must first of all go to the most ancient sources for our 
information. In one of the Books of Hermes, for instance, we find him saying that the number TEN is the mother of the soul, and that the life 

and light are therein united. For "the number 1 (one) is born from the spirit, and the number 10 (ten) from matter"; (These sacred anagrams were 

called "Zeruph." ) "the unity has made the TEN, the TEN the unity." ("Book of Numbers, or Book of the Keys." ) 
The kabalistic gematria -- one of the methods for extracting the hidden meaning from letters, words, and sentences -- is arithmetical. It consists 

in applying to the letters of a word the sense they bear as numbers, in outward shape as well as in their individual sense. Moreover, by the 

Themura (another method used by the kabalists) any word could be made to yield its mystery out of its anagram. Thus, we find the author of 
Sepher Jezira saying, one or two centuries before our era: (The "Jezira," or book of the creation, was written by Rabbi Akiba, who was the 

teacher and instructor of Simeon Ben Iochai, who was called the prince of the kabalists, and wrote the "Sohar." Franck asserts that "Jezira" was 

written one century B.C. ("Die Kabbala," 65), but other and as competent judges make it far older. At all events, it is now proved that Simeon 
Ben Iochai lived before the second destruction of the temple.) "ONE, the spirit of the Alahim of Lives." So again, in the oldest kabalistic 

diagrams, the ten Sephiroth are represented as wheels or circles, and Adam Kadmon, the primitive man, as an upright pillar. "Wheels and 

seraphim and the holy creatures" (chioth), says Rabbi Akiba. [See the constancy with which Ezekiel sticks in his vision to the "wheels" of the 

"living creatures" (ch. 1., passim).] In another system of the same branch of the symbolical Kabala, called Athbach -- which arranges the letters 

of the alphabet by pairs in three rows -- all the couples in the first row bear the numerical value ten; and in the system of Simeon Ben-Shetah, 

(He was an Alexandrian Neo-platonic under the first of the Ptolemies.) the uppermost couple -- the most sacred of all, is preceded by the 

Pythagorean cipher, one and a nought, or zero -- 10.  

If we can once appreciate the fact that, among all the peoples of the highest antiquity, the most natural conception of the First 
Cause manifesting itself in its creatures, and that to this they could not but ascribe the creation of all, was that of an androgyne 
deity; that the male principle was considered the vivifying invisible spirit, and the female, mother nature; we shall be enabled to 
understand how that mysterious cause came at first to be represented (in the picture-writings, perhaps) as the combination of the 
Alpha and Omega of numbers, a decimal, then as IAO, a trilateral name, containing in itself a deep allegory.  
IAO, in such a case, would -- etymologically considered -- mean the "Breath of Life," generated or springing forth between an upright male and 

an egg-shaped female principle of nature; for, in Sanscrit, as means "to be," "to live or exist"; and originally it meant "to breathe." "From it," says 

Max Muller, "in its original sense of breathing, the Hindus formed 'asu,' breath, and 'asura,' the name of God, whether it meant the breathing one 
or the giver of breath."  It certainly meant the latter. In Hebrew, "Ah" and "Iah" mean life. Cornelius Agrippa, in his treatise on the Preeminence 
of Woman, shows that "the word Eve suggests comparison with the mystic symbols of the kabalists, the name of the woman having affinity with 

the ineffable Tetragrammaton, the most sacred name of the divinity." Ancient names were always consonant with the things they represented. In 

relation to the mysterious name of the Deity in question, the hitherto inexplicable hint of the kabalists as to the efficacy of the letter H, "which 
Abram took away from his wife Sarah" and "put into the middle of his own name," becomes clear.  

 

Liber H is known to those of our lineage in the A.'.A.'. as Liber Reguli; the orienting of the 

Aspirant to the energies of the Aeon and the invocation of those energies, called down to this 

plane.  Indeed, HPB's explanation of the letter H in the conversion of Abram to Abraham is 

also discussed in Deceptions and Myths of the Bible, by Lloyd M. Graham: 

 
"What does the 'seed of Abraham' mean?  Abraham, formerly Abram, is but the Hindu Creator Brahma, formerly 
Brama, with the a as prefix instead of suffix.  Therefore Abraha's seed is the Creator's seed." 

 

The last letter in the Greek word for soul is eta or H.  It is said to represent the procession of 

the Soul towards the cube (2x2x2), which could be interepreted as taking on 3-dimensional 

existence.  And the Greek word for Chariot comes to 719, which by the process of AIQ BKR 

or Pythmenes as the Greeks called it, reduces to 8, which is the number of the Atu! 

 

We may finally show the Supernal influence on the sacred planets with the formula of 3 x 7; 

but really, there seems to be nothing significantly relating these words to the planets.  So the 

half of the Jews is intimately connected with the Greek Mystery Schools and from Egypt and 

this is as if the first half of the equation. 

 
AL I.56:  "Expect him not from the East, nor from the West; for from no  expected house cometh that child.  Aum!  All words 
are sacred and all prophets true; save only that they understand a little; solve the first half of the equation, leave the second 
unattacked.  But thou hast all in the clear light, and some, though not all, in the dark." 
 

We might say that Crowley solved the first half in that his resurrection of the Merkabah 

tradition and building it on the Apocalypse of John as his solution to the first half of the 

mystery.  This ancient historical perspective is but the remnants of the ‗one true and 

universal religion‘ that now needs its story told again.  By recovering our true heritage, then 

are we able to walk into dharma and ‗attack‘ the second half of the equation. 

 



Let‘s consider the words immediately before and after the line, together equaling 650, well 

then, these two words at least give us the profundity of 65 (Adonai) x 10, which is Tiphareth 

holding its own recursive Tree-of-Life and/or the Holy Guardian Angel: 
 

chance = 155 (reduces to 11; the Lust Atu) 

key = 495 (reduces to 18; the Moon Atu) 
 

Together the complete set of words equals 1329, which reduces to 15; a significant number in 

evaluating the verse in AL that corresponds with Revelation as discussed in the Preface to 

the present work.  And we can also draw from Crowley‘s description of the Lust Atu; 

connecting to the Moon: 

 
The seers in the early days of the Aeon of Osiris foresaw the Manifestation of this coming Aeon in which we now live, and they 
regarded it with intense horror and fear, not understanding the precession of the Aeons, and regarding every change as 
catastrophe. This is the real interpretation of, and the reason for, the diatribes against the Beast and the Scarlet Woman in the 
XIII, XVII and XVIII-th chapters of the Apocalypse; but on the Tree of Life, the path of Gimel, the Moon, descending from the 
highest, cuts the path of Teth, Leo, the house of the Sun, so that the Woman in the card may be regarded as a form of the 
Moon, very fully illuminated by the Sun, and intimately united with him in such wise as to produce, incarnate in human form, 
the representative or representatives of the Lord of the Aeon. 
She rides astride the Beast; in her left hand she holds the reins, representing the passion which unites them. In her right she 
holds aloft the cup, the Holy Grail aflame with love and death. In this cup are mingled the elements of the sacrament of the 
Aeon. 

 

The very successful Sexual Magick operations performed with his Scarlet Women represents 

for Crowley the ―some, though not all, in the dark.‖  And in the ―clear light‖ or astral light of 

inner vision that leads to the Thelemic revelation, Liber CDXVIII, we find the vision of our 

‗becoming‘ in Crowley‘s record of his journey in the Merkabic Aethyrs of the Enochian 

system, which is itself a continuation of the same ‗Revelation of John.‘ 

 
AL III.39:  "All this and a book to say how thou didst come hither and a reproduction of this ink and paper for ever-for in it is 
the word secret & not only in the English-and thy comment upon this the Book of the Law shall be printed beautifully in red 
ink and black upon beautiful paper made by hand; and to each man and woman that thou meetest, were it but to dine or to 
drink at them, it is the Law to give.  Then they shall chance to abide in this bliss or no; it is no odds.  Do this quickly!" 
 

Considering the words themselves; ‗chance‘ & ‗key,‘ we can easily recognize an allusion to the 

spontaeneous combustion of union in the word ‗chance;‘ this combustion being the key to 

attainment.  But even more readily, the suggestion yet that there‘s something more to find in 

all of this, from the ―chance shape of the letters.‖  And that, we haven‘t but this clue at this 

time.  Let‘s see what the future brings! 

 

That ‗chance‘ is equivocated with attainment is indicative of a Universal ‗free will‘ that is 

unencumbered by the delimitation of restriction and outside the bounds of moral the ethical 

strictures, which does not mean that it is involved in the dialectic of good and evil, but 

transcendent of the duality.  We have no entitlement to anything that we don‘t create for 

ourselves, which includes reincarnation and any sense of immortality. 

 

Finally, the ―circle squared‖ alludes to the symbol of Chokmah (cross within the circle; 

carelessly drawn) found on the manuscript page.  Crowley alludes to the Grade of Magus for 

interpreting this verse in his commentary: 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
THE OLD COMMENT 
These mysteries are inscrutable to me, as stated in the text.  I note that the letters of the Book are the letters of the Book of 
Enoch; and are stars, or totems of stars.  (See 15th Aire in Liber 418).  So that he that shall divine it shall be a Magtus, 9degree 
= 2square. 
 
THE NEW COMMENT 
 I am now (An XIV {?} in {?}) a Magus 9degree  = 2square; and I agree with the former comment (Published in Equinox I, 7.).  
He need only be a Magister Templi 8degree  = 3square, whose world is Understanding. 
   "one cometh after him:" 'one,' i.e. Achad.  See Appendix{Appendix not yet recovered} for this and other points of this most 
'evidential' verse.  "the Key of it all:" all, i.e. AL 31 the Key!  See MS for allusion to the "line drawn" and the "circle squared in its 
failure." 
   The attribution (in the Old Comment) of the letters to those of the Book of Enoch is unsupported. 

 

That this supports the idea that this symbol is the ―circle squared‖ referred to in the verse 

seems one possible yet obvious allusion.  And as Chokmah represents the ―transmission of 

Kether as a logos,‖ (cf. Liber CDXVIII) this might be a key to the Monad; Achad (Unity and 

Motto of the one who found the ‗Key of it all.‖). 

 

Love is the law, love under will. 
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Greek Numerology 
 

Pythagoras 
  

 

There is geometry in the humming of the strings 
... there is music in the spacing of the spheres. 

 
 

The Principals of Greek Numerology 
 

The Seven Sages of ancient Greece or the Seven Wise Men (οἱ ἑπτὰ ςοφοί; circa 620 BC–550 

BC) was the title given in ancient Greece to at least ten great philosophers as found in several 

lists extant from the early 6th century.  Statesmen and law-givers who were renowned from 

that point and into later centuries for their wisdom also found their names on this list.2  And 

indeed, politics and governance are based on philosophical systems. 

 

The Hermetic axiom: "Know thyself" (γνῶθι ςεαυτόν also  ςαυτόν ... sauton with the ε 

contracted) originates in ancient Greece and was inscribed in the pronaos (forecourt) of the 

Temple of Apollo at Delphi.  This phrase was also uttered by the Gnostic Jesus, though the 

Neo-Platonists as decendents of the Pythagoreans would eschew the Gnostic movement.  It 

was even taught that to know oneself truly, would be to gain simultaneously a knowledge of 

the entire Universe.  Or as Thelemites might say, to know HADIT is to know NUIT. 

                                                           

2
 See Appendix 



 

 

In terms of the A.‘.A.‘., the axiom, "Know Thyself" the core mechanism for the individual to 

determine meaning in his or her life.  Note this is at the heart of the White School of Magick; 

also known as the Great White Brotherhood and is quite different from the nihilistic Yellow 

and Black schools, within which there is no reason to search for anything like this, as one 

seeks to escape the meaninglessness of this world.  The finding of meaning; one‘s ‗Will‘ is 

resultant a deep understanding of the self and his or her relationship with the Universe on a 

grand scale and the world one is born into on smaller scale. 

 

A palpable milestone in this process of transformation, involves a person‘s examination of his 

or her own phonemonenological perceptions of reality; taking the material Universe itself as 

being as real as the spiritual Universe; called by the ancient Greek mystery schools 

‗periagoge.‘  This represents a behavioral observation described as a ‗turning around‘ that is 

as much the zeal that a fully initiated Zelator in the A.‘.A.‘. displays in his or her approach to 

the Order and the work of the Order. 

 

The nature and depth of this psychic affectation is examined fully in William James‘ 

Varieties of Religious Experience.  The mind becomes oriented with a potent and articulate 

impression of one‘s phenomenological perceptions of reality as well as being taught how to 

perceive other dimensions with the same clarity and proficiency.   For the ancient Greeks, the 

periogoge is the turning of the student from ―that which is coming into being…[to] that 

which is‖ by confronting the difference between opinion and knowledge. 

 

The instructor plays the role of ‗turning‘ on the student be forcing the student to turn from 

the important and innate (and normally unconscious) tendency to move into what one is 

becoming and ‗stop the world‘ in a moment that gets the student to see who it is that is 

becoming.  And of course, a student may also be precocious or adroit and impeccable enough 

to come to this realization through his or her own efforts. 

 

As a process, this turning around starts with the induction of an idea that creates a 

‗puzzlement‘ (aporia) that then generates a compulsion to solve the riddle; a ‗need to know‘ 

that the mystery may be solved.  This has come in the for of Koans and Parables, as well as 

Riddles; particularly for Thelemites, those riddles found in Liber AL vel Legis.  Indeed, in 

Qabalistic pursuit, those riddles become solved as a sophisitication in the art and science of 

the Qabalah is mastered. 

 

A brief history of Greek Numerology starts with Thales c 640-550 BC, called the father of 

Greek mathematics, astronomy, and Philosophy, and hence of Western culture.  His reknown 

brought him to be celebrated by Socrates and given the station as ‗one of the Seven Sages of 

Greece.‘  Being not only the teacher of Pythagorus, Thales was one of the main sources in 

Greece of the mathematical information taught in the Egyptian Mystery Schools.   

 

 



 

 

Thales believed everything was composed of the element of water in a pre-Socratic ‗Material 

Monism‘  or a philosophy that explains the world has having evolved of a single substance.  

And it‘s a first attempt in known history for science to explain the origin of life in terms that 

were not supernatural, but completely natural.  The other remaining Greek elements were 

used by other philosophers in the same monistic form in the pre-Socratic era. 

 

For Thales, Water was the arche (ἀρχή) or first principle of the world that constituted  

(ὑπεςτήςατο) or ‗stood under‘ all things.  This and the elemental theories of other material 

monists was argued against by Anaximander, who determined that the arche was an 

‗apeiron‘ or unlimited mass that was not subject to the normal decay from aging and 

understood more as a ‗primal chaos;‘ that substance from which all things emanate and to 

which they will ultimately return. 

 

A principle of something is simply something of its physis (φφςισ from φφειν that means ‗to 

grow‘ or to the word ‗be‘); the principal being the preceding physis or state of being.  The 

arche (from αρχειν, ‗to rule‘) is the originating principal; its ‗(G)natura that is its basic innate 

impression.  All things then, have a three-fold nature; arche or principal, matter (hyle) and 

form (eidos). 

 

In describing Thales thesis, Aristotle in his book, Metaphysics, echoes this theory of arche, 

matter and form: 

 
"That from which is everything that exists (ἅπαντα τὰ ὄντα) and from which it first becomes (ἐξ οὗ γίγνεται πρῶτου) 

and into which it is rendered at last (εἰσ ὃ φθείρεται τελευταῖον), its substance remaining under it (τῆσ μὲν οὐςίασ 

ὑπομενοφςησ), but transforming in qualities (τοῖσ δὲ πάθεςι μεταβαλλοφςησ), that they say is the element (ςτοιχεῖον) 

and principle (ἀρχήν) of things that are." 

 

"For it is necessary that there be some nature (φφςισ), either one or more than one, from which become the other 

things of the object being saved... Thales the founder of this type of philosophy says that it is water."
 

 

A student of Anaximander, Anaximenes, returns to the original elemental theory; but asserts 

that the element is air as air can be either rarefied (thinned out) or consdensed (thickened).  

In its rarified state, air becomes Fire and in its condensed state, in a series of developments 

that ultimately become Eath; not unlike the process described in The Golden Chain of 

Homer. 

 

But what about the changing; how can this be explained?  What was it that came into 

matter to create this change?  Thales was looking for a ‗universal substance of mind‘ that 

was also the substance of animation and change. 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Pythagorean Number Symbolism 
 

Pythagoras, still revered in modern geometry, lectured in philosophy and mathematics in an 

academy he founded and which gradually formed into a society or brotherhood called the 

Order of the Pythagoreans.  Disciplines of the order included disciplines of the mind and of 

cleanliness.  For badges and symbols, the Pythagoreans had the Sacred Tetractys and the Star 

Pentagra (with each line of the pentagram in a ‘Golden Proportion’). 
 

 

There were three degrees of membership:  

 

1. novices or "Politics" 

2. Nomothets, or first degree of initiation 

3. Mathematicians 
 

The Pythagoreans originally taught their initiates in secrecy, through oral tradition (an oral 

Qabalah) that was eventually put to writing, long after Pythagorus‘ demise.  This is why 

today, we do not really know which discoveries were made by Pythagorus and which were 

made by his disciples.  But certainly we can see that the Order was dedicated to producing 

new Gnosis. 
 

The Pythagoreans  were not only the first to take up matchematics, but taught the numbers 

were the arche principals to all things; above and beyond the elements, which were 

themselves generated originally as numbers.  Though they only knew the positive numbers 

with the zero coming to Western culture much later and through Arabia; negative and 

irrational numbers also coming along much later. 

 

The positive numbers were divided into two categories; masculine for the odd numbers and 

feminine for the even numbers, and then they were given qualities as follows: 

 
1   Monad. Point. The source of all numbers. Good, desirable, essential, indivisible. 
2   Dyad. Line. Diversity, a loss of unity, the number of excess and defect. The first feminine number. 
Duality. 
3   Triad. Plane. By virtue of the triad, unity and diversity of which it is composed are restored to 
harmony. The first odd, masculine number. 
 



 
 
4   Tetrad. Solid. The first feminine square. Justice, steadfast and square. The number of the square, the 
elements, the seasons, ages of man, lunar phases, virtues. 
5   Pentad. The masculine marriage number, uniting the first female number and the first male number 
by addition.  

 The number of fingers or toes on each limb. 
 The number of regular solids or polyhedra. 

Incorruptible: Multiples of 5 end in 5. 
6   The first feminine marriage number, uniting 2 and 3 by multiplication. 
The first perfect number (One equal to the sum of its aliquot parts, IE, exact divisors or factors, except 
itself. Thus, (1 + 2 + 3 = 6). 
The area of a 3-4-5 triangle 
7   Heptad. The maiden goddess Athene, the virgin number, because 7 alone has neither factors or 
product. Also, a circle cannot be divided into seven parts by any known construction). 
8   The first cube. 
9   The first masculine square.  
Incorruptible - however often multiplied, reproduces itself. 
10   Decad. Number of fingers or toes. 
Contains all the numbers, because after 10 the numbers merely repeat themselves. 
The sum of the archetypal numbers (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10) 
27   The first masculine cube. 
28   Astrologically significant as the lunar cycle.  
It's the second perfect number (1 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 14 = 28).  
It's also the sum of the first 7 numbers (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 = 28)! 
35   Sum of the first feminine and masculine cubes (8+27) 
36   Product of the first square numbers (4 x 9)  
Sum of the first three cubes (1 + 8 + 27)  
Sum of the first 8 numbers (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8) 
 

Figured Numbers  

 

The Pythagoreans depicted numbers by displaying them in patterns of dots, where say three 

rows of three dots showed the square and the number nine; ten dots into four rows formed a 

triangle; the latter being the sacred Tetractys.  Because the Tetractys had four rows, any set 

up four could be said to represent a Tetractys; ten sets having a particular importance: 

 

Ten Sets of Four Things 

Numbers 1 2 3 4 

Magnitudes point line surface solid 

Elements fire air water earth 

Figures pyramid octahedron icosahedron cube 

Living Things seed growth in length in breadth in thickness 

Societies man village city nation 

Faculties reason knowledge opinion sensation 

Seasons spring summer  autumn winter 

Ages of a Person infancy youth adulthood old age 

Parts of living things body   three parts of the soul   

 



 
Gnomons  
 
Gnomon means carpenter's square in Greek. Its the name given to the upright stick on a sundial. For the 
Pythagoreans, the gnomons were the odd integers, the masculine numbers. Starting with the monad, a 
square number could be obtained by adding an L-shaped border, called a gnomon. 
Thus, the sum of the monad and any consecutive number of gnomons is a square number. 
  

1 + 3 = 4 
1 + 3 + 5 = 9 

1 + 3 + 5 + 7 = 16 
and so on. 

 

The Quadrivium 

 
While speaking of groups of four, we owe another one to the Pythagoreans, the division of mathematics 
into four groups, 

 
giving the famous Quadrivium of knowledge, the four subjects needed for a bachelor's degree in the 
Middle Ages. 
 



 

Music of the Spheres 
Excerpted from the Secret Teachings of All Ages 

 

 

In the Pythagorean concept of the music of the spheres, the interval between the earth and the sphere of the fixed stars was considered to be a 
diapason--the most perfect harmonic interval. The allowing arrangement is most generally accepted for the musical intervals of the planets 
between the earth and the sphere of the fixed stars: From the sphere of the earth to the sphere of the moon; one tone; from the sphere of the 
moon to that of Mercury, one half-tone; from Mercury to Venus, one-half; from Venus to the sun, one and one-half tones; from the sun to 
Mars, one tone; from Mars to Jupiter, one-half tone; from Jupiter to Saturn, one-half tone; from Saturn to the fixed stars, one-half tone. The 
sum of these intervals equals the six whole tones of the octave. 
 

It seemed clear to the Pythagoreans that the distances between the planets would have the same ratios 
as produced harmonious sounds in a plucked string. To them, the solar system consisted of ten spheres 
revolving in circles about a central fire, each sphere giving off a sound the way a projectile makes a 
sound as it swished through the air; the closer spheres gave lower tones while the farther moved faster 
and gave higher pitched sounds. All combined into a beautiful harmony, the music of the spheres. 
 
One day while meditating upon the problem of harmony, Pythagoras chanced to pass a brazier's shop 

where workmen were pounding out a piece of metal upon an anvil. By noting the variances in pitch 

between the sounds made by large hammers and those made by smaller implements, and carefully 

estimating the harmonies and discords resulting from combinations of these sounds, he gained his first 

clue to the musical intervals of the diatonic scale. He entered the shop, and after carefully examining the 

tools and making mental note of their weights, returned to his own house and constructed an arm of 

wood so that it: extended out from the wall of his room. At regular intervals along this arm he attached 

four cords, all of like composition, size, and weight. To the first of these he attached a twelve-pound 

weight, to the second a nine-pound weight, to the third an eight-pound weight, and to the fourth a six-

pound weight. These different weights corresponded to the sizes of the braziers' hammers. 

 

Pythagoras thereupon discovered that the first and fourth strings when sounded together produced the 

harmonic interval of the octave, for doubling the weight had the same effect as halving the string. The 

tension of the first string being twice that of the fourth string, their ratio was said to be 2:1, or duple. By 

similar experimentation he ascertained that the first and third string produced the harmony of the 

diapente, or the interval of the fifth. The tension of the first string being half again as much as that of 

the third string, their ratio was said to be 3:2, or sesquialter. Likewise the second and fourth strings, 

having the same ratio as the first and third strings, yielded a diapente harmony. Continuing his 

investigation, Pythagoras discovered that the first and second strings produced the harmony of the 

diatessaron, or the interval of the third; and the tension of the first string being a third greater than that  

 

 



 

of the second string, their ratio was said to be 4:3, or sesquitercian. The third and fourth strings, having 

the same ratio as the first and second strings, produced another harmony of the diatessaron. According 

to Iamblichus, the second and third strings had the ratio of 8:9, or epogdoan. 

 

The key to harmonic ratios is hidden in the famous Pythagorean tetractys, or pyramid of dots. The 

tetractys is made up of the first four numbers--1, 2, 3, and 4--which in their proportions reveal the 

intervals of the octave, the diapente, and the diatessaron. While the law of harmonic intervals as set 

forth above is true, it has been subsequently proved that hammers striking metal in the manner 

described will not produce the various tones ascribed to them. In all probability, therefore, Pythagoras 

actually worked out his theory of harmony from the monochord--a contrivance consisting of a single 

string stretched between two pegs and supplied with movable frets. 

 

After discovering these harmonic ratios, Pythagoras gradually initiated his disciples into this, the 

supreme arcanum of his Mysteries. He divided the multitudinous parts of creation into a vast number of 

planes or spheres, to each of which he assigned a tone, a harmonic interval, a number, a name, a color, 

and a form. He then proceeded to prove the accuracy of his deductions by demonstrating them upon 

the different planes of intelligence and substance ranging from the most abstract logical premise to the 

most concrete geometrical solid. From the common agreement of these diversified methods of proof he 

established the indisputable existence of certain natural laws. 

 

Having once established music as an exact science, Pythagoras applied his newly found law of harmonic 

intervals to all the phenomena of Nature, even going so far as to demonstrate the harmonic relationship 

of the planets, constellations, and elements to each other. A notable example of modern corroboration 

of ancient philosophical reaching is that of the progression of the elements according to harmonic 

ratios. While making a list of the elements in the ascending order of their atomic weights, John A. 

Newlands discovered at every eighth element a distinct repetition of properties. This discovery is known 

as the law of octaves in modern chemistry. 

 

Since they held that harmony must be determined not by the sense perceptions but by reason and 

mathematics, the Pythagoreans called themselves Canonics, as distinguished from musicians of the 

Harmonic School, who asserted taste and instinct to be the true normative principles of harmony. 

Recognizing, however, the profound effect: of music upon the senses and emotions, Pythagoras did not 

hesitate to influence the mind and body with what he termed "musical medicine." 

 

Pythagoras cured many ailments of the spirit, soul, and body by having certain specially prepared 

musical compositions played in the presence of the sufferer or by personally reciting short selections 

from such early poets as Hesiod and Homer. In his university at Crotona it was customary for the 

Pythagoreans to open and to close each day with songs--those in the morning calculated to clear the 

mind from sleep and inspire it to the activities of the coming day; those in the evening of a mode 

soothing, relaxing, and conducive to rest. At the vernal equinox, Pythagoras caused his disciples to 

gather in a circle around one of their number who led them in song and played their accompaniment 

upon a lyre. 

 

 

 



 

 

The therapeutic music of Pythagoras is described by Iamblichus thus: "And there are certain melodies 

devised as remedies against the passions of the soul, and also against despondency and lamentation, 

which Pythagoras invented as things that afford the greatest assistance in these maladies. And again, he 

employed other melodies against rage and anger, and against every aberration of the soul. There is also 

another kind of modulation invented as a remedy against desires." (See The Life of Pythagoras.) 

 

It is probable that the Pythagoreans recognized a connection between the seven Greek modes and the 

planets. As an example, Pliny declares that Saturn moves in the Dorian mode and Jupiter in the Phrygian 

mode. It is also apparent that the temperaments are keyed to the various modes, and the passions 

likewise. Thus, anger--which is a fiery passion--may be accentuated by a fiery mode or its power 

neutralized by a watery mode. 

 

The most sublime but least known of all the Pythagorean speculations was that of sidereal harmonics. It 

was said that of all men only Pythagoras heard the music of the spheres. Apparently the Chaldeans were 

the first people to conceive of the heavenly bodies joining in a cosmic chant as they moved in stately 

manner across the sky. Job describes a time "when the stars of the morning sang together." So little 

remains, however, of the Pythagorean system of celestial music that it is only possible to approximate 

his actual theory. 

 

Pythagoras conceived the universe to be an immense monochord, with its single string connected at its 

upper end to absolute spirit and at its lower end to absolute matter--in other words, a cord stretched 

between heaven and earth. Counting inward from the circumference of the heavens, Pythagoras, 

according to some authorities, divided the universe into nine parts; according to others, into twelve 

parts. The twelvefold system was as follows: The first division was called the empyrean, or the sphere of 

the fixed stars, and was the dwelling place of the immortals. The second to twelfth divisions were (in 

order) the spheres of Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the sun, Venus, Mercury, and the moon, and fire, air, water, 

and earth. This arrangement of the seven planets (the sun and moon being regarded as planets in the 

old astronomy) is identical with the candlestick symbolism of the Jews--the sun in the center as the main 

stem with three planets on either side of it. 

 

The names given by the Pythagoreans to the various notes of the diatonic scale were, according to 

Macrobius, derived from an estimation of the velocity and magnitude of the planetary bodies. Each of 

these gigantic spheres as it rushed endlessly through space was believed to sound a certain tone caused 

by its continuous displacement of the æthereal diffusion. As these tones were a manifestation of divine 

order and motion, it must necessarily follow that they partook of the harmony of their own source. "The 

assertion that the planets in their revolutions round the earth uttered certain sounds differing according 

to their respective 'magnitude, celerity and local distance,' was commonly made by the Greeks. Thus 

Saturn, the farthest planet, was said to give the gravest note, while the Moon, which is the nearest, gave 

the sharpest. 'These sounds of the seven planets, and the sphere of the fixed stars, together with that 

above us [Antichthon], are the nine Muses, and their joint symphony is called Mnemosyne.'" (See The 

Canon.)This quotation contains an obscure reference to the ninefold division of the universe previously 

mentioned. 

 

 



 

 

The Greek initiates also recognized a fundamental relationship between the individual heavens or 

spheres of the seven planets, and the seven sacred vowels. The first heaven uttered the sound of the 

sacred vowel Α (Alpha); the second heaven, the sacred vowel Ε (Epsilon); the third, Η (Eta); the fourth, Ι 

(Iota); the fifth, Ο (Omicron); the sixth, Υ (Upsilon); and the seventh heaven, the sacred vowel Ω 

(Omega). When these seven heavens sing together they produce a perfect harmony which ascends as an 

everlasting praise to the throne of the Creator. (See Irenæus' Against Heresies.) Although not so stated, 

it is probable that the planetary heavens are to be considered as ascending in the Pythagorean order, 

beginning with the sphere of the moon, which would be the first heaven. 

 

Many early instruments had seven Strings, and it is generally conceded that Pythagoras was the one 

who added the eighth string to the lyre of Terpander. The seven strings were always related both to 

their correspondences in the human body and to the planets. The names of God were also conceived to 

be formed from combinations of the seven planetary harmonies. The Egyptians confined their sacred 

songs to the seven primary sounds, forbidding any others to be uttered in their temples. One of their 

hymns contained the following invocation: "The seven sounding tones praise Thee, the Great God, the 

ceaseless working Father of the whole universe." In another the Deity describes Himself thus: "I am the 

great indestructible lyre of the whole world, attuning the songs of the heavens. (See Nauman's History 

of Music.) 

 

The Pythagoreans believed that everything which existed had a voice and that all creatures were 

eternally singing the praise of the Creator. Man fails to hear these divine melodies because his soul is 

enmeshed in the illusion of material existence. When he liberates himself from the bondage of the 

lower world with its sense limitations, the music of the spheres will again be audible as it was in the 

Golden Age. Harmony recognizes harmony, and when the human soul regains its true estate it will not 

only hear the celestial choir but also join with it in an everlasting anthem of praise to that Eternal Good 

controlling the infinite number of parts and conditions of Being. 

 

The Greek Mysteries included in their doctrines a magnificent concept of the relationship existing 

between music and form. The elements of architecture, for example, were considered as comparable to 

musical modes and notes, or as having a musical counterpart. Consequently when a building was 

erected in which a number of these elements were combined, the structure was then likened to a 

musical chord, which was harmonic only when it fully satisfied the mathematical requirements of 

harmonic intervals. The realization of this analogy between sound and form led Goethe to declare that 

"architecture is crystallized music." 

 

In constructing their temples of initiation, the early priests frequently demonstrated their superior 

knowledge of the principles underlying the phenomena known as vibration. A considerable part of the 

Mystery rituals consisted of invocations and intonements, for which purpose special sound chambers 

were constructed. A word whispered in one of these apartments was so intensified that the 

reverberations made the entire building sway and be filled with a deafening roar. The very wood and 

stone used in the erection of these sacred buildings eventually became so thoroughly permeated with 

the sound vibrations of the religious ceremonies that when struck they would reproduce the same tones 

thus repeatedly impressed into their substances by the rituals. 

 



 

 

Every element in Nature has its individual keynote. If these elements are combined in a composite 

structure the result is a chord that, if sounded, will disintegrate the compound into its integral parts. 

Likewise each individual has a keynote that, if sounded, will destroy him. The allegory of the walls of 

Jericho falling when the trumpets of Israel were sounded is undoubtedly intended to set forth the 

arcane significance of individual keynote or vibration. 



NUMBER SYMBOLISM  

"But thou hast arranged all things by measure and number and weight."  
Book of Wisdom of Solomon, from the OT Apocrypha., XI, 20. 

 
Extracted from a course on ‘Geometry in Art & Architecture 

Dartmouth College 

 
The Monad 
 
One - the first - the greatest - the beginning - is usually identified with the Creator. In the beginning 
God created . . ., so in the beginning there was only one. 
 

Two & Duality  
 
The number two appears to always have carried with it the idea of duality, of opposites and mutual 
antithesis, as we've seen with the Pythagoreans. Here is the Greek god Janus, for whom January is 
named. He sees both ways, both inwards and outwards, and has the wisdom of both past and future. 
Aristotle said, "most human things go in pairs." We have many sets of dualities, like night and day, 
hot, cold, etc. and especially male, female. 
 

sun moon 

light darkness 

heat cold 

fire water 

day night 

active passive 

male female 
 

The Triad  
 
Three represents the triad of family; male, female, and child; beginning, middle, and end; birth, life, 
and death.  Of two things we say both; of three things we say all. 
 
Three became the most universal number of deity, like the Supernals in the Qabala and the various Holy 
Trinities, such as the three primary gods of Babylon Anu, Bel, and Ea representing heaven, earth, and 
the abyss.   In Thelema we have NUIT, HADIT & RA-HOOR-KHUIT. 
 
 

The Quaternary 
 
The number four is associated with the earth in many ways. 
 

 
 
 



 
Celestial Sevens  
 
Seven is one of the main astrological numbers. 
 

 Since 4 lunar phases made a complete lunar cycle of 28 days, each phase was 7 days, which 
defines the week. 

 There are seven stars in the Pleides. 
 

 

Big Dipper  
National Geographic 
Map 

 
 There are seven stars in the Big Dipper, the most prominent of the "indestructible" stars, the 

circumpolar.  
 

 There are seven colors of the rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet 
We'll have more about the rainbow as an art motif later. 
 

Planets  

The ancient world knew of seven "planets" and identified them with the days of the week. 

 
Day 

Planet 

Sunday Sun 

Monday Moon 

Tuesday Mars 

Wednesday Mercury 

Thursday Jupiter 

Friday Venus 

Saturday Saturn 

 

 
 
 



 
Ten Digits  
 
Being the number of fingers or toes, ten became the base of the decimal number system. It is the 
number of completeness or finality. 
With ten as complete, nine comes into prominence as almost complete. Troy was besieged for 9 days 
and fell on the tenth. Odysseus wandered for 9 years and arrived home on the tenth. 
 

Twelve and the Zodiac  
 
Twelve is one of the big numbers in astrology because twelve complete lunar cycles takes approximately 
one year. Each month was eventually identified with a sign of the zodiac, which is believed to have 
originated in Mesopotamia as early as 2000 BC. The Greeks adopted the symbols from the Babylonians 
and passed them on to the other ancient civilizations.  
The Egyptians assigned other names and symbols to the zodiacal divisions. The Chinese also adopted the 
12-fold division, but called the signs rat, ox, tiger, hare, dragon, serpent, horse, sheep, monkey, hen, 
dog, and pig. The Aztecs independently devised a similar system. 
Twelve thus symbolized a complete cycle; and twelve was also used to divide the day and also the 
night. 
 

Fatal Forties  
 
AL III.46:  "I am the warrior Lord of the Forties: the Eighties cower before me, & are abased.  I will bring you to victory & joy: I 

will be at your arms in battle & ye shall delight to slay.  Success is your proof; courage is your armour; go on, go on, in my 

strength; & ye shall turn not back for any!" 

Forty is the number of trial and privation, possibly starting when the Babylonians observed the forty-day 
disappearance of the Pleides which coincided with the rainy season, storms and floods, trial, danger. The 
Pleides' return marked the start of the New Year Festival. Other negative associations for forty are: 

 40 years of Hebrew wandering in the desert  
 40 days and nights of the great flood.  
 40 years of Philistine dominion over Israel  
 40 days of Moses on Sinai  
 40 days of Elijah's journey  
 40 days of mourning for Jacob  
 40 days, and Nineveh shall be overthrown, said Jonah.  
 40 days of Lent, the period of fasting, self-denial, and penitence traditionally observed by 

Christians in preparation for Easter.  
 40 day period of isolation in the Roman port, which survives in the word quarantine. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Summary  
 
Tabulating some of our number symbolism, we have: 

One Self, Deity, Source of all Numbers 

Two Duality, Defect 

Three All, Best, Holy, First Triangular 

Four Astrological Number, Earth, First Square 

Seven Astrological, Steps to Wisdom and Virtue 

Ten Completeness, Finality, Perfection 

Twelve Zodiac, A Complete Cycle 

Forty Trial and Privation 

 
Understanding how the ancients viewed numbers will help us get into the right frame of mind to 
understand how they viewed geometric figures, triangles, squares, octagons. 



Sacred Geometry  
Extracted from a course on ‘Geometry in Art & Architecture 

Dartmouth College 
 

Polygons 
 
The  plane figures, the polygons, triangles, squares, hexagons, and so forth, were related to the 
numbers (three and the triangle, for example), were thought of in a similar way, and in fact, carried even 
more symbolism than the numbers themselves, because they were visual.    
 
Polygons are directly related to the Pythagoreans; the equilateral triangle (Sacred tetractys), hexagon, 
triangular numbers, and pentagram.  
 
A polygon is a plane figure bounded by straight lines, called the sides of the polygon. 
 
From the Greek poly = many and gon = angle 
 
The sides intersect at points called the vertices. The angle between two sides is called an interior 
angle or vertex angle. 
 
A regular polygon is one in which all the sides and interior angles are equal.  
A polygram can be drawn by connecting the vertices of a polgon. Pentagon & Pentagram, hexagon & 

hexagram, octagon & octograms  
 
 

Equilateral Triangle  
 

There are, of course, an infinite number of regular polygons, but we'll just discuss those with sides from 

three to eight. In this unit we'll cover just those with 3, 5, and 6 sides. We'll start with the simplest of all 

regular polygons, the equilateral triangle. 

 

Sacred Tetractys 

 
The Pythagoreans were particularly interested in this polygon because each triangular number forms an 

equilateral triangle. One special triangular number is the triangular number for what they called the 

decad, or ten, the sacred tetractys. 

 

Ten is important because it is, of course, the number of fingers. The tetractys became a symbol of the 

Pythagorean brotherhood. We've seen it before in the School of Athens. 

 

Hexagon & Hexagram  
 

Hexagon vs. Hexagram  

Connecting alternate points of a hexagon gives a hexagram, a six-pointed star, usually called the Star of 

David, found in the flag of Israel.  
 

 



 

Solomon's Seal  

The hexagrarn is also called a Solomon's Seal. Joseph Campbell says that King Solomon used this seal 

to imprison monsters & giants into jars.  

 

The U.S. Great Seal  

 

Seal on Dollar Bill  
 

 
The hexagrarn can also be viewed as two overlapping Pythagorean tetractys. 
 

Joseph Campbell writes; In the Great Seal of the U.S. there are two of the se interlocking triangles. We have thirteen points, 

for our original thirteen states, and six apexes: one above, one below, andfour to thefour quarters. The sense of this might 

be thalftom above or below, orftom any point of the compass, the creative word may be heard, which is the great thesis of 

democracy.  
- The Power of Myth. p.27 
 

 

Pentagon & Pentagram 
  

 

Pentagram from grave marker  
 

 
The Pentagram was used as used as a sign of salutaton by the Pythagoreans, its construction supposed to have been a jealously guarded secret. 
Hippocrates of Chios is reported to have been kicked out of the group for having divulged the construction of the pentagram. 
 
 
 
 



 
The pentagram is also called the Pentalpha, for it can be thought of as constructed of five A's. 
The pentagon and pentagram are also interesting because they are loaded with Golden ratios, as shown in 

Boles p.48.  
 

Golden Triangle  
 

A golden triangle  
also called the sublime triangle, is an isoceles triangle whose ratio of leg to base is the golden ratio. 
It is also an isoceles triangle whose ratio of base to leg is the golden ratio, so there are two types: Type I, 

acute, and type II, obtuse. 
A pentagon can be subdivided into two obtuse and one acute golden triangle.  

 

 
 



The PLATONIC SOLIDS  

"Let no one destitute of geometry enter my doors."   
Plato (c. 427 - 347 B.C.E.) 

 
Extracted from a course on ‘Geometry in Art & Architecture 

Dartmouth College 

 
 

 
RAPHAEL: School of Athens  

 

Plato  

Profile: Plato (c.427-347 B.C.E.) was a disciple of Socrates, accepting his basic philosophy and 

dialectical style of debate, the pursuit of truth through questions, answers, and additional questions.  In 
387 BCE Plato founded an Academy in Athens, often described as the first university. It provided a 
comprehensive curriculum, including astronomy, biology, mathematics, political theory, and philosophy.  
Plato's final years were spent lecturing at his Academy and writing. He died at about the age of 80 in 
Athens in 348 or 347.  Over the doors to his academy were the words: 
 

 
"Let no one destitute of geometry enter my doors."  

 



 

 
But on geometry he wrote in his Republic (p. 527), 
"[Geometry is] . . . persued for the sake of the knowledge of what eternally exists, and not 
of what comes for a moment into existence, and then perishes, ...  
[it] must draw the soul towards truth and give the finishing touch to the philosophic spirit."  
 
Written towards the end of Plato's life, c. 355 BCE, the Timaeus describes a conversation between 
Socrates, Plato's teacher, Critias, Plato's great grandfather, Hermocrates, a Sicilian statesman and 
soldier, and Timaeus, Pythagorean, philosopher, scientist, general, contemporary of Plato, and the 
inventor of the pulley. He was the first to distinguish between harmonic, arithmetic, and geometric 
progressions.  In this book, Timaeus does most the talking, with much homage to Pythagoras and echos 
of the harmony of the spheres,  as he describes the geometric creation of the world. 
 
Plato, through Timaeus, says that the creator made the world soul out of various ingredients, and 
formed it into a long strip. The strip was then marked out into intervals. 

First [the creator] took one portion from the whole  (1 unit) 

 and next a portion double the first (2 unit) 

 a third portion half again as much as the second  (3 unit) 

 the fourth portion double the second  (4 unit) 

 the fifth three times the third (9 unit) 

 the sixth eight times the first  (8 unit) 

 and the seventh 27 tmes the first  (27 unit) 

They give the seven integers; 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 27. These contain the monad, source of all numbers, the 
first even and first odd, and their squares and cubes. 
 

The Lambda  

 

These seven numbers can be arranged as two progressions 
Monad                               1                   Point 

 

 

First even and odd                       2     3                Line 

 

 

 Squares                       4           9             Plane 

 

 

 Cubes                      8                27        Solid 

 

This is called Plato's Lambda, because it is shaped like the Greek letter lambda. 
 

Divisions of the World Soul as Musical Intervals  

 

Relating this to music, if we start at low C and lay off these intervals, we get 4 octaves plus a sixth. It 

doesn't yet look like a musical scale. But Plato goes on to fill in each interval with an arithmetic mean 

and a harmonic mean. Taking the first interval, from 1 to 2, for example,  
Arithmetic mean = (1+2)/2 = 3/2 



 

The Harmonic mean of two numbers is the reciprocal of the arithmetic mean of their reciprocals.  
For 1 and 2, the reciprocals are 1 and 1/2, whose arithmetic mean is 1+ 1/2 ÷ 2 or 3/4. Thus,  

Harmonic mean = 4/3  
Thus we get the fourth or 4/3, and the fifth or 3/2, the same intervals found pleasing by the 

Pythagoreans. Further, they are made up of the first four numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 of the tetractys. 
 
He took the interval between the fourth and the fifth as a full tone. It is 

3/2 ÷ 4/3 = 3/2 x 3/4 = 9/8 
Plato then has his creator fill up the scale with intervals of 9/8, the tone. This leaves intervals of 256/243 

as remainders, equal to the half tone. 
Thus Plato has constructed the scale from arithmetic calculations alone , and not by experimenting 

with stretched strings to find out what sounded best, as did the Pythagoreans. 
Project: Repeat Plato's calculations and see if you do indeed get a musical scale. 
 
After marking the strip into these intervals, the creator then cut it lengthwise into two strips that are 

placed at an angle to each other and formed into circles. These correspond to the celestial equator and the 

ecliptic, the start of an armillary sphere. 
Recall our quotation from Plato's Republic, where, in the Myth of Er he wrote, 
". . . Upon each of its circles stood a siren who was carried round with its movements, 

uttering the concords of a single scale." [Republic p. 354] 
This is the origin of the expression, Music of the Spheres. 
 

The Universe as a Geometric Progression  

 

Plato deduces the need for the four elements. Timaeus, 31B-32C 
1. First, we must have fire, to make the world visible, and earth to make it resistant to touch. These are 
the two extreme elements, fire belonging to heaven and earth to earth. He writes,  
. . . it is necessary that nature should be visible and tangible ...  
and nothing can be visible without fire or tangible without earth ... 
2. But two cannot hold together without a third as a bond. [like glue] 
. . . But it is impossible for two things to cohere without the intervention of a third ...  
3. And the most perfect bond is the connued geometric proportion. 
... [and] the most beautiful analogy is when in three numbers,  
the middle is to the last as the first to the middle, . . . they become the same as to relation to 
each other. 
4. But the primary bodies are solids, and must be represented by solid numbers (cubes). 
To connect two plane numbers (squares) one mean is enough,  
but to connect two solid numbers, two means are needed. 
But if the universe were to have no depth, one medium would suffice to bind all the natures 
it contains. But . . . the world should be a solid, and solids are never harmonized by one, but 
always by two mediums. 
Hence the Divinity placed water and air in the middle of fire and earth, fabricating them in the same 
ratio to each other; so that fire might be to air as air is to water and that water is to earth.  

fire/air = air/water = water/earth 
Thus the ratio is constant between successive elements, giving a geometric progression. 
 
Plato's Timaeus posits the existence of a fifth element (corresponding to the fifth remaining Platonic 
solid, the dodecahedron) called quintessence and later referred to as Aethyr, of which the cosmos and 
all celestial bodies are made. 
 
 



 
The Polyhedron 
 
The Platonic Solids belong to the group of geometric figures called polyhedra. 
A polyhedron is a solid bounded by plane polygons. The polygons are called faces; they intersect in 
edges, the points where three or more edges intersect are called vertices. 
A regular polyhedron is one whose faces are identical regular polygons. Only five regular solids are 
possible 
cube  tetrahedron  octahedron   icosahedron  dodecahedron 
These have come to be known as the Platonic Solids 
 

The Elements Linked to the Platonic Solids  

Plato associates four of the Platonic Solid with the four elements. He writes, 
We must proceed to distribute the figures [the solids] we have just described between fire, 

earth, water, and air. . .  
Let us assign the cube to earth, for it is the most immobile of the four bodies and most 
retentive of shape 
the least mobile of the remaining figures (icosahedron) to water  
the most mobile (tetrahedron) to fire  
the intermediate (octahedron) to air  
Note that earth is associated with the cube, with its six square faces. This lent support to the notion of the 

foursquaredness of the earth. 
 

The Cosmos  

But there are five regular polyhedra and only four elements. Plato writes,  
"There still remained a fifth construction, which the god used for embroidering the 

constellations on the whole heaven."  
Plato's statement is vague, and he gives no further explanation. Later Greek philosophers assign the 

dodecahedron to the ether or heaven or the cosmos. 
The dodecahedron has 12 faces, and our number symbolism associates 12 with the zodiac. 
This might be Plato's meaning when he writes of "embroidering the constellations" on the 
dodecahedron. 
Note that the 12 faces of the dodecahedron are pentagons. Recall that the pentagon contains the 
golden ratio. Perhaps this has something to do with equating this figure with the cosmos. 



 

POLYGRAMS AND POLYGONS 
Of the Golden Dawn 

 
 

THE TRIANGLE 
 

 
 
The Triangle is the only Lineal Figure into which all surfaces can be reduced, for every Polygon 
can be divided into Triangles by drawing lines from its angles to its centre. Thus the Triangle is the first 
and simplest of all Lineal Figures. 
We refer to the Triad operating in all things, to the 3 Supernal Sephiroth, and to Binah the 3rd Sephirah. 
Among the Planets it is especially referred to Saturn; and among the Elements to Fire. As the colour of 
Saturn is black and the Triangle that of Fire, the Black Triangle will represent Saturn, and the Red Fire. 
The 3 Angles also symbolize the 3 Aichemical Principles of Nature, Mercury, Sulphur, and Salt. 
As there are 3600 in every great circle, the number of degrees cut off between its angles when 
inscribed within a Circle will be 120°, the number forming the astrological Trine inscribing the Trine within 
a circle, that is, reflected from every second point. 
 

 
THE SQUARE 

 

 
 

 
 



 
 
The Square is an important lineal figure which naturally represents stability and equilibrium. It 
includes the idea of surface and superficial measurement. 
It refers to the Quaternary in all things and to the Tetrad of the Letter of the Holy Name 
Tetragrammaton operating through the four Elements of Fire, Water, Air, and Earth. It is allotted to 
 
 
Chesed, the 4th Sephirah, and among the Planets it is referred to Jupiter. As representing the 4 Elements 
it represents their ultimation with the material form. The 4 angles also include the ideas of the 2 
extremities of the Horizon, and the 2 extremities of the Median, which latter are usually called the Zenith 
and the Nadir: also the 4 Cardinal Points. 
 
 
The number of degrees of a great circle cut off between its angles will be 900 the number forming 
the astrological Quartile or Square Aspect, potent and evil. 
There is only one way of inscribing a Square within a Circle, that is, reflected from every second 
point. 
 

THE PENTAGON 
 

 
 
 
The Pentagon, first form, reflected from every second point. 
The Pentangle can be traced in two ways: reflected from every second point, when it is called the 
Pentagon; and reflected from every third point, when it is called the Pentagram. 
The Pentangle as a whole is referred to the 5th Sephirah Geburah. The Pentagon naturally 
represents the power of the Pentad operating in nature by the dispersal of the Spirit and the 4 Elements 
through it. The number of degrees of a great circle cut off between its Angles is 72° the number forming 
the astrological Quintile aspect, good in nature and operation. 
It also answers to the dispersal force of the 5 letters YEHESHUAH. 
It is not so consonant to the Nature of Mars as the Pentagram, and as a general rule the Pentagon is not 
so powerful a symbol as the Pentagram. 

 
THE PENTANGLE 

 

 



 
The Pentangle - The Pentagram, second form; reflected from every 3rd point. 
The Pentagram with a single point uppermost is called the “Sign of the Microcosm” and is a good symbol 
representing man with his arms and legs extended adoring his Creator, and especially the dominion of 
the Spirit over the 4 Elements and consequently of Reason over Matter. 
 
 
But with the single point downwards it is a very evil symbol, the head of the Goat, or demon‟s 
head, representing the abasement of Reason beneath the blind forces of Matter, the elevation of anarchy 
above order, and of conflicting forces driven by chance above God. 
It represents the concentrated force of the Spirit and the 4 Elements governed by the 5 letters of 
the name of the Restorer of all things YEHESHUAH, and also the ten Sephiroth classified into 5 odd and 
5 even numbers. It is especially attributable to the Planet Mars. It also shows the Kerubim and the Wheel 
of the Spirit. It is a Symbol of tremendous force, and of HEH, the letter of the Great Supernal Mother, 
AIMAH. 
 

 
THE HEXANGLE 

 

 
 

The Hexagon, first form, reflected from every second point. 
The Hexangle can be traced in two ways as a complete symbol: reflected from every second 
point, when it is called the Hexagon: and reflected from every third point, when it is called the Hexagram. 
There is also a third form, called the pseudo-Hexagram. 
The Hexangle as a whole is referred to the 6th Sephirah, Tiphareth. 
The Hexagon naturally represents the power of the Hexad operating in nature by the dispersal of the rays 
of the Planets and the Zodiac emanating from the central Sun. The number of degrees of a great circle 
cut off between its Angles is 60° forming the astrological Sextile aspect, powerful for good. 
It is not so consonant to the solar nature as the Hexagram. Remember then that the Hexagon 
signifieth the dispersion, distribution, and radiation of a force but the Hexagram concentration. Hence 
thou shalt use the Hexagon for the spreading, and the Hexagram for the concentrating and sealing. Thus 
when there is need, thou canst compare, interpose and combine them; but the “Gon initiateth the whirl.” 
The nature of the “whirl” is described in a document relating to the Vibratory Formula of the 
Middle Pillar, and the formation of the Telesmatic Images. 

 



 
 

THE HEXANGLE 
 

 
 

The Hexangle, second form, reflected from every 3rd point. 
The Hexagram with a single point uppermost is called the “Sign of the Macrocosm,” or greater 
world, because its six angles fitly represent the six days or periods of creation evolved from the 
 
 
manifestation of the Triune. Its synthesis forms the seventh day or period of rest summed up in the 
hexagonal centre. 
It represents especially the concentrated force of the Planets acting through the Signs of the 
Zodiac, and thus sealing the Astral Image of nature under the presidency of the Sephiroth; and also the 
Seven Palaces of the same. It is especially attributable to the Sun. It is a Symbol of great strength and 
power, forming with the Cross and the Pentagram, a triad of potent and good symbols which are in 
harmony with each other. 

 
THE HEXANGLE 

 

 
 

 
The Pseudo-Hexagram or irregular third form. 
The pseudo-Hexagram an irregular third form, sometimes employed to denote the presidency of 
the Sun and Moon over the 4 Elements united in and proceeding from the Spirit. 

 
 



 
 

THE HEPTANGLE 
 

 
 

The Heptagon, first form, reflected from every second point. 
The Heptangle can be traced in three ways reflected from every second point when it is called the 
Heptagon; and as the Heptagram is reflected from every third point, and from every fourth point. 
The Heptangle as a whole is referred to the Seventh Sephirah, Netzach. 
The Heptagon naturally represents the dispersal of the powers of the Seven Planets through the 
week and through the year. The number of degrees of a Great Circle cut off between its angles is 51-3/7°. 
It further alludes to the power of the Septenary acting through all things, as exemplified by the 
seven colours of the Rainbow. 
It is not so consonant to the nature of Venus as the Heptagram reflected from every fourth point. 

 
 
 

THE HEPTANGLE 
 

 
 

The Heptagram, second form; reflected from every third point. 
The Heptagram reflected from every third point, yieldeth Seven Triangles at the apices thereof; 
fitly representing the Triad operating in each Planet; and the Planets themselves in the week and in the 
year. 
The weekly order of the Planets is formed from their natural order by following the lines 
Of this Heptagram; as hath been already shown in the 2nd point of the Grade of Zelator. 
It is not so consonant to the nature of Venus as the next form. 

 



 
 

THE HEPTANGLE 
 

 
 

The Heptagram, third form; reflected from every fourth point. 
This Heptagram is the Star of Venus and is especially applicable to her nature. As the Heptagram 
is the lineal figure of the Seven Planets, so is Venus, as it were, their Gate or Entrance, the fitting symbol 
of the Isis of nature, and of the 7 lower Sephiroth of the Bride. 
Study this reference in connection with the Venus door of the Vault of the Adepts, described in 
the Adeptus Minor grade. 

 
THE OCTANGLE 

 

 
 

The Octagon, first form; reflected from every second point. 
The Octangle can be reflected in three ways; reflected from every second point when it is called 
the Octagon; and as the Octagram reflected from every third, and from every fourth point. 
The Octangle naturally representeth the power of the Ogdoad. The Octagon showeth the Ogdoad 
operating in nature by the dispersal of the rays of the Elements in their dual aspect under the presidency 
of the 8 letters of the name Yod Heh Vau Heh and Aleph Daleth Nun Yod. 
 
The number of degrees of a Great Circle cut off between its angles is 450; forming the 
astrological weak Semi-Quartile aspect, evil in nature and operation. 
The Octagon is not so consonant to the nature of Mercury as the Octagram reflected from every 
fourth point. 

 



 
 

THE OCTANGLE 
 

 
 

The Octagram, second form, reflected from every third point. 
The Octagram reflected from every third point yieldeth eight Triangles at the apices thereof, fitly 
representing the Triad operating in each Element in its dual form, i.e., of Positive and Negative, under the 
powers of the name of Tetragrammaton Adonai: or as it is written bound together, Yod Aleph Heh Daleth 
Vau Nun Heh Yod. 
It is not so consonant to the nature of Mercury as the next form. It is composed of two Squares 
united within a circle. 

 
THE OCTANGLE 

 

 
 
The Octagram, third form; reflected from every fourth point. 
This Octogram is the Star of Mercury, and is especially applicable to his nature. It is further a 
potent symbol representing the binding together of the concentrated Positive and Negative forces of the 
Elements under the name of YHVHADNI. And forget not that ADNI is the key of YHVH. 

 
 
 

THE ENNEANGLE 
 
 

 
 



 
 
The Enneangle, first form, reflected from every second point. 
The Enneangle can be traced in four ways reflected from every second point when it is called the 
Enneagon; and as the Enneagram reflected from every third, every fourth, and every fifth point. 
The Enneangle as a whole, is referred to the ninth Sephirah Yesod. 
The Enneangle naturally representeth the power of the Ennead. The Enneagram showeth the 
Ennead operating in nature by the dispersal of the rays of the Seven Planets and of the Head and Tail of 
the Dragon of the Moon. 
The number of degrees of a Great Circle cut off between its angles is 40°. The Enneagon is not so 
consonant to the nature of the Moon as the Enneagram reflected from every fifth point. 

 
THE ENNEANGLE 

 

 
 

The Enneagram, second form; reflected form every third Point. The Enneagram reflected from 
every third point representeth the Triple Ternary operating both in the Seven Planets with the Head and 
Tail of the Dragon of the Moon, and with their Aichemical principles countercharged and interwoven. 
It is not as consonant to the nature of the Moon as the Enneagram reflected from every fifth point. 

 
 
 

THE ENNEANGLE 
 

 
 

The Enneagram, third form, reflected from every fourth point. 
The Enneagram reflected from every fourth point is composed of three Triangles united within a 
Circle, and alludes to the Triple Ternary of the Three Aichemical principles themselves. It is not so 
consonant to the nature of the Moon as the next form. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

THE ENNEANGLE 
 

 
 

The Enneagram, fourth form, reflected from every fifth point. 
This Enneagram is the Star of the Moon and is especially applicable to her nature. It represents 
her as the administrator to the Earth of the virtues of the Solar System under the Sephiroth. 

 
 

THE DEKANGLE 
 

 
 

The Dekagon, first form, reflected from every second point. 
The Dekangle can be traced in four ways; reflected from every second point when it is called the 
Dekagon and as the Dekagram reflected from every third, every fourth, and every fifth point. 
The Dekangle as a whole is referred to the Tenth Sephirah, Malkuth. 
The Dekangle naturally represents the power of the Dekad. The Dekagon showeth the Dekad 
operating in nature by the dispersal of the rays of the Ten Sephiroth therein. 
The number of degrees of a Great Circle cut off between its angles is 36°; the half of the Quintile 
astrological aspect. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

THE DEKANGLE 
 

 
 
The Dekagram, second form; reflected from every third point. 
The Dekagram reflected from every third point is especially consonant to Malkuth and shows the Triad 
operating through each angle of the two Pentagons within a circle, of which it is composed. It alludes to 
the combination of the 3 Aichemical principles with the Spirit and the 4 Elements in their Positive and 
Negative form, under the presidency of the 10 Sephiroth themselves. 

 
 

THE DEKANGLE 
 

 
 

The Dekagram, third form, reflected from every fourth point. 
This form of the Dekagram especially alludes to the concentrated and continuous operations of 
the Ten Sephiroth in nature. It is continuously reflected from every fourth point. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

THE DEKANGLE 
 

 
 
The Dekagram, fourth form, reflected from every fifth point. 
The Dekagram reflected from every fifth point is composed of two Pentagrams within a Circle. It 
shows the operation of the duplicated HEH of the Tetragrammaton and the concentration of the Positive 
and Negative forces of the Spirit and the four Elements under the presidency of the Potencies of the Five 
in Binah, the Revolutions of the forces under AlMA, the Great Mother. 

 
 

THE ENDEKANGLE 
 

 
 

The Endekagram, first form, reflected from every second point. 
The Endekangle can be traced in five ways: reflected from every second point, when it is called 
the Endekagon; and as the Endekagram reflected from every third, fourth, fifth, and sixth points. 
The Endekangles as a general whole are referred to the Qliphoth. Of its forms, however, the one reflected 
from every fourth point represents their restriction, and therefore it is not altogether to be classed with 
those which represent their operation in nature, wherefore it is here separated from them and placed by 
itself at the end of the book. 
The Endekangle naturally represents the evil and imperfect nature of the Endekad. The 
Endekagon represents the dispersal of the Eleven Curses of Mount Ebal through the Universe. Though 
they are paragraphed as 12 in the English version of the Bible, in the Hebrew they are paragraphed as 
11, two being classed together. 
The number of degrees of a great circle cut off between its angles is 32-8/ 110. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

THE ENDEKANGLE 
 

 
 

The Endekagram, second form; reflected from every third point. 
The Endekagram reflected from every third point, represents the concentrated action of evil in the Averse 
Triad, symbolized by the Eleven Dukes of Edom, the horns of the Red Dragon when he ariseth. 
This is a reference to one of the Altar Diagrams, the Garden of Eden after the Fall. 

 
THE ENDEKANGLE 

 

 
 

The fourth form; reflected from every fifth point. 
It is a curious fact that the Endekagram which can be formed reflected from every fourth point is 
not so evil as the rest, and represents the restraining of the evil ones. This abhorance of and 
incompatibility with the number four is another mark of the imperfect nature of the Endekad when applied 
to the symbolism of the Qliphoth; for by the same that they are shown, so is their restriction shown. Yet 
even the Endekangle reflected from every fourth point is not good in operation, but simply declareth the 
restriction of evil as will be shown hereafter. 
The Endekagram reflected from every fifth point represents the concentrated force of the averse 
and evil Sephiroth. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

THE ENDEKANGLE 
 

 
 
The Endekagram, fifth form, reflected from every sixth point. 
Unto this form of the Endekagram are attributed the 12 Princes of the Qliphoth who are the heads of the 
Evil operating in the months of the year. 

 
 

THE DODEKANGLE 
 

 
 

The Dodekangle, first form, reflected from every second point. 
The Dodekangle can be traced in five ways; reflected from every second point, when it is called 
the Dodekagon; and as the Dodekagram reflected from every third, fourth, fifth and sixth point. 
The Dodekangle as a general whole is referred to the Zodiac, and naturally represents the powers of the 
Dodekad. The Dodekagon shows the dispersal of the influence of the Zodiac through nature. 
The number of degrees of a great circle cut off between its angles is 300 forming the weak 
astrological semi-Sextile Aspect, good in nature and operation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

THE DODEKANGLE 
 

 
 

The Dodekagram, second form, reflected from every third point. 
The Dodekagram reflected from every third point, is formed of two Hexagons within a Circle, 
and represents the dispersal and concentration of the Zodiac in masculine and feminine signs. The 
masculine being Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius and Aquarius; and the feminine Taurus, Cancer, 
Virgo, Scorpio, Capricorn and Pisces. As this Dodekagram is composed of twelve triangles, so do these 
allude to the 3 decanates, faces, or sets of 100 of each Sign. 

 
 

THE DODEKANGLE 
 

 
 
The Dodekagram, third form, reflected from every fourth point 
This Dodekagram is formed of three Squares, representing the three Quaternions of Angular, 
Succedent, Cadent and Movable, Fixed and Common. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

THE DODEKANGLE 
 

 
 

The Dodekagram, fourth form; reflected from every fifth point. 
The Dodekagram reflected from every fifth point is formed of four Triangles within Circle, and 
refers to the concentrated force of the four Triplicities of the Zodiac operating through nature. 

 
 

THE DODEKANGLE 
 

 
 

The Dodekagram, fifth form; reflected from every sixth point. 
The Dodekagram reflected from every sixth point is a continuous figure; and symbolizes the 24 
Thrones of the schema established over the Positive and Negative potencies of the Elements in the 
Zodiac; and over the 24 hours in the day. 

 
 

THE ENDEKANGLE 
 

 
 

 



 
 
The Endekagram third form; reflected from every fourth point. 
Symbolizing the restriction of the Qliphoth, Esther IX, vs. 3 is “Vehachashdrapanim,” signifying 
lieutenants or deputy governors of provinces. 
Deut. I, vs. 2. “There are eleven days journey from Horeb by the way of Mount Seir unto Kadesh 
Barnea.” 
Deut. XXXII, vs. 37 is VeOmar Ai Elohim Tzur Chasyahbah. “And he shall say „Where are their 
Gods, their rock wherein they trust?‟ or „Eleven are their Gods,‟ etc., or Ai are their Gods (Elohim).” 

 
 

THE CROSS WITHIN THE CIRCLE 
 

 
 

The Point within the Circle represents the operation of Kether in general; and the Cross within the Circle 
that of Chokmah, for therein are the roots of Wisdom. When using these Lineal Figures in the formation of 
Talismans under the Sephiroth remember that: 
 
The Point within the Circle is Kether. 
The Cross within the Circle is Chokmah. 
The Triangle within the Circle is Binah. 
The Square within the Circle is Chesed. 
 
The remaining Sephiroth should have the double, or triple, or quadruple, forms of their lineal 
figures bound together in their talismans; e.g., in the Heptangle for Netzach, the Heptagon and the two 
forms of the Heptagram should be united in the same Talisman, the extremities of the angles coinciding. 
The Endekangle is appropriate to the Qliphoth. 
The Dod ekangle is appropriate to the Zodiacal forces in Malkuth. Kether that of the Primum 
Mobile; Chokmah the Sphere of the Zodiac in command; and Malkuth that of the Elements. 
And many other meanings are bound together in the lineal figures besides those which are given 
in this book. Two or more different forms may be bound together in the same Talisman. 



 

 

Greek Sepher Sephiroth 
 

THE LETTERS OF THE GREEK ALPHABET 
THEIR ATTRIBUTES & VALUES 

 
 

 

A 1 head moon 

B 2 neck aries 

G 3 Shoulders and 
hands 

earth 

D 4 breast water 

Ē 5 diaphragm mercury 

(W) 6   

Z 7 back taurus 

E 8 belly venus 

TH 9 thighs ether 

I 10 knees sun 

K 20 legs gemini 

L 30 ankles cancer 

M 40 feet leo 

N 50 feet virgo 

X 60 ankles libra 

O 70 legs mars 

P 80 knees fire 

(Q) 90   

R 100 thighs air 

S 200 belly scorpio 

T 300 back sagittarius 

U 400 diaphragm jupiter 

Ph 500 breast capricorn 

Ch 600 Shoulders and 
hands 

aquarius 

Ps 700 neck pisces 

Ō 800 head saturn 
 



Greek Isopsephy Letter Values 

 

Aa Alpha=1 
 

Ii Iota=10 
 

Rr Rho=100  
 

Bb Beta=2  
 

Kk Kappa=20  
 

Ss Sigma=200 

Gg Gamma=3  
 

Ll Lambda=30 Tt Tau=300 

Dd Delta=4  
 

Mm Mu=40  
 

Uu Upsilon=400 

Ee Epsilon=5  
 

Nn Nu=50  
 

Ff Phi=500  
 

 Digamma=6  
 

Xx Xi=60 Cc Chi=600 

Zz Zeta=7 
 

Oo Omicron=70 Yy Psi=700 
 

Hh Eta=8  
 

Pp Pi=80  
 

Ww Omega=800  
 

Qq Theta=9 
 

 Qoppa=90 
 

 

 Sampi= 900 

 

 

Note: The gematria value of single Greek words are always computed using the Lexical Form of the word 
(nominative case, singular or plural, with or without the definite article). Expressions such as "Son of 
Man" and "The Grain of Wheat" are always computed in their grammatically correct form (nominative 
and genitive case). 
 

 



Greek Isopsephy Word Values 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 



Miscellaneous Greek Phrases 
 

aggelos abussos  
 angel of the abyss [Hebrew 

'abaddown? Greek apolluon?] 

 

aggelos hamartano  
 angel of sin, bad angel  

aggelos hepta echo hepta 
eschatos plege   7 angels with the 7 final plagues  

aggelos oxus drepanon  
 angel with sharp sickle  

aggelos phos  
 angel of light  

aggelos satanas  
 angel of the accuser  

aggelos tereo arche apoleipo 
idios oiketerion   angels who guard the chief, but 

left their station 

 

aggelos theristes  
 reaping angel   

akathartos  
 that which is unclean or foul  

alexandros  
 man defender [obvious to subgenii] 

antichristos  
 antichrist  

antidikos  
 adversary  

apistos diastrepho genea  
 faithless and perverse 

generation 

 

apolluon  
 apollyon, the destroyer, angel of 

the abyss 

 

archaios ophis  
 the primeval snake  

archon daimonion  
 chief demon god, beelzebub? 

archon exousia aer  
 chief of the air force 

archon toutou kosmos  
 chief of this world  

archon manaen  
 Chief Manaen, member of 

Herod's court 

 

babulon megas meter porne 
bdelugma ge   Babylon the great, mother of 

whores and  

 

    
  abominations of 
the earth 

  

balaam  
 Mesopotamian prophet  

balak  
 a Moabite?  

basileia merizo  
 divided kingdom  

basileus ge  
 kings of the earth  

beelzeboul  
 dung god, beelzebul, beelzebub  

belial  
 worthless one, derived from 

Hebrew beliya'al  

 worthless, ungodly 

chi xi stigma  
 six hundred and sixty six, the 

number of the beast! 

 

daimon  
 demon [Latin: daemon]  



daimon pneuma  
 demon spirits  

daimonion  
 demon god, demon of demons, 

transcendent demon 

daimonion akathartos  
 unclean demon god 

daimonion didaskalia  
 demon god doctrine  

daimonian hepta  
 seven demon gods  

daimonion poterion  
 cup (drink) of the demon gods 

daimonion trapeza  
 table (food) of the demon gods 

daimonizomai  
 demoniac [person or thing 

possessed by a demon] 

 

daimonizomai exerchomai mnemeion  
 demoniac from the grave  

diabolos  
 false accuser, devil  

diabolos ergon  
 work of the devil  

diabolos huios  
 son of the false accuser  

diabolos krima  
 decision of the false accuser  

diabolos methodeia  
 path of the false accuser  

diabolos pagis  
 trap of the false accuser  

diabolos pater  
 father of the false accuser  

diabolos teknon  
 children of the false accuser  

drakon  
 dragon [Freudian]  

drakon purrhos  
 fire like (red) dragon 

echthros pas dikaiosune  
 enemy of all righteousness  

exousia skotos  
 the dark force [shades of star 

wars] 

 

gog  
 antichrist   

hepta phiale thumos theos  
 seven bowls of the wrath of God  

huios apeitheia  
 son of disbelief [atheists?]  

humenaios  
 Hymenaeus, an opponent of 

Christianity, name derived from 

 

            Humen, the Greek god of 
weddings    

iezabel  
 Jezabel, a Tyrian woman, false 

prophet 

 

kataraomai  
 accursed one  

kosmokrator shotos toutou aion  
 world rulers of the era of 

darkness or shadiness 

 

kratos thanatos  
 vigor of death   

leukos nephele nephele kathemai 
homoios huios anthropos echo epi    

       kephale chruseos stephanos 
cheir oxus drepanon   white cloud and  



 

       on the cloud sits one like 
the son of man having on his head   

       a golden crown and in his 
hand a sharp sickle!    

magog  
 nation of antichrist, barbarous 

northern region [Turkey, USSR?] 

 

metaschematizo diakonos 
dikaiosune   disguised ministers of 

righteousness 

 

mnemeion anthropos  
 man from the grave  

nikolaites  
 a Nicolaite, i.e. adherent of 

Nicolaus 

 

oikia merizo  
 divided home or household  

olothreutes  
 the destroyer  

orneon miseo  
 birds of hate  

pharmakeia  
 medication, drugs, magic, 

sorcery, witchcraft 

 

pharmakeus, pharmakos  
 druggist, poisoner, magician, 

sorcerer 

 

pater pseutes  
 father of lies  

peirazo  
 tempter, tester  

pneuma akathartos  
 foul wind, evil spirit   

pneuma alalos  
 spirit that makes one mute  

pneuma kophos  
 spirit that makes one deaf and 

mute 

 

pneuma planos  
 roving (tramp) spirit [Gypsies?]  

pneuma puthon  
 spirit of divination   

pneumatikos poneria epouranios  
 humanly spirits of depravity in 

the heavens? 

 

poneros  
 hurtful one  

poneros huios  
 son of the hurtful one  

poneros pneuma  
 hurtful spirit  

poneros puroo belos  
 flaming arrows of the hurtful one   

poterion oinos thumos orge  
 winecup [drink] of wrath and 

anger 

 

pseudoprophetes  
 false prophet  

satanas  
 the accuser, derived from 

Hebrew satan  

 the adversary 

satanas bathos  
 mystery of the accuser   

satanas katoikeo  
 accuser's dwelling  



 

satanas thessalonike  
 from  Thessalos (a Thessalian) 

and Thessalonice  

 

              (Thessalonica, a place 
in Asia Minor), Satan's throne   

seleniazomai  
 moonstruck, lunatic [classic!]  

sunagoge satanas  
 synagogue of the accuser  

theos toutou aion  
 god of this era  

therion  
 dangerous animal, beast  

therion anabaino abussos  
 beast that comes up from the 

abyss 

 

therion anabaino thalassa  
 beast that comes up from the 

sea 

 

therion anabaino ge  
 beast that comes up from the 

earth 

 

therion charagma e onoma  
 mark or name of the beast  

therion kokkinos  
 scarlet beast  

therion onoma e arithmos  
 name or number of the beast   

therion therion  
 wild or beastly beasts   



A Glossary of 

Gnostic, Greek & Thelemic 

Terms & Phrases 

In Alphabetical Order 
 

 
Agnoia; Ignorance 
Anqrwpoz man, human 
Apolutrwsiz Secret "Redemption"  
Arcontoz ruler, chief king 
Aretn;  Means "virtue".  

Δαιμόνιον: evil spririt 

όνομα τό  name fame 
Apolytrosis  
Axwn  
Afanisis Destruction 
Aqhnaia Athens 
Aqhnh Athene 
Anagkhi By necessity 
Anaqem A Anything dedicated (in New Testament Anqema) 
AFhp Star 
AIdh C [Aidhs] Hades 
Apgon Not working 
AFpon Star 
Alhqhs truth 
AdIT Hadit 
Aiti A cause 
Akolasi A incontinence, dispersion, debauchery, wantonness 
Akaqenos  
Ataxi A confusion 
Apgos shiny, still 
Ahau H Aeon(?) 
  
451 = 224 + 227 
AFpon + Apgon 
Silver Star A.'.A.'. 
  
Amapti A fault 
Abouli A thoughtlessness 
Alfa  
Asthp Star 
Aptemis Artemis 
Apch origin 
Astpon Star 
Afanhs Unseen, secret 
Apphtos unspeakable, ineffable 
Aiw I breathe, live, know 
AlaFwp  
AgnwFos unknown 
Apokatastasis Restoration 



Afanixw To vanish 
Agios Holy 
Alhqh or Alhqeia  
alh Sometimes = Error, mental wandering 
Aima blood 
Alla but 
Aqana Athene 
Aqhna Athene in Homeric 
Aqhnaa Athene in Homeric 
ABRASAC Divine 
Aggelos messenger: angel 
Aiwn; The emanations from Bythos 
AGAPH Agape Unconditional love 
Agnoia; man, human 
Apolutrwsiz; 
"Ruler" Aretn; virtue 
Aqanaton Immortal One 
  
Bebaiwsis profanation 
BhmL  
BebaiwmA  
BiazHw I constrain, overcome 
Biw = sfaipA I live = sphere 
Bdew I part 
BazHw put, place, lay, set 
Bous Ox 
BdelugmA An abomination 
Bhing Being 
Boh A cry; hide of ox; shield 
Bhml step, pace; platform; tribute 
Bhm A a staff 
Bios Life 
Bias With difficulty  
Babax dancer 
Being Being 
Bih Force, Strength 
Bia Force 
Beigg Being 
  

Δαιμόνιον: Evil spririt 
Dwpgthp  
De But, And;  
Gea Earth 
Deka  
Doulos  
Dhmhthp  
Duo  
Dhmos  
DF namis  
Dpama:  
Dis  
Dikaiois  



DuodekA  
Daimwn  
Dhmioupgos:  
Dpakwn:  
  
Eusebew  
Eufuhs  
Eucos  
EuwdiA 12 
Eufhmos: Demon 
Eufiles demiurge, creator 
Eufilhs dragon, ogre 
Eupus  
Eufhmon reverent 
Euktaios Of good nature 
Eufhmia boast, glory, vanity, vow 
Exopkisths perfume 
Ekstasis favorable 
Endeleces: beloved 
Eusebes beloved 
Egw wide 
Eupos favorable, euphemistic 
Eusebhs Votive involved in prayer (of Gods) desired 
Euqns exorciser 
Eusebeia exorciser 
Epitelhs ecstasy 
Entelhs assiduous, constant 
EuklhpiA reverent 
EukaipiA Ego 
Eudianax S. East Wind 
Exapkomenon reverent 
ExopkiFhs straight 
Euqeneia reverent 
EuqhneiA accomplished 
EuodiA complete 
Epitelein Good fortune 
Epitolh prosperity 
Ekaton Ruler of Air 
Exaipomenon Be satisfied 
EuhqH  
Eu wealth, etc. 
EnteleiA health; plenty 
Exaploon Prosperous course 
Exhkomenon To perform ritual 
Exagomenon Rising of Star 
Epos One hundred 
Epis excited 
Esomai kind, silly 
Ekath: well 
Exhs perfection 
Eisin  



en olon  
Exakis  
Eisi A word 
Epgon Goddess of Strife: Eris 
ExapmA  
Eneimi Hecate 
Eis In order 
Ennea: I am 
Eneimi One Perfect 
Endeka Six times 
Ex I am 
Eimi work 
Einai height, swelling 
Eimi En 
En one 
Eon nine 
EptA  
EunH Eleven 
Euqn six 
Emou = Esti To be 
Eupu from 
EustociA = I am, to be 
Eutuces at 
Eutuchs:  
Eucapistia: seven 
Euw bed 
ECeiA honest, straight forward 
EuCH  
EndeleChs  
Eus Hitting the mark 
Exonton happy, fortunate, lucky 
Epithdes happy, fortunate, lucky 
ExaCH thanks, eucharist 
Enteles singe, dry up 
EuCapi F os Absolute being 
Eucapi F ia won; wish; proud; curse 
EnafeiA continous 
Eipon brave, noble 
 I annihilate 
F hlh  enough, fitly 
Foma In 6 parts 
GNOSIS 

perfect EuCapi F on 
Gh  
Gaia Eucharist 
gap Softness of touch 
gunH I said 
goos  
gaias block, boundry post, turning point 
gohs mouth 
glwssA Gnosis gnwmH mark, token, sign 
 Earth 



H nefqus Earth, Country 
H glwssa For 
H Epitolh Pea: woman Rea 

H Ek F asis A spell 
H QalassA  
H katabolh A howling; wizard 
H AhauH tongue, language H Bebaiwsis: the profanation 
H Qhbais  
Hdu The Goddess of Perfection 
H sigH  
H opgh The rising of the star 
Hmhn = nu The ecstasy 
H Agaph The sea 
Hbh The laying down, foundation 
Hba The Aeon 
Hn  The Theban 
H PalamH pleasant, sweet 
H The silence 
H passion 
H AmaptiA  
H QupA The Love 
H kakH gunH Manhood, youth 
H famaiqeiA Manhood: youth  
Hoktas If Hmi mate 
H Entelhs The Palm of the hand 
Hdus Map Day 
H fphn Mepa day 
H SelhnH The fault, sin 
H D F namis door 
H Pais The bad woman 
H Epis  
Hlios = QhtA the eight 
H PalLas The complete 
H SelhnH = HtA  
H D F namis The mind, the reason 
H Pais The Moon 
H Epis  
Hlios = The boy 
H kokkinh gunh The Goddess Eris Daughter of Nox 
H teleth Sun House of the Sun 
Hmisu The Phallus 
H The Moon 
H ne Fqus  
H Dunamis The boy 
H sfaipA The Goddess Eris Daughter of Nox 
H Euch Sun 
H numfH The Scarlet Woman 
H Ek Fasis* The initiation, the celebration & The mysteries 
H teppsiis half 
stpaggeiA  
IW  



Iqu The power, the strength 
ISCUROE The sphere 
I A W The wish, etc. 
iqu The bride 
iepos Emou = NuestI The consciousness, 
iqufallos: pleasure 
Iwta:  
iscus: A greeting 
isCupos  
Ina Srong One 
Ienai IAO 
I Kaliq steep, straight, right 
 holy 
katagw Turgid penis 
kuklw Letter name of "I", "a jot" 
kuwn strength, power, force, might 
katakampsiis: strong 
katastpofh: So that 
kubos To go 
keuqos I call it 
kuqos  
kuklos I bring down, I win 
kteis In a circle, around 
kun dog 
kuklA Bend back, bend against 
kulLh destruction, ruin, catastrophe 
kaiduo cube 
Kponos Depth 
kulix depth 
katabolH circle, cycle 
kuL Comb (liquid female honey) 
KUbhbH female 
katA circles 
kopanon The cup 
kapdih And two 
kinein Kronos 
KFl A cup 
Kaien conception 
kF lix Root of wheel 
keap Variant of Cybele 
khp down 
kinhma pestle 
kapdia Heart 
kapA To move, change, contine, begin 
kopH Root of wheel 
kenon And one 
kopax Drinking cup 
kenos heart, soul, mind 
kataqemA heart 
kopis movement, motion 
kinaidos Heart 



kentpon head 
kosmos: Stroke, cut 
kiwn Empty; The void of space 
kinew: crow 
katoch empty; void 
Katakamptw K Fllh anathema 
Koptw cleaver 
KURIE sodomite 
 centre; sting 
Logaios world 
Logion Pillar 
Logas I move 
Lagnos restruction 
 A cup 
Musthpion peck 
Mwpois: Lord 
Mwpos:  
Mustikos: Chosen 
Mesonuktios oracle 
MuFikos Chosen 
Maw lewd, lustful 
Mantis  
Mega mystery, sacrament 
Mia foolish 
Muqos: foolish, silly, stupid 
Mapgos secret, private, mystic 
Minqos Of midnight 
Meson secret; mystic 
Magos: seek, wish, claim 
Mou prophet 
Mu great 
Melap one 
Makap myth 
 proud, mad 
nuoloh shit 
nous Meddle in 
Notos magician 
nemesis MrMring with closed lips 
nux MrMring with closed lips 
Nh Black 
Nai Blessed MEIQRAS Mithras 
nomos  
nu nux 
nefos mind, intellect 
numfh: South wind 
Nefqus ED:nemisis, divine vengeance 
Neuw night, NOX 

όνομα: Yes 
o Puqwn yes 
o tpocos = Apiqmos law = number 
o Poseidwn Name of the letter n 



oktw + Alfa cloud, heaven 
Oktw + Deka bride 
oktw: Goddess of Perfection, Nepthus 
ou: Incline to bend 
o Bussos: Name fame 
O Abussos: The Python 
ouden kaI Duo The wheel, etc. 
o Apiqmos Mou The (God) Poseidon 
o Axwn: The tongue 
ouden + Duo: ten eight (18) 
o Ala F wp eight 
oulon: not, no, oh! 
ouden The fine purple linen 
oudemiA The abyss 
o Qopos None and two 
o kinaidos The number of me 
o oikos The axs 
o olos None and two 
Oidipos The villain, the fiend 
opqos Gum (of the mouth) 
o Minqos No one, none 
o goos ED:no one, none 
o odos Semen 
ogdoas The sodomite 
o gohs The house 
o Bios The Whole 
odos Oedipus 
onomA upright 
olon The shit 
oloH The spell 
opgh The way 
on 8 
Olh wizard 
Oida The Life 
o kopax way 
Oikias Name 
O Pais Whole, perfect 
ogkos Deadly 
olos passion 
oikos ED:being, creature 
o Magos Feminine of Olos whole 
ogdoos I know 
o Dhmos The crow 
olos kai olh house; household 
oudeniA The boy 
ogdohkontA curve, atom 
oktas Perfect 
oloH nux An House 
oudeis The magician 
o Muqos One eighth 
o Qumos The people 



oupanon All and all 
o Bous No one 
o Notos 80 
o Aiwn 8 
o Dhmioupgos: She call it 
ou Duo No one, nobody 
o  katadesmos The myth 
o Basileus The soul 
omfax celestial 
o Mantis The ox 
Oktatomos The South Wind 
 The aeon, century, age 
W FALLE The demiurge, the creator 
PAN Not two 
PAMFAGE Unripe 
PAGGENETOR Unripe 
FALLE Unripe 
Pantacoi The prophet 
psiilos: Divided into 8 parts 
Pandwpa  
psiilas (O Phallus) 
pwmH Pan 
pw Eimi: Alldevourer 
psiilh: Allbegetter 
faos Phallus 
Potanos In every direction 
Ptolemos thin, fine; bare 
puqmos Giver of life 
Pentakis: Bacchus 
Panteles Strength 
Pantelhs Name of the letter "p" and "I 
Polemios Smooth breathing 
Ppos The Eye 
Panth winged 
Pente Ptolomy 
Panta: rhythm, order, style 
Polemos Five times 
Polis Perfect 
Pais Perfect 
PalLax rashly 
P 
Fp 

to, at, toward 

Pan Done everywhere on every side 
pea Five 
PalamH everything, always 
Ph A battle 
pei city 
phma boy; maid 
pepein virgin 
PpagmA Fire 
Ppo Pan 
Pampan Wife of Saturn Mother of Jupiter, Rea 



PalLas Palm of hand 
Panaplos How?, which way? 
Panu To flow 
FamA A word, saying 
Ppot To fall 
fhmH deed, action 
Pup before 
puomai altogether 
flox A brandisher 
fphn alltender, delicate 
Poseidwn altogether 
faw Divided by 2 
Pandwpos motion 
Puqwn fame 
PantaCou fire 
fws save, guard 
Praxis; flame 
 mind, reason 
SOI Poseidon 
shmA NU  
sebas Given of all 
skolios Python 
skolion everywhere 
skiA light 
sigmA practice. 
sebizhein  
siga (Thou Art). 
sigh sign 
Swma: awe, worship 
Stoiceion crooked 
SABAO Song at banquet 
sqenos shadow; shade 
sE A sign, also S spelled in full] 
selhnH To Worship 
sfaipai Hush! Silently 
Se Anagw silence 
sux body 
 point, element 
to nefos: Sabao 
to Caos strength, vigor 
to onomasou Motion upwards 
tuCH She, Moon 
to swma spheres 
tuCon: I bring to you 
To phma tou nomou: Is daughter of Caos in myth 
To olon tou nomou:  

Tufwn The cloud, the heaven 
tou nomo The chaos 
tpocos The name 
twi onti chance 
to oktw: The body 



to Epos ths Qemidos happening; by chance 
tou Qanatou: The word of the Law. 
Tomh Kai Duo The whole of the Law. 
to Pup Typhon 
to upap: His law 
to kentpon: wheel, disk, circle, course 
tessapes In deed 
to QumA The eight 
to Duo The word of the Law 
to zHugon His death 
ton Qanaton Cut in two 
to Hmap The fire 
to FomA The vision, Real vision 
to keap The centre, the sting 
to khp forty 
teknon victim 
To kinhmA The two 
tomh Union 
to Anaqema: The peaceful death 
tis Eimi The day 
to olon The month 
ton Dhmon The heart 
to PpagmA The heart 
to kenon Is born, son 
to onomA The movement, the motion 
to Logion nothing, Final 
to shmA the curse 
teleios Who am I 
To Qhpion The whole 
teletH the demon 
telos the thing 
tA ontA The void, space 
To shmeion The name 
tau: oracle 
taou The sign 
tessapA Perfect 
Tepyis  The Beast 
 Initiation, celebration, & mysteries 
QHRION end 
Qelhma The creatures 
Quw The sign, mark 
Quein oloh 
nux 

The letter name of t 

Qupsos none 
Qugathp four 
Qumati delight 
Qumos  
Qanatos The Beast 
Qel Hni tes Will 
QupA I sacrifice 
Quo Sacrifice every night 
Quein Thyrsus 



QumA daughter 
Qopos In sacrifice 
QalassA soul 
QhtA death 
Qemis Hermit Lover Man of Earth 
Qhpion door 
Qhbais I sacrifice 
Qhp To sacrifice 
Qhbai Victim 
Qel Semen 
 The sea 
upap The name of the letter Q 
Umhn Law, right 
UgeiA Wild beast 
 Theban 
wpiA A wild beast 
 Thebes 
Caos Hermit 
  
xulon vision 
zheugmA union 
Zh F gon health 
Zhn  
zhugon Bloom of youth 
zheugos:  
zheus Space CAIRE Hail 
zhwos  
zhufos wood; beating zhwtikos vital 
zhwhpos: A bond 
 yoke 
 A name for Zeus 
 union 
 pair 
 ZEUS 
 vital 
 Evening wind 
 vivid, animated 

 



 

A Greek Dictionary 
 
 

ἃ  Α 
 

a A 

Ἀαξὼλ  Aaron  
Ἀβξαὰκ    Abraham    
ἀγαζὴ   Goods   
ἀγαζὸο   Goods   
ἀγαζνῦ   Goods   
ἀγάπε   love   
ἄγγεινη   Angels   
ἀγγέινηο   angelois   
ἀγγέινπο   Angels   
ἀγήξαηνο   ageless   

ἅγηαη   St   
ἁγίαο   St.   
ἁγίαζνλ   Holy Water   
ἅγηνλ    Holy    
Ἅγηνο   Church of St   
ἁγίνπ   St   
Ἀδάκ   Adam   
ἀδειθὴ   sister   
ἀδειθνί   Brothers   
ἀδειθνῦ   Brothers   
ἀδηήγεηνο   indescribable   
ἀδσλαῒ   adonai   
ἀεὶ    Sustainable    
ἀεηνῦ   eagle   
ἀζαλαζίαο   immortality   
ἀζάλαηνο   immortal   

αἱ      and     
Αἰγππηίσλ   Egypt   
Αἰγχπηνπ   Egypt   
αἰῶλα   century   
αἰῶλαο   century   
αἰψλσλ    century    
ἀθαηάιεπηα   unintelligible   
ἀθαηάιεπηνλ   unintelligible   
ἀιέθησξ   cock   
ἀιεχξνπ   flour   
ἀιι   but   
ἄιισλ   others   
ἀκάξαληνο   Amarantos   
ἁκαξηίαο    sin    
ἁκαξησιῶλ   sinners   
Ἀκήλ   Amen   
ἀκλνὺο   lambs   
ἀλαδχζεηο   emergence   
ἀλαιήςεσο  Ascension   



ἀλαλεψζεηο   Updates   
ἄλαξρνο   anarchic   
ἀλάζηαζηο   Anastasios   
ἄλδξα   Men   
ἀλδξὸο   Men   
ἀλέθθξαζηνο   deadpan   
ἀλειήθζε   committed   
ἀλζξψπνπ   man   
ἀληὶ     instead     
Ἀληηφρνπ   Antiochus   
ἄλσζελ   Above   
ἀπ    from    
ἀπαζῶο   apathos   
ἅπαμ    once    
ἁπιῆ   simple   
ἁπιῆο   Plain   
ἀπνζηφινηο   apostolois   
ἀπνζηφισλ   Apostles   
Ἀξηζκνὶ   Number   
ἀξηζκὸο     number     
Ἀξηζκῶλ   Number   

ΑΡΗΘΜΩΝ   NUMBERS   
ἄξηνλ   bread   
ἀζεβῶλ   irreverent   
ἀηειεχηεηνο   interminable   
αὐηὰ   these   
αὐηήλ   it   
αὐηῆο   her   
αὐηὸ   it   
αὐηφλ   him   
αὐηὸο    he    
αὐηνῦ     his     
αὐηῶλ     them    
αὔησο   aftos  
ἄθειε   naive  
ἀθνξῶλ   concerned  
ἄθξσλ   foams  

ἄρξνλνο   achronos  
  
Β 

 
B 

βάπηηζκα baptism 
βαπηίζκαηα baptism 
βαπηίζκαηνο baptism 
βαζηιεία King 
βαζηιεῖο kings 
βαζηιεὺο 

 
Kingdom 

βίβινη Papers 
βιεπνκέλσλ comply 
βνὸο buff 



βνζηξχρνπο  tress 
βνπιῆο House 
  
Γ  

 
G 

Γαβξηὴι   Gabriel  
Γελέζεσο   Acquisition  
Γέλεζηο   Genesis  

γέλεηαη   genitai  
γελφκελνο   references  
γέλνο   genus  
γῆ   land  
γῆλ   earth  
γλψζεσο   knowledge  
γνλεῖο   parents  
γξάκκαηνο   program  
γξακκάησλ   letters  
γξάθεηαη  written  
γχλαη   women  
γπλαῖθεο   Women  
γπλαηθὶ   women   
γπλαηθὸο   women  
γπλὴ  woman  
  
Γ  
 

D  

Γαληήι  Daniel  
Γαπῒδ   David  
δὲ      no    
δεῖ   see  
δέθα   ten  
δεθάδεο   tens  
δεμηὰλ   Right  
Γεζπφηεο   Despot  
δεζπνηηθῶλ   despotic  
δεπηέξαο   second  
δεχηεξνλ   secondly  
Γεπηεξνλφκηνλ   Deuteronomy  
δεκηνπξγὸο   creator  
δεκνζηεῦνλ   publish  
Γη     Di    

δη   bis  
Γηὰ    By   
δηὰ   by  
δηαβφινπ   the devil  
δηάθνλνη   ministry  
δηαθφξνπο   different  
δηέγξαςαλ   deleted  
δηεξεκέλε  divided  
δηθαίσλ   laws  
δίθηπνλ   network  



δηπιῆ   double  
δφμα   Glory  
δνπιείαο   slavery  
δπλάκεη  under  
δχλακηλ    power   
δπλαζηνὶ   ruler  
δῶξα    gifts   
δψζεη  give  
  
  
Δ E 

 
ἐὰλ  if  
ἑαπηὸλ  himself  
ἑαπηφλ  himself  
ἑβδνκάδεο  Weeks  
Ἕβδνκνο  Weeks  
βξαίνπο  Jews  
ἐγγξάθσο  writing  
ἐγξάθε  Join Now  
ἐγὼ  I  
ἕδξα  office  
ἔζλε  Nations  
Δἰ  Hey  

εἰθφλη  Figure  
εἶλαη  is  
Δἰο  In  
εἰζαγαγὼλ  introduced  
εἰζειζὼλ  ENTER  
εἶρε  was  
θθιεζίαο  Church  
ἕθηνλ  Sixthly  
Ἕθηνλ  Sixthly  
ἔιεγε  said  
ἔιεγρνο  check  
ἔκςπρνο  human  
ΔΝ  IN  
ἕλα  a  
ἐλέξγεηαλ  actions  

ἐλεζηψησλ  present tense  
ἑλὶ  aid  
ἐλλέα  Nine  
ἐλψπηνλ  before  
λὼρ  Enoch  
λψρ  Enoch  
ἐμ  By  
ἓμ  By  
Ἓμ  By  
ἐμαίξεηνο  excellent  
Ἔμνδνο  Costs  
μφδνπ  Output  



ἐμνπζίαλ  authorized  
ἑνξηῆο  Holidays  
ἐπ  In  
ἐπαλαιαβὼλ  repeat  
ἐπὶ  on  
ἐπηβιέπνληεο  Supervisors  
ἐπηγείσλ  earth  
ἐπηθιήζεηο  calls  
ἐπηηηκήζεηο  objurgation  
ΔΠΗΦΑΝΗΟΤ  Eminent  
ἔπιαζε  created  
ἑπηὰ  seven  
πηὰ  Seven  
ἔξγσλ  works  
ἐξήκνπ  desert  
ἔξσο  Eros  
ἐζηὶ  Thus  
ἔηεη  the year  
ἔηε  years  
εὐζεβείαο  piousness  
ἐθ  When  

ἐθάλε  prominent  
ἕσο   and  
  
Εαραξίαο  Zacharias  
δεηῶλ  quester  
δηδαλίσλ  weed  
δσῆο  life  
δῶζα  living  
   
ἡ  or  
ἡγνχκελνο  Abbot  
ἤδε  already  
ἥθεη  ikei  
ἦιζε  It  
Ἠιίαο  Elias  
ἥιηνλ  Helium  

ἡκᾶο  us  
ἡκέξαλ  day  
ἡκέξαο  day  
ἡκεξῶλ  day  
ἡκῶλ  us  
ἦλ  not  
ἡλσκέλε  United  
  
ζάιαζζα  sea  
ζάλαηνο  Death  
ζαῦκα  miracle  
ζαπκάζηνο  wonderful  
ζαπκαζηνὶ  fans  
ζεκέιηνλ  foundation  



Θεὸλ  God  
Θεὸο  God  
ζεφηεηα  deity  
ζεφηεηνο  deity  
Θενῦ  God  
ζπγαηέξα  daughter  
ζπζίαο  Sacrifice  
Θσκᾶ  Thomas  
     
Ἰαθὼβ  Jacob  
Ἰαθψβ  Jacob  
Ἰάθσβνο  James  
ἰαηξὸο  Doctor  
ἱεξὰο  Holy  
ἱεξεῖο  Priests  
Ἱεξηρῶ  Jericho  
ἱεξνὺο  holy  
ἱεξσζχλε  priesthood  
Ἰεζνῦ  Jesus  
Ἰεζνῦο  Jesus  
ἵλα  fiber  

Ἰνπδαῖνη  Jew  
Ἰνπδαίσλ  Jew  
Ἰνπδίζ  Judith  
Ἰζαὰθ  Isaac  
Ἰζξαήι  Israel  
ἱζηάκελνη  ranking  
ἰζρὺλ  current  
ἰζρχνο  Power  
ἰζρπξφηεξνο  Stronger  
ἴρλε  traces  
Ἰσάλλεο  John  
Ἰσάλλνπ  John  
Ἰὼβ  Job  
Ἰσλᾶο  Ionas  
Ἰσζήθ   Joseph   
  

θαζ  in  
θαηξνὺο  times  
θαξπὸλ  fruit  
θαξπὸο  fruit  
θαη  in  
θαηαδχζεηο  diving  
θαηαλαιψζαο  consumption  
θαηαρζνλίσλ  sinister  
Κάτλ  Cain  
θείκελα  texts  
θήηνπο  hold  
ιάδνο  branch  
θφιπνο  bay  
θφζκνλ  world  



θφζκνπ  world  
θνπξὰ  shearing  
Κξηηῶλ  Reviewer  
θηήκαηα  Land  
θηελῶλ  livestock  
ΚΤΠΡΟΤ  CYPRUS  
Κχξηνλ  Lord  
θχξηνλ  foremost  
Κχξηνο  Mr.  
Κπξίνπ    Lord   
  
Λάβαλ  Taken  
Λάδαξνλ  Lazarus  
ιανῦ  people  
ιέγεη  says  
ιέγσ  I say  
ιέγσλ  storyteller  
Λεία  Smooth  
ιένληνο  lion  
Λεπτηηθὸλ  Leviticus  
ιήγνπζα  expiring  

ιίβαλνο  Lebanon  
Λίζνο  Stone  
ιηκνῦ  famine  
ιφγνο  reason  
ιχηξνλ  ransom  
ιχρλνπο   lamp  
  
κάγσλ  magicians  
καζεηῶλ  students  
κάλλα  manna  
Μαξηὰκ  Mariam  
Μαξηάκ  Mariam  
καξηχξηνλ  martyrdom  
κάζηηγεο  scourges  
κε  with  
κεγάια  older  

κεγάισλ  large  
κέγεζνο  size  
κέιε  States  
κειιφλησλ  Future  
κὲλ  While  
κέλεη  remains  
κέηξα  measures  
κῆλαο  Month  
κελὶ  date  
κήηεξ  Mother  
κηθξὰλ  Small  
κηζεηὴ  hateful  
κλεκνλεπφκελνη  referred to  
κνλὰο  unit  



κφλνλ  only  
κνπ  I  
κπζηήξηα  mysteries  
κπζηεξηψδεο  mysterious  
ΜΤΣΖΡΗΩΝ  Mysteries  
Μσυζῆο    Moses  
  
Νάβαι  Naval  
λεθξῶλ  dead  
λεθέιε  nimbus  
λεζηεία  fasting  
λῖθαη  Nice  
λνκηθὸλ  legal  
λφκνο  Law  
λνῦο  mind  
λχθηαο  night  
λῦλ    now      
Νῶε  Noah  
  
μχια  wood  
ὁ He 

ὀδφληα  tooth  
ὀδφληνο  tooth  
ὁδὸο  Street  
νἱ These 
νἰθείαο  question  
νἰθεῖνλ  home  
νἶθνλ  home  
νἶλνλ  wine  
νἶλνο  wine  
ὁινθαπηψκαηα  Holocaust  
ὅινλ  all  
ὁκννχζηνο  consubstantial  
ὀλεηδηζκὸλ  insult  
ὄλνκά  Name  
ὄλνκα  Name  
ὀλφκαζη  named  

ὀλφκαηα  Name  
ὀλφκαηνο  Name  
ὄλησλ  beings  
ὄξεη  mountain  
ὃο  of  
ὅζηηο  wafer  
ὅηη that 
Ὅηη  That  
νὐθ  indispensable 

νὐξαλὸλ   sky   
νὐξαλὸο   sky   
νὐξαλῶλ   sky   
νὗηφο   latter   

νὕησ  . etc. 



νὐρ   ouch   
θζαικὸλ   Eyes   
ὀθζαικνῦ   eyes   
 ὄςεσο   Sight 
  
παζὼλ  victim  
παῖδεο  children  
παίδσλ  Children  
πάιηλ  Again  
πάληα  always  
παληνδχλακνο  omnipotent  
πάλησλ  all  
παξὰ  despite  
παξάδεηζνο  paradise  
παξέδσθελ  delivered  
παξέιπζε  paralyzed  
παξέζηεζε  attended  
Παξζέλνλ  Virgin  
Παξζέλνο  Virgo  
Παξζέλνπ  Virgin  
παξηφληα  pariah  

Παξκελᾶο  Got  
πᾶο  go  
Πάζρα  Easter  
Παηέξα  Father  
παηέξεο  fathers  
Παηὴξ  Father  
παηὴξ  Father  
Παηξφο  Father  
ΠΑΣΡΟ  FATHER  
Παῦινο  Paul  
πεηλάζαη  hungry  
πέκπηνλ  fifthly   
ΠΔΡΗ  ON  
Πεξὶ  About  
πεξὶ  on  
πέηξαο  Stone  

Πέηξνο  Peter  
πίλαθεο  Tables  
πίζηεσο  faith  
πηζηῆο  credit  
Πίζηηο  Pistis  
πίζηηο  pistis  
πιάθεο  plates  
πιένλ  more  
Πιὴλ  Except  
Πλεῦκα  Spirit  
πλεῦκα  Spirit  
πλεχκαηα  spirits  
πλεχκαηη  spirit  
Πλεχκαηνο  Spirit  



πνιιῶλ  many  
πνληνπνξνχζεο  pontoporousis  
πνξεχνληαη  move  
πνηηζηεξίσλ  watering can  
πξᾶγκα  Prague  
πξαγκάησλ  things  
Πξὸ  Pre  
πξὸ  before  
πξνβάησλ  sheep  
πξὸο  to   
πξνζζήθεο  Added  
πξνθεηεία  prophecy  
πξνθήηηδεο  profitides  
πξνθήηνπ  Prophet  
Πξφρνξνο  Prochoros  
πξψηεο  first  
πξῶηνλ  First  
πξῶηνο  First  
πῦξ  fire   
  
ῥάβδνπο  bars  

Ῥαρὴι  Rachel  
Ῥεβέθθα  Rebecca  
ῥίδα  root  
  
αββάηνπ  Saturday  
ζάιπηγγαο  cornet  
ακνπήι  Samuel  
ακςὼλ  Samson  
ακςψλ  Samson  
ζαξθὶ  slave  
ζθφηνο  darkness  
ζε  in  
ζεκεῖνλ  Section  
ζεκείσλ  points  
ζηαγφλα  chin  
ζηηίσλ  City  

ζῖηνο  wheat  
ζθελῆο  scenes  
ζθφηνο  darkness  
ζθχκλνο  cub  
ζκχξλα  myrrh  
ζνὶ  kind of  
νινκψλ  Solomon  
ζνῦ  I  
ζνπ  I  
ζνθαὶ  wise  
ζνθία  wisdom  
ζνθίαο  wisdom  
ζπαξηίνλ  Spartans  
ζηαπξὸλ  crosses  



ζηαπξνῦ  Cross  
ζηάρπεο  ear  
ζηίιε  style  
ζηνηρεῖα  elements  
ζηξαηεγνὶ  strategies  
ζηξέςνλ  shift  
ζηχγαο  Styx  
ζηχινπο  poles  
ζπκθσλίαλ  agree   
ζπλάςαο  concluded  
ζπλέζεσο  to caution  
ζπληφκσο  shortly  
σηῆξνο  Savior  
  
ηὰ  The  
ηάμεηο  classes  
ηείρε  Walls  
ηειεία  colon  
ηέιεηνο  perfect  
ηειεπηαῖνλ  lastly  
ηέηαξηνλ  fourthly  

ηέρλεο  Art  
Σὴλ  The  
ηὴλ  the  
ΣΖ  Of  
Σί  What  
Σίκα  Honors  
ηηκψκελνλ  honored  
Σίκσλ  Price  
ηίλεο  tines  
ηίο  THE  
ηὸ  The  
ΣΟΤ  THE  
ηνῦ  of  
ηνὺο  the  
ηξάγνο  goat  
Σξεῖο  Three  

ηξεῖο  three  
Σξία  Three  
Σξηάδνο  Trinity  
Σξηὰο  Trinity  
ηξηὰο  triad  
ηξίβνο  friction  
Σξηήκεξνλ  Three days  
Σξηήκεξνο  Three days  
ηξηήκεξνο  three days  
Σξίηνλ  Third  
ηξίηνλ  thirdly  
ηξηρῶλ  Hair  
ηξηῶλ  three  
ηπγράλνπζα  enjoy  



ΣΩΝ  OF  
ηῶλ  of  
  
ὕδαηα  Water  
ὕδσξ  water  
Τἱὸο  Son  
πἱῶλ  sons  
ὑπάξρνπζα  existing  
ὑπέπεζε  come  
ὑπὲξ  support  
ὕπλνπο  sleep  
ὑπὸ  in  
ὑπνζηάζεη  status   
  
Φαξαὼ  Pharaoh   
θζφλνλ  envy  
θηιάλζξσπνο  philanthropist  
Φίιηππνο  Philip  
θφβνπ  fear  
θφλσλ  murders  
θξέαξ  shaft  

θξέαηνο  wellhead  
θχξακα  paste  
  
ραξίζκαηα  gifts  
Υαῤῥὰλ  Harry  
ρεξνπβεὶκ  cherub  
ρὴλ  chin  
Υξηζηηαλῶλ  Christians  
Υξηζηὸο  Christ  
Υξηζηνῦ  Christ  
ρξφλνη  times  
ρξφλνο  years  
ρξπζὸο  gold  
ρσξήζαο  took place  
ρσξὶο  without  
  

ςπρῆο Soul 
  
ὤκσλ raw 
ὥξα Time 
ὥξαλ  timekeeper  
ὡο   as 
ὠθέιηκα beneficial 

 

 

 

 
 



 

KEY SCALE: 
SOME GREEK GODS : SOME ROMAN GODS : 

 
: 0 :Pan 

: 1 :Zeus, Iacchus :Jupiter : 

: 2 :Athena, Uranus :Janus : 

: 3 :Cybele, Demeter, Rhea, Here :Juno, Cybele, Saturn, Hecate : 

: 4 :Poseidon :Jupiter : 

: 5 :Ares, Hades :Mars : 

: 6 :Iacchus, Apollo, Adonis :Apollo : 

: 7 :Aphrodite, Nike :Venus : 

: 8 :Hermes :Mercury : 

: 9 :Zeus (as Air), Diana of :Diana (as Moon) : 

: : Ephesus (as phallic stone) : : 

: 10 :Persephone (Adonis), Psyche :Ceres : 

:11 :Zeus :Jupiter : 

: 12 :Hermes :Mercury : 

: 13 :Artemis, Hecate :Diana : 

: 14 :Aphrodite :Venus : 

: 15 :Athena :Mars, Minerva : 

: 16 :(Here) :Venus : 

: 17 :Castor & Pollux, Apollo the :Casto & Pollux (Janus) : : : Diviner : : 

: 18 :Apollo the Charioteer :Mercury : 

: 19 :Demeter (borne by lions) :Venus (repressing the fire of : : : : Vulcan) : 

: 20 :(Attis) :(Attis) Ceres, Adonis : 

: 21 :Zeus :Jupiter (Pluto) : 

: 22 :Themis, Minos, AEacus, and :Vulcan : : : Rhadamanthus : : 

:23 :Poseidon :Neptune : 

: 24 :Ares :Mars : 

: 25 :Apollo, Artemis (hunters) :Diana (as Archer) : 

: 26 :Pan, Priapus (Erect Hermes :Pan, Vesta, Bacchus, Priapus : : : and Bacchus) : : 

: 27 :Ares :Mars : 

: 28 :(Athena), Ganymede :Juno : 

: 29 :Poseidon :Neptune : 

: 30 :Helios, Apollo :Apollo : 

:31 :Hades :Vulcan, Pluto : 

: 32 :(Athena) :Saturn : 

:32 "bis" :(Demeter) :Ceres : 

:31 "bis" :Iacchus : 



:KEY SCALE: PERFUMES :THE GREEK : LINEAL FIGURES OF THE : 

: : :ALPHABET : PLANETS AND GEOMANCY : 

: 0 . : :The Circle. : 

: 1 :Ambergris. : :The Point. : 

: 2 :Musk : (sigma) :The Line, also the Cross. : 

: 3 :Myrrh, Civet : :The Plane, also the Diamond, : : : : : Oval, Circle and other Yoni : : : : : Symbols. : 

: 4 :Cedar : (iota) :The Solid Figure. : 

: 5 :Tobacco : (phi) :The Tessaract. : 

: 6 :Olibanum : omega : Sephirotic Geomantic Fi- : 

: 7 :Benzoin, Rose, : epsilon : gures follow the Planets. : : : Red Sandal : : Caput and Cauda Draconis : 

: 8 :Storax : : are the Nodes of the Moon, : 

: 9 :Jasmine, Jinseng, : chi : nearly = Herschel and : : : all Odoriferous : : Neptune respectively. : : : Roots : : They 

belong to Malkuth. : 

: 10 :Dittany of Crete : Sampi : : 

:11 :Galbanum : alpha :Those of Airy Triplicity. : 

: 12 :Mastic, White : beta :Octagram. : : : Sandal, Mace, : : : : : Storax, all Fu- : : : : : gitive Odours. : : : 

: 13 :Menstrual Blood, : gamma :Enneagram. : : : Camphor, Aloes, : : : : : all Sweet : : : : : Virginal Odours. : : : 

: 14 :Sandalwood, Myrtle : delta :Heptagram. : : : all Soft Volup- : : : : : tuous Odours. : : : 

: 15 :Dragon’s Blood. : epsilon :Puer. : 

: 16 :Storax. : digamma :Amissio. : 

: 17 :Wormwood. : zeta :Albus. : 

: 18 :Onycha. : eta :Populus and Via. : 

: 19 :Olibanum. : theta :Fortuna Major & Fortuna Minor.: 

: 20 :White Sandal, : iota :Conjunctio. : : : Narcissus. : : : 

: 21 :Saffron, all : kappa :Square and Rhombus. : : : Generous Odours. : : : 

: 22 :Galbanum. : lambda :Puella. : 

:23 :Onycha, Myrrh. : mu :Those of Watery Triplicity. : 

: 24 :Siamese Benzoin, : nu :Rubeus. : : : Opoponax. : : : 

: 25 :Lign-aloes. :xi (sigma):Acquisitio. : 

: 26 :Musk, Civet (also : omicron :Carcer. : : :Saturnian perfumes): : : 

: 27 :Pepper, Dragon’s : pi :Pentagram. : : : Blood, all Hot : : : : : Pungent Odours. : : : 

: 28 :Galbanum. : psi :Tristitia. : 

: 29 :Ambergris. : koppa :Laetitia. : 

: 30 :Olibanum, Cinamon, : rho :Hexagram. : : :all Glorious Odours: : : 

:31 :Olibanum, all : sampi :Those of Firey Triplicity. : : : Fiery Odours. : : : 

: 32 :Assafoetida, : tau :Triangle. : : : Scammony, Indigo, : : : : : Sulphur, all Evil : : : : : Odours. : : : 

:32 bis :Storax, all Dull : upsilon :Those of Earthy Triplicity. : : : Heavy Odours. : : : 



Technical Definitions of the Gnostic Mythos 
 
Abraxas (or Abrasax); The letters of this word add up to 365 in some schema of numerology. In Iranaeus' 
outline of the beliefs of Basilides, the term seems to refer to the unknown Father, the 'Prime Source.' In 
writings by Hippolytus, what is described seems to be the Demiurge. In some of the surviving Gnostic 
texts, Abrasax is one of a number of "light bringers". 
 
Achamoth: An Aeon representing 'wisdom' created by Sophia (Wisdom) in the pleroma.  (See First 
Apocalypse of James, Nag Hammadi Lib.) 
 
Aeon; These are the emanations from first cause, the Father. The word not only refers to the "worlds" of 
emanation, but to the personalities as well. Sophia, Logos, and the other high principles are aeons. ( see 
also Pleroma) 
 
Agape; Unconditional love. A love that stems from the ability of the initiate to see the divine spark in all 
life, after becoming a pneumatic. 
 
Agnoia; Literally "ignorance" or not paying attention. 
 
Agnosia; State of not having insight or Gnosis. 
 
Allegory: Writings, characterized by themes or parts with intentional multiple analogies. They relate 
characters and events in a manner to represent more than one thing or meaning.  Origen stated that 
scripture can have literal, moral, and spiritual meanings. (See also exegesis.) 
 
Allogenes; Means "alien" or of another race. The existence of spiritual force in the material realm is "alien" 
to it. This includes both aeons, such as the Logos, as well as the Gnostic him/her self. Allogenes is a 
'Sethian' tractate, and is contained in Codex XI,3, of the Nag Hammadi Lib. 
 
Androgyny: A state of a being with both, or having no sexual characteristics. 
 
Angel: A messenger from a divine source. 
 
Anthropos; "Man". This is the cosmic human as well as the philosophical form of the regular human. 
 
Antinomianism; While this word literally refers to the belief that legal precepts are no longer applicable to 
a "saved" individual, it has come to be used in regards to any libertine doctrines in common parlance. It is 
in reference to heresy. Thus, the groups that are experiential rather than ascetic have been referred to as 
'antinomian.' There is reason to doubt that the "any thing goes" ideas that have been ascribed to Gnostics 
like Carpocrates, and places like Corinth, or the practices of secular offshoots of Ophites and others are 
accurate. 
 
Antitactae: Or (Antitactes), denotes the licentious antinomian Gnostics, rather than the followers of any 
single master, to whom the term can be traced. 
 
Apelles: A Gnostic follower of Marcion who later disagreed with Marcionite philosophies, especilly 
concerning docetics and dualism. His work "Hexaëmeron" was an attempt to refute Moses. 
 
Apocalypse: A writing which relates a revelation, usually associated with doom. 
 
Apocrypha: Means 'hidden things' in Greek. Usually in reference to non canonized texts or scriptures, like 
the  Gospel of Thomas. 
 
Apochryphon; "Secret Book". The notion of secrecy was important for a wide variety of reasons. Thus the 
development of the "secret writings" amongst the Gnostics. (See "Apochryphon of James" and 
Apochryphon of John" Nag Hammadi Lib.) 
 
Apokatastasis: Meaning salvation and restoration through the recption of the Holy Spirit, Jesus. The term 
is used by Heracleon in reference to "fruit of eternal life or because it, (Gnosis) is itself eternal life." 
 
 



Apolutrosis; Secret "Redemption" is seen as being helped by the rite of initiation which helps to impart 
gnosis. This word refers to both the rite and what is received from it. 
 
Aponoia; "Unreason" like the misuse of thought. This is different than simply not having thought, as the 
inability to "put things together" can be worse than not even knowing they do in fact fit. 
 
Apostle: -A title distinguishing the twelve disciples whom Jesus selected to be intimately associated with 
himself, they are:  (Mt 10-1,5)  "And he called unto him his twelve disciples, and gave them authority over 
unclean spirits, to cast them out, and to heal all manner of disease and all manner of sickness. 
Now the names of the twelve apostles are these: The first, Simon, who is called Peter, and Andrew his 
brother; James the son of Zebedee, and John his brother;  Philip, and Bartholomew; Thomas, and 
Matthew the publican; James the son of Alphaeus, and Thaddaeus;  Simon the Cananaean, and Judas 
Iscariot, who also betrayed him. These twelve Jesus sent forth, and charged them, saying, Go not into 
any way of the Gentiles, and enter not into any city of the Samaritans:  (See also Lk.6v13.) 
 
Aramaic: is a language spoken in Israel, Syria, and Mesopotamia from as early as 500 B.C. until now. 
Known to be the first language of Jesus. 
 
Archigenitor; The "first begetter". A Greek reference to Yaldabaoth. 
 
Archon: "Ruler"  Refers to the creators and governing forces in the material world. The Demiurge and his 
angels (aeons). Similar to the concept of barbelos or monad. From a form of governing known in 
Alexandria. Like the term 'monad,' archons are used to explain pleromic entities in versions of the Gnostic 
explanations for creation. 
 
Arete: Means "virtue". In Platonic ideal it is a reference to the importance of meaning above technical skill 
'techne'.  It denotes mythological value within a literate framework or craft. Later philosophical movements 
refer to this notion as "High Art" vs. "Low Art." 
 
Aristotle: Ancient Greek philosopher thought to have devised the "Square of Opposition" a device 
whereby logic can be graphed. 
 
Ascetic:  One who practices a renunciation, or change of worldly pursuits to achieve spiritual attainment. 
 
Asclepius: Name of Tractate 8, of Codex VI of the Nag Hammadi Lib., also known as "The Perfect 
Teachings."  Also name of main character of the text. 
 
Authades: Authority (heavenly) in Pistis Sophia (Askew Codex) who casts eminations in the 'pleromic' 
realm, and has powers over archons, aeons, and other entities including in the Heimarene. Word 
'Authades' may mean 'thought.' (See Saboath) 
 
Autogenes: "Self Generated," in reference to the first Aeon or the guiding light. 
 
Avatar: In literalist thought a messenger from a divine source who's purpose it is to exact revenge, or 
punishment.  Gnostic demons (messengers) are called forms, and reflect darkness or  four levels of 
agnosia, or aponoia. Also a Hindu term referring to an incarnation of a deity. 
 
 
Barbelo (BARBHLW):  Generally the first aeon, body or voice, "the first male virgin", it has an 
androgynous connotation.  See Allogenes, Tractate 3, Codex XI, of the Nag Hammadi Lib. See also 
below: Pistis Sophia, Ch. 8, BK 1, Askew Codex.   "I cast into her the first power which I had received 
from the Barbelo, which is the body which I wore in the height." 
 
Basilides:(?-138) An Alexadrian Gnostic who formed sects around 120 to 138. Known to be associated 
with Valentinus. May have also had knowledge of Dositheos and others associated with Simon Magus. 
Thought to have had knowledge of both mystical and Hellenistic philosophy. 
 
Beatitudes:  Sayings which confer good fortune for the designated person or a characteristic of.  Usually 
beatitudes are marked by the beginning, "Blessed are," or an equivalent. Their opposites are 'warnings' 
which are marked by the saying 'Woe to' or an equivalent. 
 
 



Boule: Refers to the "will" of God which in turn leads to the word (Logos) of God. 
 
Bythos: The "Void". Its the "primal ground" and the pre-beginning forefather. 
 
Catechise: Refers to spiritual or religious instruction given to an initiate. 
 
Cathars: (Also known as Albigensians) A Christian sect destroyed by the Catholic Crusaders during the 
Albigensian Crusade.  They derived their teaching from the Bogomils an Eastern European group arising 
about 900 AD. The Cathars were a dualistic and gnostic sect in northern Italy and southern France in the 
late Middle Ages of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. "Cathar" comes from the Greek word katharos 
meaning pure. There was two classes of believers -- the elite Perfect (Parfaits); and the believers 
(croyants, or in Latin, credentes). 
 
Carpocrates: (100?-150 CE);  Formed sect known as Carpocrations. Possible successor to Samaritan 
Simon Magus. He taught reincarnation. An individual had to live many lives and adsorb a full range of 
experiences before being able to return to God. They practiced free sexuality. They believed that Jesus 
was the son of Joseph. They questioned the docetic aspects attributed to Jesus. 
 
Cebes: (circa 350?-400? B.C.) Greek philosopher, thought to be a student of Socretes noted for his 
beliefs that the soul is worn like a garment. Also argued against Socretes' immortality of the soul. 
 
Celsus: A pagan writer who wrote against Christianity in, "True Discourse" (or, True Reason). This 
polemic against the Christians was composed in approximately 178 CE. Celsus criticised the Christians 
for believing in blind faith rather than reason. 
 
Cerinthus: A first century leader of the Ebionites, who were a Jewish sect somewhat like early Christian 
Gnostics who argued various aspects of Christian theology.  Cerinthus is noted in the early history of the 
Christian church as being a "heresiarch" or leader of a heretical sect.  None of his writings survives.  
 
Choic: (choikus)  "Earthly" similar to "hylic". 
 
Chrestos: "Friendly" Is a play on the word Christ (anointed). Both refer to the Logos. 
 
Christology: The study of Christ, and various aspects of Jesus' existence. 
 
Clement: (? -215 A.D.) Greek theologian and head of the catechetical school of Alexandria. Clement of 
Rome whose name is well known in church history.  He was the author of an "Epistle to the Corinthians," 
the only known manuscript of which is appended to the Alexandrian Codex, now in the British Museum. 
 
Codex: Refers to a book like form of a writing collection, as opposed to a scroll. (Askew Codex, Bruce 
Codex, etc.) 
 
Corporeal: Composed of flesh or being of matter in the animate, earthly or material way. 
 
Cosmogony: Study of the cosmos and cosmic order. 
 
Cosmology: Study of the physical universe and its governing laws. 
 
Demiurge; The "Craftsman" or creator of the material world. This is the earthly or kenonic state of the 
higher wisdom, or form from the pleroma.  The material state is considered less than the spirit so that the 
creator is lower than the prime source. 
 
Diatessaron: A harmony Gospel composed around 170, by Tatian. 
 
Didache: means by 'the gospel.' The Didache, which originated about 110 CE, documents the emerging 
authority of the one great Gospel. the Didache gives instruction on how a Christian community should 
treat itinerant Christian prophets. 
 
 
 
 
 



Didascalia:  "Catholic Teaching of the Twelve Apostles and Holy Disciples of Our Saviour," is a Church 
Order, composed, according to recent investigations, in the first part, perhaps even the first decades, of 
the third century, for a community of Christian converts from paganism in the northern part of Syria. 
Similar to the Didache. 
 
Didrachmae: In reference to money or the process of using money. (See Apochryphon of James.) 
 
Docetism: Meaning "image." It also refers to being non-corporeal, or not composed of matter. 
 
Dositheos: Believed to be the founder of Samaritan Gnosticism, and teacher of Simon Magus. Dositheans 
were a Gnostic sect which began in the time of the Maccabees and called God only Elohim not Yehouah 
or Lord. May have a connection to the "Three Steles of Seth." 
 
Dynamus: Meaning strength. 
 
Ebionites: A name used by early Jewish sects who were considered Christians. Tertullian believed the 
sect was started by Ebion in Jerusalem.  Iranaeus classified them as heretical. Those that believed the 
Jewish traditions should be incorporated into Christianity are referred to as "Judaizers." 
 
Ekousiai: Name of a Sethian authority in the Spirit World. 
 
Ennoia: Means "thought" Sophia in her high form, Aeon of Barbelo, or Pleromic, is the first thought (so 
she is the first Aeon, or Pleroma, and the last one as well). Creation happens in the triad of thought, word, 
action. 
 
Epinoia: Means "insight" as it comes from the higher connections of spirit. It can be translated as 
"wisdom" in the modern sense of the word. Without it one cannot gain Gnosis. This 'insight' refers to, 
metanoia,(change of mind), and self-knowledge of the soul, which is merged with the 'light' or Sophia, in 
the act of Gnosis. 
 
Eros:  The love that comes from the desire to reunite. It is a passion contrast with agape which is 
compassion). Eros originates when the Demiurge sees "light Adam" or the primal man (see Anthropos). 
 
Esaldaios: Name that the Naasenes used for the Demiurge. 
 
Essenes: Jewish communal sect known as free thinkers at the time of Jesus.  They were said by 
Josephus to have combined Pythagoran, and Stoic theory, with ascetic virtues, and spiritual knowledge 
with divine law.   
 
Eugnosis: Freely developing (gnosis). 
 
Exousiai: Name for the powers of the entities in the Pleroma. See Pistis Sophia. 
 
Exegesis: An explanation of a passage, or word. 
 
Gehenna: Meaning hell, hades, sheol, in Gnostic terms the darkness, desire, and ignorance of Agnosia. 
(See Gospel of Mary) 
 
Gnosis: While the literal translation for this word is "knowledge", it's meaning is closer to "insight" or, to 
use a more modern concept,  "enlightenment". Rather than purely an intellectual understanding then, it is 
a "knowledge of the heart" (which is not meant to imply mere emotionalism) or wisdom. It is the complete 
comprehension that comes from both rational and intuited means. 
 
Gnostic: Both a specific sect mentioned by heresiologists, and a category for a number of sects that 
believed "Gnosis" had a salvational purpose. Gnostic sects are known to have existed in pre Christian 
Jewish communities and later in Christian movements.  Gnostic views differ. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Gnosticism: The word was created by modern scholars to refer to the sects of the Late Antiquities that 
shared a similar cosmology and soteriology. More recently the definition has been widened in some 
circles to mean any form of mysticism or esotericism. However, this has largely happened as a result of 
ignorance as to the technical purpose of the term and meaningful references from Gnostic texts.  
Generally Gnosticism is the belief in personal and spiritual transition.  Gnostic scenarios both differ and 
are alike in the cosmic reasoning for the creation, making them 'creation myths.'  They use different 
names for the characters of the creation stories.  Gnostics all believe that man, through learning the 
perspectives of his psyche, kenonic, and pleromic self can attain life after death in a corporeal state by 
bonding with the higher entities. The 'Light.' 
 
Gospel: Means 'good news.'  Gospels were used to relate evangilistic teachings. Gnostic writings appear 
to have been based upon all existing Gospels attributed to Apostles.  Gospels of  Matthew, Mark, Luke, 
and John, as well as Pauline letters are mentioned in Some Gnostic texts.  The Gospel of Thomas 
appears to be a main source of Bible Gospel reference in the Nag Hammadi collection, as well as other 
Gnostic works. The Gospel of Mary, and the Gospel of Phillip are in the Nag Hammadi Lib. The Gospel of 
Phillip contains some New Testament references.  
 
Hamarcia: (hamartolos) Meaning to have a fatal flaw, or to be a sinner. 
 
Haptomai (hapto): Meaning to attach to or set on fire. 
 
Hauna: "Sanity" 
 
Hebdomas: The kingdom of the "Seven", referring to the spheres of the planets and thus the Archons and 
heimarene. 
 
Hegesippus:  (110- 180 C.E.) Considered a Palestinian Jew, who later converted to Christianity, but was 
anti-Gnostic. Under Pope Anicetus (155-166) he undertook a journey to compare Christian teachings in 
the Roman Empire. He wrote about these assessments in his books called "Memoirs" of which only 
fragments exist today. He was said to be a poor writer. 
 
Heimarene: Original Greek means 'choice.' Literally "destiny." Some Gnostics believed hylics are 
controlled by the spheres of the stars, which represent different base drives. Destiny does not apply to the 
pneumatic, who has broken past such connections. 
 
Heracleon: A Valentinean Gnostic Sage, possibly from Sicily, who flourished around 124 A.D.  He 
declared that the orthodox church was dogmatic and like unourishing stagnant water.  Origen and 
Clement preserved some of his commentary on the Gospel of John, and others of which some fragments 
still exist.  
Heresy: Used to describe gnosticism by the Catholic church, the original Latin meaning is 'choice.' Usually 
established by declaration, anything not approved by the 'church' could be considered heresy. 
 
Hermeneutics:  The "science of interpretation" or "interpretation theory." 
 
Hippolytus: 3rd Century Roman Christian leader who wrote "Philosophoumena," and other refutations 
against heresy much directed against Gnosticism. Known to have been associated with Tertullian in 
standing against some Gnostic beliefs. (See also Iranaeus) 
 
Hylic: "of matter" This level of thinking, deals with the lowest portion of human nature. The world and the 
instinctual drives with no sublimation.  Hylics, choikus, sarkics, etc. are said to be below 'Psychics' which 
are below Pneumatics, the highest order according to Valentinian teaching. The world of the psychic, is 
still in the realm of the hylics in most Gnostic scenarios. 
 
Hypishrone: Name (fem.) meaning "high minded one."   Title of Tractate 4, Codex  XI, of the Nag 
Hammadi Lib. 
 
Hypostasis: Means 'reality' as in "Hypostasis of the Archons," Reality of the Rulers."  See II.4 of the Nag 
Hammadi Lib. Tractate mentions Yaldabaoth, and Samael (as a saklas). 
 
 
 
 



Iranaeus: (130-202) Author of "Against Heresies" and other works. He was a main proponent against 
Gnosticism and is responsible for the early formation of Orthodox Christianity. 
 
Ignacius: (50- 113) Also called Theophorus, born in Syria. Ignatius was the third Bishop of Antioch, 
appointed by Peter. He was known to be close to Polycarp, and thought to have met the Apostle John.  
 
Josephus: (38-107) A Jewish historian, and author of the "Jewish War" and "The Jewish Antiquities."  
Josephus recorded the existence of Jesus and early Christianity, significant as a non-biblical record. 
 
Jesus: (?-33 CE) The Son of Joseph and Mary, and brother of James the Just, regarded as the founder 
or person for whom Christianity was formed. 
 
Jeu:  Character in "Pistis Sophia" designated as the "Overseer of the Light" and angel of the 'Lord.' See 
also Bruce Codex: "Books of Jeu." 
 
Justin Martyr: (100-165 C.E.) From Asia Minor.  Teacher of Tatian, student of Plato, and a Christian 
apologist. Wrote "Dialogue with the Jew Tryphon." 
 
Kenoma: The physical universe as opposed to the pleroma. 
 
Kerygma: refers to preaching or declaring proclamations.  
 
Kyclos: "Circles". Something like the Chakras of Kundalini, or the Sephirot of the Kabbalah. A system of 
worlds that effect both the macro and the micro. Aeons as applied to the psyche. See also the diagrams 
of the Ophites, circles which represent Father and Son. 
 
Leviathan: The world serpent. This is kind of like the Ouroboros in the negative worldly aspect. Just as 
the Ouroborus refers to infinity and the cycle, Leviathan is inside the cycle. Some systems has them of 
basically the same thing with one referring to the inside, and the other the outside. 
 
Logos: often translated as "word", it's true meaning is much more multifunctional (a better translation 
would be "reason").  Logos was an ancient Greek term referring to "reasoned speech," later adapted by 
the Gospel of John to signify Christ.  The Logos is the light that gives Gnosis via communication in some 
Gnostic schema. It is the Christ (not to be confused with Jesus). First there was a thought, then the word. 
We pass on knowledge in this world through words. It is something that gives us guidance by "seeing" or 
a certain amount of comprehension. 
 
Mada: "Reason" 
 
Mandaeanism: Pre-Christian Persian Gnostic (dualism) religion of the middle east that has survived into 
modern times. 'Manda' is from the Aramaic language which translates to 'gnosis' in Greek.   
Mani: (216 CE) founder of the religion of Manicheanism in approximately 280AD. Believed to have written 
or had part in the "Manichean Psalms of Thomas." 
 
Marcellina: (330-398 A.D.)The only sister of St. Ambrose of Milan.  She was older than St. Ambrose, and 
was born most probably at Trier, where her father resided as "Praefectus Praetorio Galliarum.  Mentioned 
to have led a Gnostic sect by Haracleon.  
 
Marcion: (85-160 CE)  Organized a series of Gnostic congregations in the eastern Mediterranean which 
survived into the 3rd century CE. He wrote a book called "Antitheses" which earned him excommunication 
by the Christian leaders of Rome.  He wrote the "Gospel of Marcion," and rejected Jewish influence in 
Christianity. He rejected the institution of marriage. He believed that the Demiurge arranged Jesus' 
persecution and crucifixion. But the death of Christ on the cross was only a hallucination, since Jesus did 
not have a physical body. 
 
Marcionites:  Followers of Marcion held our world was created by the Jewish God of the Old Testament. 
But he was impossibly strict and condemned all humanity. Christ, who was absolutely unrelated to him, 
released Christians from his clutches. 
 
 
 
 



Marsenes: Name of Tractate 1, Codex X, Nag Hammadi Lib.  A Sethian writing also found in the Bruce 
Codex, also name of main character of the work, a Gnostic Prophet. 
 
Matthias: According to Clement teachings of Matthias were used by Basilideans and perhaps other 
gnostic groups. According to Hippolytus, Basilides and his son Isidore claimed to have learned from 
Matthias 'secret words,' which he had received in private teaching from the Savior. 
 
Meditation: The act of concentrating the mind for a specific purpose, or response. 
 
Melchizdek: Name of Nag Hammadi text, Tractate 1, Codex IX., also name of the main character of the 
text, who names the "God most High," encountered by Abraham.  Melchizedek, is called "the great 
Paralemptor of Light" (purifier) in "Pistis Sophia," Askew Codex.  
 
Merovingean: A pre 11 century Frankish Dynasty, the Priors of Zion claim that the Merovingean Dynasty 
is of the bloodline of Jesus Christ. 
 
Metennoia: This is the "change of mind" or perspective that happens to the initiate. 
 
Monad: From the Greek word,  meaning "one", "single" or "unique." It can have many meanings 
according to different contexts: According to Pythagoras it was the first thing in existence. 
 
Monogenes: The "Only begotten", See Autogenes and Logos. 
 
Monoimus: (150-210) Student of Tatain.  He is known for coining the usage of the word 'Monad' in for use 
in the Gnostic context. 
 
Montanus:  Second Century founder of the Montanists, who held that the Holy Spirit was giving new 
revelations to the (his) Church.  They made declarations against certain social practices, and practiced 
fasting,  declared the sanctity of a single marriage.  They were declared heretics by the 'Church' and 
rejected. It is doubtful that this sect could be considered Gnostic in terms of heresy that they were 
accused of by the Bishop of Rome. They were probably anti-Gnostic in spite of claims to the Holy Spirit. 
 
Nag Hammadi: (Naj Hammadi) Name of the Egyptian town where the Gnostic texts and scriptures were 
unearthed in 1947. Also refers to the Nag Hammadi Library. 
 
Nous: "Mind", The soul, which is not the same as the pneuma or spirit. It is the part of the anima that 
gives us consciousness. The anima as a whole gives life (or literally movement.. "animates") to our 
bodies. Tatian declares the soul as a special kind of spirit. (See Tatian's "Letter to the Greeks') 
 
Numerology: The study of numbers, and their use in divination, revelation, or prediction. 
 
Ogdoad: This is the "eighth" kingdom above the hebdomas.  It is the realm of the Demiurgos (or 
sometimes that is the 7th, with the eighth being that of Sabaoth), as well as usually being the realm of the 
zodiac (dodecon). Sometimes it is also seen as the beginning of freedom from the Archons, and the 
beginning of connection to the Aeons. 
 
Ophites: Also called Naassenes.  A 2nd century Greek Gnostic sect who are associated with their 
reverence toward 'ohis' the serpent. They contended that the serpent represented the introduction of 
good and evil in the Garden of Edan. Known to have divided into other sects, like Borborites with diverse 
beliefs. Used a symbol of an equilateral cross in the center of a circle, called the Ophite Cross, and other 
symbolistic icons using circles, leviathans. 
 
Origen: (185- 254 C.E.) He was born in Alexandria. He studied philosophy with Plotinus, and Ammonius.  
he became a Christian under Clement. Some of his surviving work is considered somewhat Gnostic in its 
nature. 
 
Ouroboros: This familiar image of the serpent biting it's own tail is meant to imply infinity. Or, possibly, 
eternally being stuck in the material cycle. 
 
 
 
 



Oxyrynchus: Place in Egypt, and adopted name for Greek fragmented copies (3, Oxy 654, 655, et sec), of 
the Gospel of Thomas and other works. 
 
Pachomius: (290-346) Founded the Christian monastery around Nag Hammadi Egypt. Thought by some 
to have held some Gnostic beliefs. 
 
Parable: Stories with a point that Jesus is believed to have spoken to the multitudes around Galilee. (See 
the Gospel of Thomas, Sayings 8, 9, 20, 57, 63, 64, 65, 76, 96, 97, 98, 107,109.) According the the 
"Apochryphon of James" and "Pistis Sophia" the parables are passages which relate or are intentional 
mysteries. In Greek (parabole), meaning comparison, or similitude, placing beside or together.  
 
Paraklete: (puraclete) "Comforter" or one who pleads a case for another.  This word is sometimes used 
for the Holy Spirit or for the Logos. 
 
Pharisees: The name means 'the separated ones.'  Pharisees were a lay movement of the Jewish Temple 
noted for their adherence to Jewish law.  
 
Pharmakeia: Is roughly equivalent to witchcraft. Contrary to the accusations of the heresiologists, Gnostic 
writers seemed to be against any form of sympathetic magic or divination. The reason for this is not that it 
doesn't necessarily work, but that it's focus is still within the hylic and psychic spheres of thought. ESP, 
astrology etc. are only applicable to the realm of Heimarene. 
 
Philo Judaeus: (25 BCE- 50 CE) A Jewish philosopher of Alexandria who synthesized the Old Testament 
with Greek and Pythagorean philosophies. 
 
Phronesis: "prudence" 
 
Pistis: "Faith". 
 
Plane: Means "error" and can be used for both the cosmic mistake, and a personal lack of understanding. 
 
Plato: (429-348 BCE) Athenian philosopher, student of Socrates, associated with the mysticism of 
Pythagoras. Known for his philosophy on the concept of forms. 
 
Pleroma: The word means "fullness". It refers to all existence beyond matter but not including Bythos who 
is beyond it. Refers to the world of the Aeons, the heavens or spiritual universe. According to the "Gospel 
of Truth" "....all the emanations from the Father are Pleromas." see Tractates 3,2, Codeces, I, and XII, 
Nag Hammadi Lib. Pleroma can have other connotations according to the Gnostic school of thought, 
some differences in Sethian and Valentinian (other) schools can be noted. 
 
Pneumatic: One who identifies with the spirit (pneuma) as opposed to the material world (hylic) or the 
intellect alone (psychic). The pneuma is the spark (spinther) that came from and is drawn to reunite with 
the Father. One who awakens it within the self does it through gnosis. 
 
Pneumatiphori: One who has united his soul with the 'light' (Sopia, Wisdom) achieving gnosis which is 
thought in Christian Gnosticism to be a union with the Holy Spirit. A common name for those who have 
reached this state are 'spirit bearers.'  Those having reached this state are mentioned in "Acts" and 
Pauline works.  Thought to wear the Holy spirit like a garment. 
 
Poimandres:  "Shepherd of Men" This is a reference to the first androgynous emanation which guides us 
back to the light in the process of Gnosis. A Hermetic (rather than Gnostic) term that is basically a Sophia 
and a Logos. 
 
Polycarp: (69-155 A.D.) Thought to have been appointed Bishop of Smyrna by Peter. He wrote 
the"Epistle of St. Polycarp," or "Epistle to the Philippians," and was known to be in contact with Ignacius. 
 
Praxis: Practice. 
 
Protennoia: Defined as the voice found in the Gnostic light. (See the Trimorphic Protennoia, Nag 
Hammadi Library) 
 
Pronoia: "Providence" 



 
Prunikus: "Whore" Sophia is sometimes referred to as "Pistis Sophia Prunikus". The fallen Sophia. In 
some Gnostic works Sophia is considered fallen because outside her perfect self in the pleroma, she has 
'fallen' to the kenonic or earthly state as an entity. 
 
Psychic: This level of thinking is the one right above "hylic". It's drive is the intellect, or normal 
understanding of the mind. 
 
Pythagoras: (582 BC- 496 BC)  Greek mathematician and philosopher, known best for the Pythagorean 
Theorem. Known to have had a profound effect on Gnostic students of philosophy.  Specified the monad 
as the first thing in existence.  
 
Redaction: The act of changing a text for a specific purpose. 
 
Resurrection: In Gnostic terms the resurrection takes place in the process of Gnosis while one is still 
animate.  According to the  "Gospel of Phillip,"  "It is fitting that we acquire the resurrection so that when 
we strip off the flesh....." 
 
Rhodon: ( circa 180 C.E.)  Was supposed by St. Jerome to have been the author of the work against the 
Cataphrygians, usually ascribed to Asterius Urbanus. Rhodon was a student of Tatian who wrote against 
the philosophies of Marcion. 
 
Saboath: Earthly or kanonic form of Yaldaboath...  "truth which is the power of Sabaoth the Good which is 
in thy material body - that is the truth which sprouted from the earth."  ( See: "Pistis Sophia")  Also a form 
relating to Deity.  See: "Origin of The World." 
 
Saducees: These were the Jewish aristocracy who aligned themselves with the Roman Empire, and 
controlled the Jewish Council called the Sanhedrin. High priests of the Jewish Temple were Saducees. 
 
Saklas: Literally means "fool". It is another name for the Demiurge. 
 
Samael: The word "Samael" means "blind god" and is another name for the Demiurge. 
 
Sacrophilia: Alignment of sensibility (possibly the soul, nous) toward or with the body and spirit. (See 
"Birth of Christianity," Crosson, pg. 37-38) 
 
Sacrophobia: Opposition of spirit to body. Can include a compendium of human fears of hylic nature.  
(See "Birth of Christianity," Crosson, pg. 37-38) 
 
Sarkic: "Fleshly". Same as or similar to "hylic" but may connote the lowest form of Gnostic understanding. 
 
Saturninus: (100-125 A.D.) An Antioch Gnostic philosopher noted for his strong dualism between God 
and Satan. Thought to have strong feelings toward ascetic views. 
 
Sethian:  It is a name for a specific sect of Gnostics, but also a category created by scholars to refer to a 
number of sects that are similar in thier difference to Valentinians. Seth was a character of Gnosticism 
who represented a savior figure and son of Adam, founder of the Gnostic race. Generally Sethian works 
include, Pistis Sophia, Allogenes, Sentences of Sextus, Marsanes, Gospel of The Egyptians, Origin of 
The World, The Three Steles of Seth, Melchizidek, and others. Some Sethian works suggest strong ties 
with Jewish Gnosticism, as well as Platonic thought.  
 
Sextus: (4 BCE- 65-CE) A second century Greek Pythagorean philosopher. A collection of his sayings are 
contained in the Nag Hammadi Lib. Tractate 1 Codex XII. 
 
Silvanus: Name of main character in the "Teachings of Silvanus," Tractate 4, Codex VII. of the Nag 
Hammadi Lib. 3rd century anti Pagan work not thought to be Gnostic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Simon Magus: (1st Century CE)  From Samaria, he was thought to be one of the earliest Gnostics.  He 
was skilled in the arts of magic. He interpreted the Garden of Eden, exodus from Egypt, and the crossing 
of the Red Sea as allegories. He was rejected by Peter for his views on the Holy Spirit. (see simony) 
Simon Magus offered the disciples of Jesus payment for the power to perform miracles. He formed the 
ancient Gnostic sect of Simonianism, and is thought to have influenced later secular forms of Gnosticism. 
 
Simony:  is the ecclesiastical crime and sin of paying for offices or positions in the hierarchy of a church, 
named after Simon Magus, who appears in the Acts of the Apostles 8:18-24. 
 
 
Sophia: Means "wisdom". Like the Logos this is considered a primal form. While the Logos is personified 
as male, Sophia is female. Logos has a direct and intellectual basis for guidance, Sophia is inspirational 
(sometimes even sensual). The basic idea is comparable to the Shekinah, or "Holy Spirit". 
 
Soter: "Savior" also a name used for the Logos. 
 
Soteriology: The study of principles of salvation within a religion. 
 
Soul: That part of the human nous that can be activated and bonded with the Holy Spirit, Light, Sophia, 
etc. (See the Gospel of Phillip, "....the soul bonds with the Holy Spirit..... Nag Hammadi Lib.) 
 
Stele: Upright stone or pillar with an inscription or design. (See "The Three Steles of Seth,"  Codex VII, 
Tractate 5, Nag Hammadi Lib.) 
 
Spinther:  The "spark" or "splinter" that is awakened with Gnosis is the spirit (not the same as soul), which 
is a piece of the divine source. Also see "pneumatic". 
 
Spirit: meaning vital energy in the Gnostic sense and a range of things in literalist Christian works 
including  different ideas in the Gospels of Luke, Mark, Matthew and John.  
 
Syncretism:  Refers to combining two or more cultural perspectives into one system. Gnosticism (and 
therefore Christianity), as well as Kabbalah and the Mysteries of Mithras etc. grew from syncretism. 
Syncretism is not eclecticism but is often mistaken for the same thing. The latter is a picking and choosing 
according to taste, without the internal framework of a genuine understanding of function. The former is 
when two systems come together with cultural perspectives that need to be worked out. Thus the 
important deeper "hard parts" of a system will still be included after syncretism, but lost on eclecticism. 
 
Synergy: When two or more things combine together to produce or become more than their parts.  In the 
process of Gnosis one must bond with a higher 'wisdom.' This is the plemoric part of enlightenment in the 
trilogy of gnosis in the plemoric, pschic, and hylic states of the nous, in becoming a pneumatic. 
 
Synesis: Means "insight" in a relaxation of the physical inter-workings and is an aspect of Gnosis. It is one 
of the lower powers that was bound into man from the Aeons, by the Demiurge. This concept is like other 
scenarios of the process in Gnosis of bonding with the 'Light' or Holy Spirit to become pnuematiphori. 
 
Syzygetic: Having to do with the conjunction or opposition of two heavenly bodies, or either of the points 
which these occur, most often in regard to the sun and moon. 
 
Syzygos: Literally means "consort". Sometimes used to refer to the twin. Is generally meant to imply the 
thing to which one is driven to connect with. A person's syzygos is their spirit. Sophia's mistake was said 
to be her drive to create without her syzygos. 
 
Tatian: (110-180) Pupil of Justin Martyr and author of the "Diatessaron," and "Letter to the Greeks." 
Formed Gnostic sects in Syria called Encratites, meaning literally, 'Masters of Themselves.' 
 
Terrtullian: (160-230) Native of Carthage who joined literalist Christianity around 196, after becoming a 
lawyer in Rome. Before he became a Montanist in 207, he argued with Hippolytus against Gnosticism.  
 
 
 
 
 



Theurgy: 'Works of the Gods' ( See Zostrianos). This refers to human affairs and the effects in the 
Kenoma. 
 
Torah: The first five books of the Bible, "Genesis," "Exodus," "Leviticus," Numbers," and "Deuteronomy," 
also referred to as "The Law."  
 
Transubstantiation:  The act of applying or transference of Holy Spirit into wine and bread. The term is 
common to the Christian and Gnostic Eucharist, Communion, or sacramental ceremonies. See: 
"Valentinian Exposition," Nag Hammadi Lib. 
 
Treatise: A book or writing directed toward a specific purpose. 
 
Valentinus: (100-180) Gnostic teacher some believe is the writer or had a part in the writing of the Gnostic 
"Gospel of the Truth," and others. Also formed a secular Gnostic groups who's written works are referred 
to as Valentinian. 
 
Valentinian: A general reference to types of work which seem related, and to have other than Sethian 
roots. See "Gospel of Truth," "Tripartite Tractate," others)  References to Archons, Aeons, Demiurge, and 
Autogenes are common to Valentinean works. 
 
Yaldabaoth:  (Ialdabaoth, Jaldabaoth, 'yalda baoth')  From the Aramaic, meaning "begetter of the 
Heavens". A name corresponding to the Demiurge. 
 
Zodiac: Means 'circle of life' and refers to the study of astrological signs and predictions due to the 
position of the planets, stars, and constellations. 
 
Zoe: Means "Life" and is usually equated with "Eve" which means the same thing. This is essentially the 
fallen Sophia. 
 
Zostrianos: Sethian writing in Tractate 1, Codex VIII. of the Nag Hammadi Lib. The text seems to reflect 
platonic thought. 
 



 









 
 





 
Greek Phrases in the Star Ruby 

 
APO PANTOS KAKODAEMONOS! {(Go) away each evil daemon.}. 
 

SOI (Thou Art).  
 

O PHALLE (O Phallus).   
 

ISCHUROS (Power).   
 

EUCHARISTOS (Thanksgiving). 
 

QRION (Active Energy).  
 
IÕ PAN 
 

PRO MOU IUNGES Before me, Wrynecks (Shrieking Bird & totem of the Abyss) 
 

OPICHÕ MOU TELETARCHAI Behind me, the Temple Heirophant & Initiation into the mysteries 
 

EPI DEXIA SUNOCHES On (my) right, the Binding Forces (Distress, anguish, tials, a holding together) 
 

EP ARISTERA DAEMONOS On (my) left, The Holy Guardian Angel (proceeding from fate) 
 

FEGGEI GAR PERI MOU, HO ASTÉR TÕN PENTE For around me, the star of the five (the Pentagram) 
 
KAI EN TÉI STÉLAE HÕ ASTÉR TÕN HEX ESTÉKE. And in the column, the star of the six (the 
Hexagram) is fixed. 
IAO By gematria, the number of IAO is 811; a prime number.  The equivalent Greek word AIO means I 
breathe, I live, I know.  IAO is the Gnostic name of God (The ‘Pleroma’ in Gnostic Terminology) whom is 
symbolically represented by the Cross of L.V.X.   
. 
 

Greek Phrases in the Dog Rite 
 

Pro Mou MYEIN (silence) 
O Peko Mou PERIORISMOS (restriction) 

Epi Dexia XARKES (sarkes = flesh) 
Ep Aristera KHAIBIT (eg. Shadow) 

 



 

Greek Phrases in the Gnostic Mass 
 

  
CHAOS 

The primal, undifferentiated substance from which the Universe was formed.  
 
QELHMA 

Thelema: Will or Will of God 

 
AUMGN 

Equivalent to that of the word ‗Amen; probably originating from the Egyptian custom of 

taking oaths in the name of the god called Amon, Amoun or Amen, known as "King of the 

Gods" and "Lord of Heaven," whose name means "hidden."  
 
IW  

An exclamation of either joy or sorrow; used as one of the cries used to invoke Dionysus.  
 
IAW SABAO  

Possibly a variant of IAÔ SABAÔTh ( ’ ), the Hellenized version of IHVH 

TzBAVTh, the "God of Armies," and the Divine Name of Netzach in Atziluth.  SABAÔ may 

also have a linguistic relationship with SABAZIOS, the name of a Phrygian deity identified 

with Dionysus, attributed to and IAÔ. 
 
KURIE ABRASAC  

Lord Abrasax 

 
KURIE MEIQRAS  

Lord Meithras 

 
KURIE FALLE  

Lord Phallus 

 
IW PAN, IW PAN PAN  

Oh! Pan, Oh! Pan, Pan 

 
IO ISCHUROE, IW AQANATON, IW ABROTON  

Oh! Mighty One, Oh! Deathless One, Oh! Invincible (lit. 'woundless') One 

 
CAIRE FALLE CAIRE PAMFAGE CAIRE PANGENETOR  

Hail, Phallus, hail, All-Devourer, hail, All-Begetter 

 
AGIOS, AGIOS, AGIOS IAW  

Holy, holy, holy, IAÔ 

 
TOUTO ESTI TO SOMA MOU  

This is my Body 

 
TOUTO ESTI TO POTHRION TOU AIMATOS MOU  

This is the Cup of my Blood  

 

 
 



 
 
TOUTO ESTI TO SPERMA MOU. HO PATHR ESTIN HO HUIOS OION TO PNEUMA AGION.  

This is my Seed. The Father is the Son as the Holy Ghost. 

 

The Epiklesis (επίκληςισ) 

An invocation of the Holy Spirit over the Elements and the Congregation.  
 
 

William Stirling notes: 
 

In the Church of Rome the mass was called missa, for no very obvious reason, but if the letters of the word are computed, 

according to the Hebrew valuations, its numerical value is 651, or the diameter of the circle having a circumference equal to the 

diameter of Saturn's orbit; being equivalent by Gematria to Teletai, mystic rites, and to Episteme, science, it may fitly represent 

the nature of the knowledge communicated to the initiate who was allowed to partake of the feast with an instructed and 

enlightened mind. 

 



 
 

The Seven Sages of Greece 

Note there are ten sages listed below; there were different lists by different influential people 

over time that given us ten names collectively.  All the othese biographies were taken from 

Wikipedia and all the the hyperlinks belong to Wikipedia. 

The archon was the chief magistrate in many Greek cities, but in Athens there was a council of archons 

which comprised a form of executive government. From the late eighth century BC, there were three 

archons, the archon eponymous, the polemarch (replaced in 501 BC by ten strategoi), and the archon 

basileus (the ceremonial remnant of the Athenian monarchy).[citation needed] These positions were filled 

from the aristocracy (the Eupatridae) by elections every ten years. During this period Archon Eponymous 

was the chief magistrate, the Polemarch was the head of the armed forces, and the Archon Basileus was 

responsible for the civic religious arrangements. 

After 508 BC the offices were held for only a single year, and the year was named after the archon 

eponymous. The archon eponymous was the chief archon, and presided over meetings of the Boule and 

Ecclesia, the ancient Athenian assemblies. The archon eponymous remained the titular head of state 

even under the democracy, though with much reduced political importance. Under the reforms of 

Solon, himself archon eponymous in 594 BC, there was a brief period during which the number of 

archons rose to ten. After 457 BC ex-archons were automatically enrolled as life members of the 

Areopagus, though that assembly was no longer extremely important politically at that time. 

One of the archons oversaw the procedure for ostracism after 487 BC.[1] An archon's court was in charge 

of epikleroi.[2] Other duties of the archons included supervising the Panathenaea and Dionysia.[3] 

In the following list of Archons, years where the name of the archon is unknown are identified as such. 

Years listed as "anarchy" mean that there was literally "no archon". There are various conflicting 

reconstructions of lists; sources for this list are given at the end. Note that the term of an archon 

covered two of our years, beginning in the spring or summer and continuing into the next spring or 

summer. The polemarch or strategoi, basileus, and thesmothetai (the six assistants to the archons) are 

also listed, where known. 

The Seven Sages, depicted in the Nuremberg Chronicle 

The Seven Sages (of Greece) or Seven Wise Men (Greek: οἱ ἑπτὰ ςοφοί, hoi hepta sophoi; c. 620 BC–

550 BC) was the title given by ancient Greek tradition to seven early 6th century B.C. philosophers, 

statesmen and law-givers who were renowned in the following centuries for their wisdom. 

Sources and legends 

The oldest[1] explicit mention on record of a standard list of seven sages is in Plato's Protagoras, where 

Socrates says: 
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“ 
...There are some, both at present and of old, who recognized that Spartanizing is much 

more a love of wisdom than a love of physical exercise, knowing that the ability to utter such 

[brief and terse] remarks belongs to a perfectly educated man. Among these were Thales of 

Miletus, and Pittacus of Mytilene, and Bias of Priene, and our own Solon, and Cleobulus of 

Lindus, and Myson of Chen, and the seventh of them was said to be Chilon of Sparta. They 

all emulated and admired and were students of Spartan education, and one could tell their 

wisdom was of this sort by the brief but memorable remarks they each uttered when they 

met and jointly dedicated the first fruits of their wisdom to Apollo in his shrine at Delphi, 

writing what is on every man's lips: Know thyself, and Nothing too much. Why do I say this? 

Because this was the manner of philosophy among the ancients, a kind of laconic brevity.[2] 
” 

The passage in which the above occurs is "elaborately ironical"; so it is tough to know which aspects of it 

to take seriously,[3] though Diogenes Laertius later confirms that there were indeed seven such 

individuals who were held in high esteem for their wisdom well before Plato's time. According to 

Diogenes, citing Demetrius Phalereus, it was during the archonship of Damasias (582/1 B.C.) that the 

seven had first become known as "the wise men", Thales being the first so acknowledged.[4] 

Diogenes points out, however, that there was among his sources great disagreement over which figures 

should be counted among the seven.[5] Perhaps the two most common substitutions were to add 

Periander and/or Anacharsis. On Diogenes' first list of seven, which he introduces with the words "These 

men are acknowledged wise," Periander appears instead of Myson;[6] and both Ephorus[5] and Plutarch 

(in his Banquet of the Seven Sages) substituted Anacharsis for Myson. Diogenes Laertius further states 

that Dicaearchus gave ten possible names,[5] Hippobotus suggested twelve names,[7] and Hermippus 

enumerated seventeen possible sages from which different people made different selections of seven.[7] 

Later tradition ascribed to each sage a pithy saying of his own, but ancient as well as modern scholars 

have doubted the legitimacy of such ascriptions.[8] According to one pair of scholars, "The actual 

authorship of the...maxims set up on the Delphian temple may be left uncertain. Most likely they were 

popular proverbs, which tended later to be attributed to particular sages."[9] 

In addition to being credited for pithy sayings, the wise men were also apparently famed for practical 

inventions; in Plato's Republic (600a), it is said that it "befits a wise man" to have "many inventions and 

useful devices in the crafts or sciences" attributed to him, citing Thales and Anacharsis the Scythian as 

examples. 

According to a number of fictitious stories, there was a golden tripod (or, in some versions of the story, a 

bowl or cup) which was to be given to the wisest. Allegedly, it passed in turn from one of the seven 

sages to another, beginning with Thales, until one of them (either Thales or Solon, depending on the 

story) finally dedicated it to Apollo who was held to be wisest of all.[10] 

According to Diogenes, Dicaearchus claimed that the Seven "were neither wise men nor philosophers, 

but merely shrewd men, who had studied legislation."[11] And according to at least one modern scholar, 

the claim is correct: "With the exception of Thales, no one whose life is contained in [Diogenes'] Book I 

[i.e. none of the above] has any claim to be styled a philosopher."[12] 
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Thales of Miletus  

Thales of Miletus (Θαλῆσ ὁ Μιλήςιοσ (pronounced /ˈθeɪliːz/ or "THEH-leez") , ca. 624 BC–ca. 546 BC), 

was a pre-Socratic Greek philosopher from Miletus in Asia Minor, and one of the Seven Sages of Greece. 

Many, most notably Aristotle, regard him as the first philosopher in the Greek tradition.[1] According to 

Bertrand Russell, "Western philosophy begins with Thales."[2] 

Chilon of Sparta  

Chilon of Sparta (Χίλων) was a Lacedaemonian, son of Damagetus and one of the Seven Sages of 

Greece. He was elected an ephor in Sparta in 556/5 BC. It is recorded that he composed verses in elegiac 

metre to the number of two hundred. Chilon was also the first person who introduced the custom of 

joining the ephors to the kings as their counselors, though Satyrus attributes this institution to Lycurgus 

Chilon is said to have helped to overthrow the tyranny at Sicyon, which became a Spartan ally. He is also 

credited with the change in Spartan policy leading to the development of the Peloponnesian League in 

the sixth century BC. [1] 

Some of his sayings, according to the philosopher Demetrius Phalereus: 

 "Do not speak evil of the dead." 
 "Honor old age." 
 "Prefer punishment to disgraceful gain; for the one is painful but once, but the other for one's 

whole life." 
 "Do not laugh at a person in misfortune." 
 "If one is strong be also merciful, so that one's neighbors may respect one rather than fear one." 
 "Learn how to regulate one's own house well." 
 "Do not let one's tongue outrun one's sense." 
 "Restrain anger." 
 "Do not dislike divination." 
 "Do not desire what is impossible." 
 "Do not make too much haste on one's road." 
 "Obey the laws." 
 "Nothing in excess." 

Chilon's teachings flourished around the beginning of the 6th century B.C. A legend says that he died of 

joy in the arms of his son, who had just gained a prize at the Olympic games. 

Heraclitus  

Heraclitus of Ephesus (Ancient Greek: Ἡράκλειτοσ ὁ Ἐφζςιοσ — Hērákleitos ho Ephésios; c. 535–c. 475 

BCE) was a pre-Socratic Greek philosopher, a native of Ephesus, Ionia, on the coast of Asia Minor. He 

was of distinguished parentage. Little is known about his early life and education, but he regarded 

himself as self-taught and a pioneer of wisdom. From the lonely life he led, and still more from the 

riddling nature of his philosophy and his contempt for humankind in general, he was called the "The 

Obscure," and the "Weeping Philosopher." 
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Heraclitus is famous for his doctrine of change being central to the universe, summarized in his famous 

quote, "You can not step twice into the same river." He believed in the unity of opposites, stating that 

"the path up and down is one and the same," existing things being characterized by pairs of contrary 

properties. His cryptic utterance that "all things come to be in accordance with this Logos," (literally, 

"word," or "account") has been the subject of numerous interpretations. 

Pythagoras of Samos  

Pythagoras of Samos (Greek: Ὁ Πυθαγόρασ ὁ Σάμιοσ, O Pūthagoras o Samios, "Pythagoras the Samian", 

or simply Ὁ Πυθαγόρασ; born between 580 and 572 BC, died between 500 and 490 BC) was an Ionian 

Greek mathematician and founder of the religious movement called Pythagoreanism. He is often 

revered as a great mathematician, mystic and scientist; however some have questioned the scope of his 

contributions to mathematics and natural philosophy. Herodotus referred to him as "the most able 

philosopher among the Greeks". His name led him to be associated with Pythian Apollo; Aristippus 

explained his name by saying, "He spoke (agor-) the truth no less than did the Pythian (Pyth-)," and 

Iamblichus tells the story that the Pythia prophesied that his pregnant mother would give birth to a man 

supremely beautiful, wise, and beneficial to humankind.[1] 

He is best known for the Pythagorean theorem, which bears his name. Known as "the father of 

numbers", Pythagoras made influential contributions to philosophy and religious teaching in the late 6th 

century BC. Because legend and obfuscation cloud his work even more than with the other pre-

Socratics, one can say little with confidence about his life and teachings. We do know that Pythagoras 

and his students believed that everything was related to mathematics and that numbers were the 

ultimate reality and, through mathematics, everything could be predicted and measured in rhythmic 

patterns or cycles. According to Iamblichus of Chalcis, Pythagoras once said that "number is the ruler of 

forms and ideas and the cause of gods and daemons." 

He was the first man to call himself a philosopher, or lover of wisdom,[2] and Pythagorean ideas 

exercised a marked influence on Plato. Unfortunately, very little is known about Pythagoras because 

none of his writings have survived. Many of the accomplishments credited to Pythagoras may actually 

have been accomplishments of his colleagues and successors. 

Euclid 
 

Euclid is the Greek mathematician who wrote Elements. 

 

Little is known about Euclid's actual life. He was living in Alexandria about 300 B.C.E. based on 

a passage in Proclus' Commentary on the First Book of Euclid's Elements. Indeed, much of what 

is known or conjectured is based on what Proclus says. After mentioning two students of Plato, 

Proclus writes  
All those who have written histories bring to this point their account of the development of this science. 

Not long after these men came Euclid, who brought together the Elements, systematizing many of the 

theorems of Eudoxus, perfecting many of those of Theatetus, and putting in irrefutable demonstrable form 

propositions that had been rather loosely established by his predecessors. He lived in the time of Ptolemy 

the First, for Archimedes, who lived after the time of the first Ptolemy, mentions Euclid. It is also reported 

that Ptolemy once asked Euclid if there was not a shorter road to geometry that through the Elements, and 

Euclid replied that there was no royal road to geometry. He was therefore later than Plato's group but earlier 

than Eratosthenes and Archimedes, for these two men were contemporaries, as Eratosthenes somewhere 
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says. Euclid belonged to the persuasion of Plato and was at home in this philosophy; and this is why he 

thought the goal of the Elements as a whole to be the construction of the so-called Platonic figures. 

(Proclus, ed. Friedlein, p. 68, tr. Morrow) 

 

It is apparent that Proclus had no direct evidence for when Euclid lived, but managed to place 

him between Plato's students and Archimedes, putting him, very roughly, about 300 B.C.E. 

Proclus lived about 800 years later, in the fifth century C.E.  

There are a few other historical comments about Euclid. The most important being Pappus' 

(fourth century C.E.) comment that Apollonius (third century B.C.E.) studied "with the students 

of Euclid at Alexandria."  

 

Thus, we know almost nothing about Euclid's life. But we have more of his writings than any 

other ancient mathematician. Besides the Elements, there are the Data, On Divisions of Figures, 

the Phaenomena, and the Optics. All are included in the Euclidis opera omnia of Heiberg and 

Menge (see below) in Greek and translated into Latin. Other translations are listed below. Euclid 

also wrote other books which no longer exist but were mentioned by later writers. They include 

Surface Loci, Porisms, Conics, and the Pseudaria (that is, the Book of Fallacies).  

 

Socrates  
 
Socrates (pronounced /ˈsɒkrətiːz/; Greek: Σωκράτησ, Sōkrátēs; c. 469 BC–399 BC[1]) was a Classical 
Greek philosopher. Credited as one of the founders of Western philosophy, he is an enigmatic figure 
known only through the classical accounts of his students. Plato's dialogues are the most comprehensive 
accounts of Socrates to survive from antiquity.[2] 

Through his portrayal in Plato's dialogues, Socrates has become renowned for his contribution to the 

field of ethics, and it is this Platonic Socrates who also lends his name to the concepts of Socratic irony 

and the Socratic method, or elenchus. The latter remains a commonly used tool in a wide range of 

discussions, and is a type of pedagogy in which a series of questions are asked not only to draw 

individual answers, but to encourage fundamental insight into the issue at hand. It is Plato's Socrates 

that also made important and lasting contributions to the fields of epistemology and logic, and the 

influence of his ideas and approach remains strong in providing a foundation for much western 

philosophy that followed. 

As one recent commentator has put it, Plato, the idealist, offers "an idol, a master figure, for philosophy. 

A Saint, a prophet of the 'Sun-God', a teacher condemned for his teachings as a heretic."[3] Yet, the 'real' 

Socrates, like many of the other Ancient philosophers, remains at best enigmatic and at worst unknown. 

Solon  

Solon (ancient Greek: Σόλων, c. 638 BC–558 BC) was an Athenian statesman, lawmaker, and Lyric poet. 

He is remembered particularly for his efforts to legislate against political, economic and moral decline in 

archaic Athens. His reforms failed in the short term yet he is often credited with having laid the 

foundations for Athenian democracy.[2][3][4][5] 

Our knowledge of Solon is limited by the lack of documentary and archeological evidence covering 

Athens in the early 6th Century BC.[6][7] He wrote poetry for pleasure, as patriotic propaganda and in 

defence of his constitutional reforms. His works only survive in fragments. They appear to feature 
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interpolations by later authors and it is possible that fragments have been wrongly attributed to him 

(see Solon the reformer and poet). Ancient authors such as Herodotus and Plutarch are our main source 

of information yet they wrote about Solon hundreds of years after his death - and this was at a time 

when history was by no means an academic discipline (see for example Anecdotes). Fourth Century 

orators, such as Aeschines, tended to attribute to Solon all the laws of their own, much later times.[8] 

Archeology reveals glimpses of Solon's period in the form of fragmentary inscriptions but little else. For 

some scholars, our 'knowledge' of Solon and his times is largely a fictive construct based on insufficient 

evidence[9][10] while others believe a substantial body of real knowledge is still attainable.[11] Solon and 

his times can appear particularly interesting to students of history as a test of the limits and nature of 

historical argument.[12] 

Pittacus of Mytilene 

Pittacus (c. 640-568 BC) was the son of Hyrradius and one of the Seven Sages of Greece. He was a native 

of Mytilene and the Mytilenaean general who, with his army, was victorious in the battle against the 

Athenians and their commander Phrynon. In consequence of this victory the Mytilenaeans held Pittacus 

in the greatest honour and presented the supreme power into his hands. After ten years of reign he 

resigned his position and the city and constitution were brought into good order. 

When the Athenians were about to attack his city, Pittacus challenged their General to a single combat, 

with the understanding that the result should decide the war, and much bloodshed be thereby avoided. 

The challenge was accepted, and he killed his enemy with a broad sword. He was then chosen ruler of 

his city and governed for ten years, during which time he made laws in poetry -- one of which was to this 

effect: "A crime committed by a person when drunk should receive double the punishment which it 

would merit if the offender were sober." His great motto was : "Do not to your neighbor what you 

would take ill from him."[1] (The Golden Rule) 

Some authors mention that he had a son called Tyrrhaeus. The legend says that his son was killed and 

when the murderer was brought before Pittacus, he dismissed the man, saying, "Pardon is better than 

repentance." Of this matter, Heraclitus says that he had got the murderer into his power and then he 

released him, saying, "Pardon is better than punishment." 

It was a saying of Pittacus, that it is a hard thing to be really a good man. Others of his sayings were: 

 "Whatever you do, do it well." 
 "Even the Gods cannot strive against necessity." 
 "Power shows the man." 
 "Do not say beforehand what you are going to do; for if you fail, you will be laughed at." 
 "Do not reproach a man with his misfortunes, fearing lest Nemesis may overtake you." 
 "Forbear to speak evil not only of your friends, but also of your enemies." 
 "Cultivate truth, good faith, experience, cleverness, sociability, and industry." 
 "Know thy opportunity" 

He flourished about the forty-second Olympiad. Having lived more than seventy years, he died in the 

third year of the fifty-second Olympiad (568 BC). 
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In Protagoras (dialogue) 341c[1] of Plato, Prodicus labeled the aeolic dialect as barbarian, while referring 

to Pittacus of Mytilene. 

Bias of Priene 

Bias (Greek: Βίας ο Πριηνεὺς, 6th century BCE), the son of Teutamus and a citizen of Priene was a Greek 

philosopher. Satyrus puts him as the wisest of all the Seven Sages of Greece. 

One of the examples of his goodness is the legend that says that he paid a ransom for some women who 

had been taken prisoner. After educating them as his own daughters, he sent them back to Messina, 

their homeland, and to their fathers. 

Also it is said that when some fishermen found The Brazen Tripod on which was encrypted: "For the 

Wisest", the fathers of the damsels came into an assembly. They concluded that Bias was the wisest 

among all men, so the tripod was presented to him as a token of gratitude for all that he had done for 

the city. Bias refused the honor with the words: "Apollo is the wisest". Another author notes that he 

consecrated the tripod at Thebes to Hercules. 

He also wrote about two thousand verses on Ionia, to show in what matter a man might achieve 

happiness. 

Some of his sayings 
 

 "All men are wicked." 
 "It is difficult to bear a change of fortune for the worse with magnanimity." 
 "Choose the course which you adopt with deliberation; but when you have adopted it, then 

persevere in it with firmness." 
 "Do not speak fast, for that shows folly." 
 "Love prudence." 
 "Speak of the Gods as they are." 
 "Do not praise an undeserving man because of his riches." 
 "Accept of things, having procured them by persuasion, not by force." 
 "Cherish wisdom as a means of traveling from youth to old age, for it is more lasting than any 

other possession." 

Quote 

"It is said that he was very energetic and eloquent when pleading causes; but that he always reserved 

his talents for the right side. In reference to which Demodicus of Alerius uttered the following 

enigmatical saying—"If you are a judge, give a Prienian decision." And Hipponax says, "More excellent in 

his decisions than Bias of Priene." (Diogenes Laertius, Book I, Chapter: The Life of Bias) 

The legend says that he died as an old man, pleading a cause for his client. After he had finished 

speaking, he leaned back with his head on the bosom of his daughter's son. When the advocate on the 

opposite side had spoken, the judges decided in favor of Bias's client. At the end of the trial he was 

found dead on his grandson's bosom. The city buried him in the greatest magnificence. 
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Cleobulus 

Cleobulus (Greek: Κλεόβουλοσ, Cleovoulos), the son of Evagoras, was a Greek philosopher and a native 

of Lindos. He lived as late as 560 BC. He studied philosophy in Egypt; and had a daughter named 

Cleobulina, who used to compose enigmas in hexameter verse, that were said to be of no less 

significance than his own. It is said that he restored the temple of Minerva which had been built by 

Danaus. He was one of the Seven Sages of Greece. 

He used to compose songs and sayings in verse to the number of three thousand lines. Diogenes 

Laertius presents these lines: 

"I am a brazen maiden lying here 

Upon the tomb of Midas. And as long 

As water flows, as trees are green with leaves, 

As the sun shines and eke the silver moon, 

As long as rivers flow, and billows roar, 

So long will I upon this much wept tomb, 

Tell passers by, "Midas lies buried here." 

(Diogenes Laertius, Book I, Chapter: The Life of Cleobulus) 

Sayings 

Some of his sayings were: 

 "Ignorance and talkativeness bear the chief sway among men." 
 "Cherish not a thought." 
 "Do not be fickle, or ungrateful." 
 "Be fond of hearing rather than of talking." 
 "Be fond of learning rather than unwilling to learn." 
 "Seek virtue and eschew vice." 
 "Be superior to pleasure." 
 "Instruct one's children." 
 "Be ready for reconciliation after quarrels." 
 "Avoid injustice." 
 "Do nothing by force." 
 "Moderation is the best thing." 

He died as an old man of seventy. There is a tomb of Cleobulus on Lindos. 

Myson of Chenae 

Myson of Chenae (also Khenai or Chen; Greek: Μφςων ὁ Χηνεφσ) was known as one of the Seven Sages 

of Greece. All sources agree that he was a plain farmer, though they differ as to his place of birth and 

residence. He is said to have lived in the village of Chen, though this is variously located in Laconia or 
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Crete. He is also said to be "of Oeta", which seems to be a reference to Mount Oeta; but the reference is 

sometimes read as "Etea" instead, which again may have been in Laconia or else in Crete.1 

According to Sosicrates, who quoted Hermippus, Myson was the son of Strymon, a tyrant of his country. 

He died at the age of 97. [3] 

In Protagoras, Plato lists Myson of Chen as one of the Seven Sages of Greece, instead of Periander, son 

of Kypselos, who was claimed as one by Stobaeus, citing Demetrius of Phaleron as his authority. Eudoxus 

also lists Myson, but omits Cleobulus instead. 

The Oracle of Delphi proclaimed Myson the wisest of all men when Anacharsis consulted it: 

"Myson of Chen in Oeta; this is he Who for wiseheartedness surpasses thee;"  

There is some confusion as to whether he was a true Spartan: "there is a story in Plutarch, (Quaest. 

Rom. 84), of Myson making in winter a fork for tossing the corn, and, when Chilon wondered at it, of his 

justifying himself by an apposite answer; where Myson is opposed, as a Perioecian farmer, to the noble 

Spartan".2 

Quotations 
"We should not investigate facts by the light of arguments, but arguments by the light of facts."  
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